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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the twentieth century, attempts to explain subatomic physics phenomena combined with
two scientific revolutions – special relativity and quantum mechanics – have resulted in
the development of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). The SM successfully
describes all the particle physics processes that we observe at accelerators with the help of
only 17 particles and interaction between them, that is based on the SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)

gauge group, see Fig. 1.1. The SM has passed a number of precision tests [1–3]. The last
stage of the confirmation of SM was the discovery of the Higgs boson at Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) [4, 5] and subsequent tests of its properties, which confirmed that it is
exactly the same particle as predicted by the SM [6].

The SM is a closed theory and may be used as an effective theory that makes extremely
accurate predictions up to the Planck scale. However, it is not complete. There are a
few observational phenomena establishing that SM has to be extended, probably by
adding new particles. These phenomena constitute the beyond the SM problems (or
BSM problems).

The BSM problems are:

• Neutrino oscillations: measurements of solar neutrino flux, as well as observations
of atmospheric and collider neutrino interactions, suggest that neutrinos may change
their flavor – the phenomenon called neutrino oscillations. The oscillations may occur
if neutrinos have different masses. This is not possible in SM, in which neutrinos are
massless, but may be resolved by adding interactions with new particles.

• Dark matter (DM): Astrophysical and cosmological observations suggest that most
of the mass of the Universe is dominated by a specific type of matter that does not
interact with light – the dark matter. The only natural candidate for the role of DM in
SM is the SM active neutrino. However, experimental restrictions on neutrino masses
make this scenario impossible.
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Figure 1.1: Left panel: The particle content of the Standard model. Twelve elementary
particles of matter – leptons, corresponding lepton neutrinos, and quarks – interact with
each other via electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions. The interaction mediators
are, correspondingly, a photon, W,Z bosons, and gluons. All of the matter elementary
particles except for neutrinos, and W,Z bosons obtain their mass because of the Higgs
mechanism. Right panel: an extension of the Standard Model with three electrically neutral
fermion particles called Heavy Neutral Leptons N . These particles may be capable of
solving all three beyond the Standard model phenomena simultaneously.

• Baryon asymmetry of the Universe: within the SM, it is impossible to generate the
observed asymmetry between matter and antimatter, which is of an order of 109 + 1

baryons per one 109 antibaryons.

In order to resolve the BSM problems, one may construct an extension of SM with
some new physics particles that are responsible for these phenomena. Unfortunately, they
do not provide unique information about the properties of these hypothetical particles, such
as spin, mass, and strength of the interaction with different SM particles. As a result, a
number of BSM extensions that may resolve the BSM problems is “degenerate”: based on
the experimental data, we do not have a clear way to choose a particular extension that is
realized in nature. This situation is different from the case of the construction of the SM,
for which the guideline was provided by a combination of theoretical arguments such as
the unitarity and the gauge symmetry, and signatures from the particle physics experiments,
that allow determining properties of particles in a unique way.

Currently, there is no signature that tells us uniquely about the properties of new
physics particles. Given that a lot of SM extensions may be equally responsible for the
resolution of BSM problems, one needs a way to constrain as many models as possible.
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1.1 Portals

Non-observation of new physics particles at particle physics experiments may be explained
by two reasons: either they are too heavy to be produced at the currently reachable energies,
or they are too feebly interacting, such that the intensity of events at the experiment is
insufficient to observe them. Further, we will consider the second class of the particles.
They are called Feebly Interacting Particles, or FIPs.

The FIPs may be directly responsible for the BSM phenomena or serve as mediators
between the dark sector and the SM. It is convenient to classify BSM extensions with FIPs
by the properties of the particles-mediators:

1. Scalar portal:
L = α1H

†HS + α2H
†HS2, (1.1.1)

with H being the SM Higgs doublet, S being a new scalar particle, while α1,2 real
couplings. Phenomenologically, the scalar S interacts with SM particles in the same
way as a light Higgs boson, but the matrix element of any process is suppressed by
the mixing angle θ � 1. S may play a role of a mediator for the dark sector [7], or
be responsible for the inflation by playing the role of an inflaton [8], if having mass
in GeV scale.

2. Neutrino portal:
L = FαIL̄αH̃NI + N mass term, (1.1.2)

where H̃ = iσ2H
∗ is the Higgs doublet in the conjugated representation, Lα =

(
lα
να

)

is the left SM lepton doublet, NI Heavy Neutral Leptons (or HNLs), and FαI complex
couplings. Phenomenologically, HNLs interact similarly to a SM neutrino να but
suppressed by the mixing angle Uα � 1. HNLs may resolve all of the BSM
problems. In particular, to explain neutrino oscillations and the baryon asymmetry of
the Universe, we need at least two HNLs with highly degenerate masses, while for
DM one needs a long-lived HNL with mass in O(keV) range. A model with such
three HNLs is called Neutrino Minimal Standard Model, or νMSM [9, 10].

3. Vector portal:
L =

ε

2
FµνV

µν , or L = εJµVµ (1.1.3)

where Fµν is the strength tensor of the gauge field associated with the UY (1) gauge
group, V µν is the strength associated with the new vector field Vµ, and Jµ is the
conserved SM current (for instance, B − 3L current).
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1.2 LHC and dedicated accelerator experiments

During the last few years, particle physics experiments with large events intensity have
been proposed to probe FIPs. They are called Intensity frontier experiments.

FIPs may interact with SM particles in different ways. In dependence on the type of
interaction, different kinds of searching may be preferable. Based on the search type, the
Intensity frontier experiments may be classified as follows:

1. Prompt or displaced visible decays of FIPs: a possible method to search for unsta-
ble FIPs that decays into electrically charged particles is to produce them in collisions
of SM particles and then detect their decays into SM particles. Such kind events
must be distinguished from pure SM events. For instance, an event with the HNL
decay N → µ−π+ may be mimicked by a long-lived µ− and π+ produced outside
the decay volume in some SM process, and whose trajectories closely intersect at
one point inside the decay volume. The background reduction is typically reached
by preventing the outer particles from reaching the decay volume: either by plac-
ing the decay volume far from the collision point (such that SM particles decay
before reaching the decay volume), by placing SM particles absorbers/deflectors
between the collision point, or by imposing specific events selection criteria that min-
imize the SM background. Examples include: prompt and displaced searches at the
LHC, especially during its high-luminosity phase [11–16]; LHC-based experiments –
FASER/FASER2 [17], MATHUSLA [18], Codex-b [19]; experiments at extracted
beams – SHiP [20], NA62 in the dump mode (SPS beam at CERN), DUNE near
detector [21], DarkQuest [22] (Fermilab).

2. Rare SM decays: if decays of FIPs cannot be distinguished from some rare SM
processes, one may search for an excess of the corresponding events over the yield
predicted by SM. Such rare decays are searched, e.g., at meson factories. Examples
include: rare decays of mesons – B → Kµµ at LHCb [23], BaBar [24], and Belle
II [25], K → πνν at NA62 in the kaon mode [26].

3. Events with missing energy/momentum: Another class of events is common if
FIPs leave detectors invisibly, for instance decaying into uncharged particles. Such
type of events may be characterized by a missing energy/momentum. Examples
are NA64 [27, 28], Belle, BaBar, which search for the process e + target → e +

missing energy, and events of the type p+ p→ jet + missing pT at the LHC [29–31].

4. Scatterings of new physics particles: If being stable, FIPs may still be detected
via their scatterings off matter. In this case, the production of FIPs at the labora-
tory is not necessary, as they could have been generated in the Early Universe and
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Figure 1.2: Sensitivity reach of Intensity frontier experiment to decays of portal particles:
dark scalars (1.1.1) that have zero quartic coupling HHSS (the left panel), Heavy Neutral
Leptons (1.1.2) that mix purely with νe (the middle panel), and dark photons (1.1.3) (the
right panel). The figure for the dark photon and sensitivity contours for HNLs and scalars
are given from [36]. The BBN bound for HNLs is reproduced from [37].

surround us today. This may be the case of dark matter particles. Examples of
experiments that search for this signature include recently approved SND@LHC [32]
and FASERν [33], DUNE near detector, and direct DM detection experiments such
as CRESST [34, 35].

The combined sensitivity reach of these experiments to different portal models is shown in
Fig. 1.2. We also show there the parameter space excluded by past experiments.

1.2.1 Qualitative comparison of different experiments

Using Fig. 1.2, we may formally compare the potential of different experiments to probe
new physics particles. In addition, in order to study principal limitations and advantages of
the given experimental setup to probe different new physics models, it would be useful to
have a qualitative understanding of the features of the sensitivity.

The sensitivity of the given experiment to FIPs may be estimated using Monte-Carlo
simulations of the number of events. However, this method has several limitations when
comparing the sensitivity reach of different experiments.

Indeed, a simulation is typically a “black box” which does not allow us to understand
the characteristic features of the sensitivity curve. In addition, it typically costs a huge
amount of time and requires a lot of computational resources, which becomes crucial if
many simulations are required. This is the case, for instance, during the optimization
stage of the experiment, when its design is changed. Another situation is when we change
parameters of the FIP model, which requires a new simulation each time.

A clear, fully controlled estimate of the sensitivity within a factor of few is provided by
semi-analytic calculations [9].
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Let us consider for instance Intensity frontier experiments that search for visible decays
of FIPs X . The number of events at these experiments is given by

Nevents ≈
∑

i

Ni · Br(i→ X) · ε(i)geom · P (i)
decay · Br(X → vis) · εdecay · εrec (1.2.1)

Here, Ni is the total number of SM particle species i at the experiment (it may be for
instance a particle from the incoming beam, or a secondary particle produced in collisions),
Br(i→ X) is the branching ratio of the process with i which leads to the production of X
(it may be a decay or a scattering process), ε(i)geom is the geometric acceptance – the fraction
of particles X that fly in the direction of the detector of the experiment. P (i)

decay is the decay
probability:

Pdecay ≈ exp[−lmin/cτXγ
(i)
X ]− exp

[
−lmax/cτXγ

(i)
X

]
≈

≈




lfid/cτXγ

(i)
X , cτXγ

(i)
X � lmax

exp
[
−lmax/cτXγ

(i)
X

]
, cτXγ

(i)
X . lmin

(1.2.2)

with lmin, lmax being the minimal and maximal distance defining the decay volume (lfid =

lmax− lmin), τX the proper lifetime and γ(i)
X the mean γ factor. Br(X → vis) is the branching

ratio of decays of X into visible states (typically, a pair of charged particles). Finally, εdecay

is the decay acceptance – a fraction of decay products that travel in the direction of the
detector, and εrec is the reconstruction efficiency – the fraction of events that are successfully
reconstructed in detectors.

The sensitivity curve is defined by the condition Nevents > Nmin, where Nmin is the
number of events required for the detection. The limiting cases in (1.2.2) define the lower
and upper bounds of the sensitivity of the experiments shown in Fig. 1.2. Using (1.2.2)
together with (1.2.1), we may estimate these bounds analytically. We consider models
in which the production and decays of X are controlled by the same coupling g of X to
SM, such that Br(i → X), τ−1

X ∝ g2. Assuming for simplicity that the production of X
is dominated by one specific channel, the scaling of the lower and upper bounds of the
sensitivity is given by the following formulas:

Nevents,lower bound ∝ g4 ⇒ g2
lower bound ∼

√
Nmin

Nevents,lower bound
∣∣
g=1

≡

≡ χlower ×
√

cτX
Br(i→ X)Br(X → vis)

∣∣∣∣
g=1

(1.2.3)

Nevents,upper bound ∝ g2
upper exp

[
−lmin/cτXγ

(i)
X

]
⇒ g2

upper ∼
γ

(i)
X

lmincτX

∣∣∣∣
g=1

≡ χupper ·
1

cτX

∣∣∣∣
g=1

,

(1.2.4)
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Here, we have separated the experiment-independent parameters, which cancel out when
comparing different experiments, from the experiment-specific quantities:

χlower ≡

√√√√ Nmin · γ(i)
X

Ni · ε(i)geom · lfid · εdecay · εrec

, χupper ≡
γ

(i)
X

lmin
(1.2.5)

The lower and upper bounds of the sensitivity of the Intensity frontier experiments may
be estimated with the help of several geometric parameters.

We are now ready to compare the lower and upper bounds of different experiments. We
consider the following experiments: MATHUSLA and FASER2 at the LHC, and SHiP and
SHADOWS at SPS, and restrict the masses of FIPs by the GeV range. Their parameters
are summarized in Table 1.1.

Experiment SHiP SHADOWS MATHUSLA FASER2√
s, GeV 28 28 13000 13000
NPoT 2 · 1020 ∼ 5 · 1019 2.2 · 1017 2.2 · 1017

lmin
m 50 10 40 480
〈lfid〉

m 50 20 100 5
θdet
rad (0, 0.025) (0.03, 0.09) (0.48, 0.9) (0, 2.1 · 10−3)

Table 1.1: Parameters of different Intensity frontier experiments: the beam CM energy
√
s,

the total number of the proton-proton collisions expected during the working period NPoT,
the distance to the beginning of the decay volume lmin, the average length of the decay
volume 〈lfid〉, polar angle coverage of detectors θdet.

We consider three different production channels: proton bremsstrahlung, that is impor-
tant for dark photons and dark scalars, decays of D mesons, which are important for HNLs,
and decays of B mesons, which are important for dark scalars and HNLs [38, 39], see
Fig. 1.3. We adopt the description of the probabilities of these channels from [38, 39]. For
particles from decays of mesons, we approximate the kinematic quantities such as γX and
εgeom by the corresponding quantities of mesons. This is a meaningful approximation since
the angular distribution differs only by the quantity ∆θ ' mB,D/EB,D, which is typically
much smaller than the angular coverage of the experiments of interest. We use the total
amount and spectra of D,B mesons at the LHC provided by the FONLL package [40–43]
and at SPS by [44]. Finally, we estimate εdecay with the help of a simple Monte-Carlo
simulation.1

Let us now highlight important points relevant for the comparison:

1We require decay products from two-body decays of particles with masses mB/D for decays from B/D
mesons and 1 GeV for the production by bremsstrahlung to point to detectors.
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h
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Typical production channels for a FIP X that has mass in O(GeV) range:
proton bremsstrahlung (the diagram (a)), and decays of B,D mesons into a FIP and other
particle h (the diagram (b)).

1. Particles produced by the proton bremsstrahlung have small transverse momenta
pT . ΛQCD and hence are very collimated with respect to the beam axis. Therefore,
off-axis experiments like SHADOWS and MATHUSLA do not have the sensitivity
to this channel.

2. For the production from mesons, the invariant mass of collisions
√
s must be much

larger than the doubled mass of meson; otherwise, the meson production probability
gets suppressed. As a result, at the SPS beam energy, the fraction of produced B
mesons per one proton-proton collision is ' few · 10−7, since 2mB ≈ 10 GeV is not
too far from

√
sSPS ≈ 28 GeV. At the LHC,

√
s = 13 TeV, and the probability is

much higher, reaching 10−2. For D mesons, there is no such significant difference,
as their mass is significantly lower. However, the suppression at SPS is compensated
by a much larger beam intensity.

3. The distribution of B,D mesons is collimated, although not so strong as compared to
the bremsstrahlung. This leads to much lower (but non-zero) geometric acceptance
for the off-axis experiments. As a result of these factors, the amounts of B mesons at
SHiP, FASER2, and MATHUSLA are comparable, while at SHADOWS it is even
suppressed.

4. Experiments located close to the beam collision point, such as SHADOWS, may
have an advantage at the upper bound of the sensitivity even despite lower average
momentum. On-axis experiments at the LHC such as FASER2, although being
located far away from the collision point, are still competitive at the upper bound due
to large average momenta of particles produced in energetic beams collisions in the
far-forward direction.

The resulting parameters (1.2.5) are summarized in Table 1.2.
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Experiment SHiP SHADOWS MATHUSLA FASER2
Nmin 3 3 3 3

NB · εBgeom 8 · 1013 5 · 1011 3 · 1013 1013

ND · εDgeom 8 · 1017 2 · 1016 5 · 1014 2 · 1014

NPoT · εbrem
geom 1020 – – 2 · 1016

εdecay, B 0.4 < 0.4 O(1) O(1)
εdecay, D 0.4 ' 0.3 O(1) O(1)
εdecay, brem O(1) – – O(1)
χlower, B 4 · 10−7 6 · 10−6 10−7 2 · 10−6

χlower, D 3 · 10−9 8 · 10−8 4 · 10−8 5 · 10−7

χlower, brem 10−10 – – 10−7

χupper, B 2 6 0.1 3
χupper, D 1 2 0.03 2
χupper, brem 3 – – 2

Table 1.2: Potential reach of different Intensity frontier experiments as predicted by
Eqns. (1.2.5). The relevant parameters NB,D, εgeom, εdecay. The minimal number of events
required for the discovery, Nmin, corresponds to the assumption of absence of background
at 95% CL.

From the discussion, we conclude that SHiP is the most powerful “non-compromised”
experiment proposed to search for FIPs with masses below 5 GeV.

1.3 Astrophysical and cosmological probes: defining the parameter
space of interest for accelerator experiments

Searches for FIPs at accelerator experiments are restricted by short-lived particles. The
upper bound on lifetimes that may be constrained is model-dependent. For instance, for
HNLs it may be as large as τN ' 10−2 s at masses mN > 0.5 GeV, see Fig. 1.4. It
is therefore important to define the target parameter space of FIPs to be probed by the
accelerator experiments.

Signatures that may be sensitive to long-lived FIPs are cosmological and astrophysical
observables.

In the Early universe or inside a dense medium of a supernova, the intensity of collisions
was much higher than at colliders. Therefore, despite tiny couplings to the SM particles,
FIPs may be produced in amounts significant enough to potentially alter the cosmological
observables.
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Figure 1.4: The complementarity of FIP signatures coming from past laboratory exper-
iments and cosmological observations, demonstrated using a particular FIP example –
HNLs with the pure e mixing. Laboratory experiments are able to probe the parameter
space of relatively short-lived particles, whereas cosmological observations such as Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis and Cosmic Microwave Background may rule out long-lived HNLs.
Together, they define the target parameter space for future experiments such as SHiP.

Cosmological and astrophysical probes include: abundances of primordial light el-
ements synthesized during Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN); the spectrum of Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB); galactic X-ray lines; supernova explosion observation;
primordial magnetic fields. The experimental status of these observations is different. For
instance, while the CMB spectrum is measured very accurately, the supernova evolution is
probed poorly, as it is based on only one observation of the explosion of SN1987A.

Predictions for these observables based on the standard cosmological model (Λ Cold
Dark Matter, or ΛCDM) and only SM particles populating the plasma do not contradict the
measurements. By adding a new particle, we may break this agreement.

Cosmological probes that may constrain the shortest FIPs lifetimes are BBN and CMB.
They may be affected by FIPs with lifetimes as small as τFIP ' 0.01 s.

The earliest probe from the Early Universe is BBN. BBN is sensitive to the evolution of
the Universe at cosmological times as small as t ' O(1 s), when neutrons decouple from
the primordial plasma (see subsection 1.3.1 below). As their decoupling is not instantaneous,
the population of neutrons at decoupling is sensitive to the dynamics at even earlier times. In
particular, it may constrain particles with lifetimes as small as τFIP & 0.01 s (see Sec. 1.3.1).
Another probe is CMB: although it is associated to the epoch at which electrons and protons
get bounded into the Hydrogen atom, its characteristic features (i.e., the angular horizon or
the damping scale) depend on the primordial helium abundance and the effective number of
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relativistic degrees of freedom, Neff, which, in their turn, are determined by the evolution
of the Universe at time scales as small as t ' 0.1 s. Below, we discuss them in more detail.

1.3.1 BBN

There are two cosmic sources of chemical elements: the evolution of stars, and the primor-
dial evolution of the Universe, which is assumed initially to be hot and/or ultra-dense, thus
having conditions for nucleosynthesis. The primordial abundances may be measured in
star-poor regions. If the primordial nuclear synthesis was in equilibrium, we would expect
that the present Universe is dominated by iron, as it has the largest binding energy per
nucleon and therefore is thermodynamically favorable. However, the measurements have
indicated the existence of only light elements up to 7Li. This leads us to the conclusion that
nuclear reactions were not in thermodynamical equilibrium.
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Figure 1.5: The chain of primordial nuclear reactions adopted from [45].

A natural explanation of this feature has been given by Gamow in 40-ties. He assumed
that the Universe was hot and radiation dominated during BBN rather than cold and
ultradense, which implies a small baryon-to-photon ratio, ηB = nB/nγ � 1. In the
thermal medium, two-particle reactions are much more probable than other multi-body
processes. Therefore, the first reaction in the nuclear chain is the deuterium synthesis
process p + n → d + γ, see Fig. 1.5. At temperatures larger than the binding energy
of deuterium nuclei, T > ∆D, BBN was not efficient because synthesized nuclei were
immediately destroyed by photons (that have average energy Eγ ' T ). The temperature
of the onset of nuclear reactions, TBBN, may be estimated as a temperature at which
the number density of photons with energies higher than the deuterium binding energy,
Eγ > ∆D = 2.2 MeV, became comparable with the number density of nucleons:

nγ,Eγ>∆D
(TBBN) ' nB(TBBN) = ηBnγ(TBBN), (1.3.1)
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which implies TBBN ' ∆D/ ln(η−1
B ) ∼ 0.1∆D ' 100 keV. At such low temperatures,

however, heavy elements cannot be formed because of the Coulomb barrier. Indeed, the
probability of the synthesis process X1 +X2 → X3, with Xi being some nucleus with mass
and charge mi and Zi, is suppressed by the Coulomb repulsion factor

σv ∝ e−η, η =
Z1Z2αEM

v(T )
=
Z1Z2αEM√

T

√
m1m2√

m1 +
√
m2

, (1.3.2)

The synthesis effectively does not occur if

η(TBBN) & 1⇒ TBBN . Tcoulomb =
m1m2Z

2
1Z

2
2

(
√
m1 +

√
m2)2

(1.3.3)

As a result, using TBBN ' 100 keV, we conclude that no nucleus heavier than 12C may be
synthesized efficiently (12C is produced in the process 4He +8 Be→12 C + 2γ, for which
Tcoulomb ' TBBN).

The only robust measurements of primordial abundances are those of d and 4He.

Indeed, the 3He isotope is measured only in regions with high metallicity, and it is
not possible to estimate the effect of the stellar evolution on its abundance [46]. The
measurements of 7Li [47] set the lower bound on the primordial abundance since 7Li might
be destroyed in low-metallicity stars.

The abundance of the primordial 4He, Yp, is measured by three ways: (i) the low-
metallicity extragalactic method, according to which the helium abundance is measured
in low-metallicity regions and then extrapolated to zero metallicity; (ii) the intergalactic
method – measurements of Yp in the low-metallicity extragalactic gas; and (iii) the CMB
method, for which the helium abundance is extracted from the CMB damping tail. The
current error in the determination of 4He at 1σ is around 4% (see Sec. 3.1.1).

In the Standard Model BBN (or SBBN), the only free parameter is ηB.

Using the value of ηB measured from CMB, we find that the predictions of SBBN agree
with measurements of d and 4He [48]. Therefore, to understand the impact of FIPs on
BBN, we should first learn SBBN.

The SBBN proceeds as follows. Above TBBN, we have only p, n, e±, ν, ν̄, γ particles in
the plasma. During the whole BBN, ultrarelativistic particles dominate the energy density
of the Universe and determine the dynamics of the expansion of the Universe and hence the
Hubble rate H . e±, ν, ν̄, in addition, keep protons and neutrons in thermal equilibrium by
weak reactions

p+ ν̄ ↔ n+ e+, n+ νe ↔ p+ e (1.3.4)
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at large temperatures T � 1 MeV, such that nn/np = e−(mn−mp)/T . However, neutrons
decouple at some temperature of order Tdec ' 1 MeV, determined by the condition

Γp↔n(Tdec) ' H(Tdec), (1.3.5)

where Γp↔n is the p↔ n conversion rate. Afterwards, the population of neutrons evolves
due to free decays only, n→ e+ p+ ν̄e, with the neutron lifetime τn ≈ 880 s.

At temperatures around TBBN, the number density of photons with Eγ < ∆D drops
below nB, and the synthesis starts. Among all light elements which may be synthesized,
remind Eq. (1.3.3), helium has the largest binding energy per nucleon. Therefore, its
abundance may be estimated from the assumption that all free neutrons got bound in 4He:

Yp =
m4Henn

mB(nn + np)

∣∣∣∣
T=TBBN

' nn/np
nn/np + 1

∣∣∣∣
T=Tdec

· e−t(TBBN)/τn (1.3.6)

The amounts of other elements is not possible to estimate analytically in accurate way, as the
BBN dynamics is not equilibrium. In addition, the estimate of the helium abundance based
on Eq. (1.3.5) is very sensitive to Tdec, since it assumes the instant decoupling of neutrons
and therefore Tdec enters the exponent in nn/np|T=Tdec = e−(mn−mp)/Tdec . Therefore, in order
to obtain precise values predicted by SBBN, one has to solve the system of Boltzmann
equations for nuclear abundances (see, e.g. [48] and references therein).

1.3.1.1 How short-lived FIPs affect BBN

Let us now assume that in addition to SM particles we also have FIPs in the plasma. We
are interested in the lower bound on lifetimes for which BBN may be affected. Therefore,
we consider “small” lifetimes τFIP � 1 s, where the time scale is given by the rough time
of the neutron/neutrino decoupling. The most part of such short-lived FIPs decay at times
t . τFIP (i.e. at temperatures when neutrinos and neutrons are in perfect equilibrium), and
thus does not affect BBN. The BBN is changed by the residual population of FIPs that
survive at times t & τFIP, which is exponentially suppressed.2 FIPs may affect the dynamics
of BBN via the following mechanisms:

1. Change the dynamics of the expansion of the Universe. Before FIPs decay, the energy
density of heavy FIPs with mFIP � T may contribute significantly to the total energy
density of the Universe, as the ratio of the energy density of non-relativistic relics to
the energy density of SM species scales as ρFIP/ρSM ∝ mFIP/T . The largeness of the
ratio mFIP/T may partially compensate the exponential suppression of the population
of FIPs at times t & τFIP, and effects of the energy density may not be neglected.
Decays of remaining FIPs into neutrinos and EM particles reheat them, in general

2Further, we assume that the value of ηB after the disappearance of FIPs from the plasma is given
by the value predicted by CMB. This assumption is reasonable since we cannot extract ηB from earlier
measurements.
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differently. This leads to a change of the number of the ultrarelativistic degrees of
freedom, Neff:

Neff =
4

7

(
11

4

) 4
3 ρν
ργ

(1.3.7)

and thus the Hubble rate at times t > τFIP, which affects the dynamics of BBN.

2. Change the p ↔ n conversion reactions. This may happen for instance if FIPs
decay into neutrinos at temperatures O(1 MeV). Since neutrinos are not in perfect
equilibrium at these temperatures [49], decays of FIPs change the shape of their
distribution function, which affects the neutron-to-proton ratio via the conversion
processes (1.3.4). Another example is long-lived mesons such as π±/K, which,
being produced by FIPs, convert p↔ n via strong interactions:

π− + p→ n+ γ, π+ + n→ p+ γ, K− + p/n→ n/p+X (1.3.8)

If FIPs decay into mesons, the lower bound on lifetimes that may be constrained by
BBN comes from the effect of the meson-driven p↔ n conversion.

Indeed, the cross sections the processes (1.3.8) are many orders of magnitude larger than
the weak p↔ n conversion cross-section:

σstrong
p↔n

σweak
p↔n

∼ m−2
p

G2
FT

2
∼ 10−16

(
1 MeV
T

)2

, (1.3.9)

Therefore, if FIPs decay into mesons, even their tiny amount comparable with the baryon
number density (i.e., much smaller than the neutrino number density) may significantly
affect the dynamics of the n/p ratio. The situation is different for the effects via neutrino
spectral distortions and the expansion of the Universe. In the latter cases, the energy density
of FIPs has to contribute non-negligible to the energy density of the Universe, which
requires a much larger number density of FIPs than in the case of mesons.

1.3.2 CMB

In the primordial Universe, protons, electrons and photons were connected to each other
via EM interactions, constituting the EM plasma. The hydrogen atom synthesis process,

p+ e→ H + γ, (1.3.10)

was much less efficient than the dissociation process

γ +H → p+ e (1.3.11)
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driven by the plasma photons. However, as temperature dropped to values around T ' 1 eV
(or redshifts z∗ ' 1100), the amount of photons with energies large enough to dissociate
the hydrogen dropped below the baryon number density nB. As a result, electrons and
protons got bounded into H , and the primordial plasma became transparent for photons.
These primordial photons survive until our times in the form of CMB.

At large scales, the CMB spectrum is nearly homogeneous and isotropic and well-
described by the Planck distribution with the temperature TCMB = 2.7255± 0.0006 K [50],
which is one of the confirmations of the Big Bang theory. Interesting physics is hidden in
its perturbations.

Let us introduce the variation of the temperature δT (n) = (T (n)− TCMB)/TCMB, and
expand it in terms of spherical harmonics Ylm:

δT (n) =
∑

l,m

almYlm(θ, φ), (1.3.12)

where n(θ, φ) is the unit vector defining the direction on the sky. To characterize the
inhomogeneities, we introduce the autocorrelation function

C(θ) = 〈|δT (n1)δT (n2)|〉, cos(θ) = n1 · n2 (1.3.13)

Using Eq. (1.3.12), we obtain

C(θ) =
T 2

CMB

4π

∑

l

(2l + 1)ClPl(cos(θ)) (1.3.14)

Here, we have assumed that the coefficients alm satisfy the relation

〈a∗lmal′m′〉 = Clδmm′δll′ (1.3.15)

The monopole component of the CMB, C0, gives us the information about the CMB
temperature TCMB. The dipole component C2 comes from the relative motion of the Solar
system with respect to the CMB radiation frame, which results in the Doppler shift (with
β = v/c being the β factor of the relative motion)

T (θ) ≈ Tγ(1 + β cos(θ) +O(β2)) (1.3.16)

Multi-poles Cl, l ≥ 2 provide us information about primordial perturbations of the power
spectrum. They are shown in Fig. 1.6.

The main characteristic features of the CMB anisotropy spectrum from Fig. 1.6 are
inhomogeneities in the CMB temperature of order δT/TCMB ' 10−5, the presence of
oscillations for l & 100, their exponential suppression at scales l & 103.
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Figure 1.6: The CMB power spectrum measured by PLANCK 2018 [51]. The light blue
curve corresponds to the best-fit spectrum in ΛCDM.

Qualitatively, the peaks at multipoles l & 100 result from acoustic oscillations of the
matter density. They originate from the competition between the pressure of photons and
the gravitational pressure of matter which tries to form potential wells. There are three
characteristics we can extract from the peaks:

1. Their relative height. Odd peaks correspond to compression of acoustic waves, even
peaks to rarefaction. If we were to fix everything but increase the baryon density, the
compression peaks (first, third, fifth, etc.) would increase in height relative to the
rarefaction peaks (second, fourth, sixth, etc.). As a result, the ratio of the second to
first peak amplitude tells us about the baryon density. The third peak is located at
smaller scales when the Universe was more radiation-dominated. The abundance of
DM alters when radiation domination stops and DM potential wells can grow. This
then determines how much the sound waves can compress. The height of the third
peak relative to the first or second peak thus tells us about the time of matter-radiation
equality (and therefore matter density).

2. Their position as a function of angular scale. The most prominent one is the first peak
and corresponds to the sound horizon rs – the distance sound waves have traveled
before recombination:

rs =

∫
cs
da

a2H
, (1.3.17)

where cs =
[
3
(

1 + 3ρb
4ργ

)]−1/2

is the velocity of the sound waves. The corresponding

angular scale is θs = rs/DA, whereDA =
0∫
zeq

dz/H(z). Since TCMB (and thus ργ) has

been measured, the sound speed only depends on the baryon energy density. Based
on measurements of the location of this peak, one can deduce that Ωm + ΩΛ = 1, i.e.,
the Universe is flat.
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3. Their damping at smaller angular scales. Photons have a mean free path, diffuse and
thus mix hot regions with cold regions. This leads to a dampening of small-scale
fluctuations that goes as exp(−r2

d/λ
2), where rd is the damping scale:

r2
d =

∫
da

a3σTneH

(
R2 + 16

15
(1 +R)

6(1 +R2)

)
, (1.3.18)

where R = 3ρb/4ργ . Note here that rd ∝ H−1/2.

1.3.2.1 Impact of short-lived FIPs on CMB

Short-lived FIPs with τFIP � 1 s do not survive until the recombination and thus do not
directly affect CMB. However, they may change populations of neutrinos and photons,
and also affect the primordial helium abundance, which changes properties of CMB.

We may parametrize the first effect via a change in Neff, see Eq. (1.3.7). In general, it
affects many parameters important for CMB: examples are sound horizon and damping
scale rs, rd discussed in the previous subsection, and the redshift zeq of the radiation-matter
equality. It is non-trivial to estimate the impact of the first effect on CMB, as it may be
mimicked by variations of other cosmological parameters [52]. To characterize the less
degenerate impact, it is possible to make a rescale of cosmological parameters which leaves
θs = rs/dA, zeq invariant [53]. Under such a rescale, the remained impact of Neff is on the
damping scale, θd ∝ (1 + 0.22Neff)

1
4 (see also also [54]).

Even in these conditions, Neff is still, however, degenerate with the other parameter
changed by FIPs – the primordial helium abundance Yp. The degeneracy appears since rd

depends on the amount of free electrons, which at low temperature is given by the proton
abundance, rd ∼ n−1

e ∼ 1/
√

1− Yp. Therefore,

θd ∝
(1 + 0.22Neff)

1
4√

1− Yp
(1.3.19)

The effect caused by a change in Neff which is non-degenerate with ΛCDM parameters
is the change of the CMB damping scale given by Eq. (1.3.18). There is, however, a
degeneracy between Neff and the helium abundance Yp.

Marginalizing over the value of Yp, the current bounds imposed by CMB on Neff is
Neff = 2.89± 0.62 at 2σ [55].
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1.4 Summary

In the lack of explanations of several phenomena in particle physics, the Standard model
requires to be extended, probably by adding new particles. However, from current obser-
vations, we do not have a clear guideline on the choice of this extension. Therefore, it is
reasonable to search for new particles in as much model-independent way as possible.

The work described in this thesis is devoted to a study of two different signatures of
new physics particles: their search at future particle physics experiments, and their impact
on different cosmological observables. They are complementary to each other, with the first
one allowing to probe the parameter space of short particle lifetimes, and the second one
constraining large lifetimes. In Chapter 2, we study different signatures with new physics
particles at laboratory experiments: their decays the past experiment CHARM (Sec. 2.1) and
at displaced vertices at the LHC (Sec. 2.2), and their scatterings at SND@LHC (Sec. 2.3).
In Chapter 3, we study the impact of short-lived particles on cosmological observations.
Namely, we consider the bounds on particles decaying hadronically on BBN in Sec. 3.1,
and the effect of short-lived particles on Neff in Sec. 3.2. We then apply these results to
derive the constraints on HNLs in Sec. 3.3.1.
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Chapter 2

Accelerator and laboratory searches1

In this chapter, we consider searches for FIPs at accelerator experiments. We first re-analyze
the bounds from the past experiment CHARM on HNLs, demonstrating for the first time
that the actual bounds are stronger by a factor of few (for the e/µ mixing) to a few orders
of magnitude (for the τ mixing), in dependence on the mixing pattern, see Sec. 2.1. Next,
we consider the searches for FIPs using the displaced vertices scheme at the LHC, and
in particular the search with muon trackers at CMS, see Sec. 2.2. Finally, we proceed to
experiments that search FIPs via their scattering, and estimate the potential of SND@LHC
to search for scatterings of Light Dark Matter particles off nucleons, see Sec. 2.3.

2.1 Bounds on HNLs from CHARM experiment

In order to define the target parameter space for Intensity Frontier experiments for a
given model, we need to know constraints on it coming from past experiments.

Let us look closer at constraints on HNLs. The bounds on HNLs in the GeV mass range that
mix purely with electron and tau neutrino flavors as reported in [36] are shown in Fig. 2.1.

For the e mixing, below the kaon mass HNLs may be produced in decays K → N + e

of copiously produced kaons, and thus are severely constrained by kaon fabrics (T2K,
NA62). Being combined with the parameter space excluded by BBN, they practically rule
out light HNLs. To search for heavier HNLs, we need D (mN < mDs ≈ 1.97 GeV), B
mesons (mN < mBc ≈ 6.3 GeV), or W/Z bosons (mN < mZ ≈ 91 GeV) in order to
produce them. The amounts of these particles at experiments are much lower than amounts
of kaons, and constraints are much weaker. In particular, in the mass range mN < mDs the
strongest current bound comes from an old experiment CHARM, which was an SPS-based

1Results of this chapter are presented in papers [56–58]. The main contribution of Maksym Ovchynnikov
to them are analytic estimates, simulations, and the main idea in [58].
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beam dump experiment which searched for displaced decays into a di-lepton pair:

N → e+e−, N → µ+µ−, N → µ±e∓ (2.1.1)

Larger masses are constrained by DELPHI experiment, which was a e+e− collider at
energies equal to mZ .
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Figure 2.1: The parameter space of HNLs with the pure e (the left panel) and τ (the right
panel) mixing. Constraints from the previous experiments – NA62, T2K, Belle, CHARM,
DELPHI – are shown as reported in [36]. We do not show sub-dominant bounds coming
from past experiments, such as NOMAD [59] and ArgoNeuT [60] for the τ mixing. For the
pure τ mixing, we do not show the constraints imposed by the T2K experiment [61], since
they are reported for non-zero couplings Ue/µ which dominate the production Constraints
from the CHARM experiment are taken from the literature [62, 63], while our re-analysis
for them is shown in Fig. 2.6. The light gray domain corresponds to couplings that are either
excluded by BBN [37, 64] or too small to provide active neutrino masses. For the pure τ
mixing, we also show sensitivities of the next generation Intensity Frontier experiments (see
text for details). In cyan, we show HNL parameter space that may be probed by neutrino
observatories: the solid line shows the sensitivity of IceCube to the “double bang” signature
from [65], while the dashed line corresponds to the sensitivity of KM3NeT to decays of
HNLs produced in the atmosphere, see text and Sec. 2.1.5 for details.

For the τ mixing, constraints at massmN < mDs are very different, being much weaker
than for the e mixing. Such HNLs cannot be constrained by kaon fabrics, as the production
channel K → τ + N is kinematically impossible. Next, constraints from CHARM are
restricted by mass mN < 290 MeV, with no clear reason provided. This result looks
suspicious

As a result, the mass range 210 MeV < mN < mD is reported as a poorly constrained
domain, which is a reason of numerous experiments proposed to probe the unexplored
parameter space: displaced decays at FASER [66, 67], Belle II [68], SND@LHC [57],
DarkQuest [69], and NA62 in the dump mode [67]; prompt decays at LHCb [70, 71]; and
double bang signature at IceCube, SuperKamiokande, DUNE and HyperKamiokande [65,
72].

The planned neutrino observatory KM3NeT [73] working as an atmospheric beam
dump may have sensitivity to such HNLs as well. Namely, HNLs may be produced in
numerous collisions of cosmic protons with atmospheric particles, then reach the detector
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volume located deeply underwater in the Mediterranean Sea, and further decay into a
dimuon pair inside. Such combination of decay products may be in principle distinguished
from the SM events due to neutrino scatterings and penetrating atmospheric muons. We
discuss this signature in more detail and estimate the sensitivity of KM3NeT to HNLs
produced in the atmosphere in Sec. 2.1.5, and make the conclusions in Sec. 2.1.4.

Constraints from the CHARM experiment as reported in the literature for HNL that
mix purely with e/µ and τ neutrinos are very different, with no reason provided.

In this section, we re-analyze the bounds from the CHARM experiment. We study the
HNL decay channel N → e+e−ν/µ+µ−ν and show for the first time that, in addition to
the constraints on the HNL’s mixings with νe or νµ, the same data also implies limits on the
HNLs that mix only with ντ and have masses in the range 290 MeV < mN . 1.6 GeV.

The CHARM bounds re-analysis presented in this chapter may be similarly applied
for the re-analysis of bounds coming from the NOMAD experiment [59]. However, due to
the smaller intensity of the proton beam at NOMAD and simultaneously similar geometric
acceptance of the decay volume, the bounds imposed by NOMAD are sub-dominant, and
we therefore do not make the re-analysis in this work.

2.1.1 CHARM experiment

Figure 2.2: The layout of the CHARM facility, adopted from [62].

The CHARM experiment [62, 74] was a proton beam dump operating at the 400 GeV
CERN SPS. The total number of exposed protons was split into 1.7 · 1018 protons on
a solid copper target and 0.7 · 1018 on a laminated copper target with the 1/3 effective
density. Searches for decays of HNLs were performed in the lfid = 35 m long decay region
(see Fig. 2.2) defined by the two scintillator planes SC1 and SC2, located at the distance
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lmin = 480 m from the copper target. The decay detector covered the 3.9 · 10−5 sr solid
angle and had the transverse dimensions 3× 3 m2, with the center displaced by 5 m from
the axis. The fine-grain calorimeter at CHARM was aimed to detect inelastic scattering
of electrons and muons produced in hypothetical decays of HNLs [75]. The sets of tube
planes P1-P5 [76] were installed to improve the reconstruction of the decay vertex and the
angular resolution.

2.1.2 Bounds of CHARM on HNLs as reported in literature

As we have already discussed, in the GeV mass range, the constraints on the mixing angleU2
τ

are orders of magnitude weaker as compared to the constraints on U2
e/µ (constraints for the

µ mixing are similar to the ones for the e mixing), see Fig. 2.1. Namely, for the e/µ mixing,
the large values of the couplings for HNLs with masses mK . mN . mD ' 2 GeV are
excluded by the CHARM experiment [62, 74], while for the τ mixing CHARM constraints
on Uτ are reported in the literature only for masses mN < 290 MeV.

The reason is the following: the original analysis [62, 74] is based on negative results
for searches for decays of feebly interacting particles into one of the possible dilepton pair
– µe, µµ, µe. For HNLs, they consider only decays mediated through the charged current
(CC) interaction (see Fig. 2.3, diagram (a)) that give rise to leptonic decays

Nα → lαl̄βνβ, β = e, µ, τ (2.1.2)

If only CC interactions are taken into account, the search is suitable to constrain the
mixing of HNLs with νe and νµ. To search for CC mediated decays via the τ mixing (which
necessarily include a τ lepton), the HNL mass should be mN > mτ ' mD in this model.
Such HNLs are mainly produced in decays of heavy B mesons, the number of which at
CHARM is insufficient to provide enough events for the couplings that are not excluded
(see Fig. 2.1). Therefore, HNLs that mix only with ντ cannot be constrained by CHARM
data using only the decays via CC.

In order to constrain the τ mixing angles of the light HNLs mN < mτ , one should
include the interactions via the neutral current (NC) into the analysis, see Fig. 2.3 (diagram
(b)). In this case, the dileptonic decays are

Nα → ναlβ l̄β, (2.1.3)

and do not require the creation of a τ lepton for the pure τ mixing.
The works [63, 77, 78] have re-analyzed the CHARM constraints on HNLs by including

also the neutral current processes. However, their analysis was insufficient to put the bounds
on the pure τ mixing in GeV mass range. Namely, the work [63] (the results of which are
used in [36]) has limited the study of the mass range by mN < 290 MeV, while [77, 78]
considered the decays of HNLs via neutral currents but did not include the production of
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HNLs from τ lepton (the diagrams (c) and (d) in Fig. 2.4). As a result, these works did not
report any CHARM limits on the pure τ mixing.

Nα
W

lα

l̄β

νβ Nα
Z

να

lβ

l̄β

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Diagrams of leptonic decays of an HNL that mixes purely with να via the
charged (the left diagram) and the neutral current (the right diagram).

2.1.3 Phenomenology of HNLs at CHARM

2.1.3.1 Production

τ N h
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ν̄β
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N
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Figure 2.4: Diagrams of HNL production in leptonic and semileptonic decays ofD mesons:
Ds, D

0, D± (diagrams (a), (b)), and τ lepton, which is produced in decays of Ds meson
only (diagrams (c), (d)).

At the SPS energy of 400 GeV, HNLs with mass at the GeV scale may be produced
directly either in the proton-target collisions, or in the decays of secondary particles:
B,D mesons and τ leptons. The direct HNL production competes with strong interaction
processes, while the production from secondary particles – with weak interactions. As a
result, the latter process is dominant even taking into account small production probability
of mesons [39], and the former may be completely neglected. However, similarly to the
other experiment operating at SPS – NA62 in the dump mode, the CHARM experiment
has no sensitivity to the HNLs produced from B mesons, implying the lower bound on the
probed mass mN . mDs ' 2 GeV.2

2To search for HNLs created in the decays of B mesons at SPS, an experiment like SHiP [20] with
significantly larger beam intensity delivered to the experiment and much better geometrical acceptance would
be required.
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Therefore, at CHARM, HNLs may be produced only in decays of D mesons and τ
leptons.

Let us define the HNL that mixes only with να by Nα. Neglecting the direct production
channels, the total number of Nα produced at CHARM is given by:

N (α)
prod = 2Ncc̄ ·

[∑

Di

fc→DiBr(Di → NαX)+

+ fc→Ds · Br(Ds → τ ν̄τ ) · Br(τ → NαX)
]
, (2.1.4)

withNcc̄ being the total number of quark-antiquark cc̄ pairs produced at CHARM,Di = D±,
D0, Ds, and fc→Di the corresponding quark fragmentation fractions at SPS. The first term
in the brackets describes the production from decays of D mesons (diagrams (a), (b) in
Fig. 2.4) and the second – from τ leptons in the Ds → τ → N decay chain (diagrams (c),
(d) in Fig. 2.4). Br(Di → NαX), Br(τ → NαX) are the branching ratios.

The amount of τ leptons is suppressed as compared to the number of D mesons, and
therefore the production channel from τ is subdominant.

Indeed, the second term in Eq. (2.1.4) includes a small factor fc→Ds ·Br(Ds → τ ν̄τ ) '
5 · 10−3; for the given HNL mass, it is suppressed as compared to the first term as soon as
the production from D is allowed.

The original analysis of the CHARM collaboration [62, 74] considered the mixing
α = e, µ, for which decays from D mesons are possible for any mass in the range mN <

N
(e)
prod with Ds included

N
(e)
prod with Ds not included
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Figure 2.5: The HNL mass dependence of the ratio of the numbers of produced HNLs with
pure τ and e mixing N (τ)

prod/N
(e)
prod, see Eq. (2.1.5), assuming the same values of the mixing

angles U2
e = U2

τ for the two models. The solid line corresponds to N (e)
prod calculated keeping

the production from all D mesons D+, D0, Ds, while the dashed line corresponds to the
estimate of N (e)

prod ≡ NCHARM
prod calculated without the contribution of Ds, as has been done in

the analysis [62] by the CHARM collaboration (see text for details).
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mDs −mlα ≈ 1.9 GeV, and the production from τ decays may be completely neglected,
according to the discussion above. For the τ mixing, however, the kinematic threshold
of the production from D, Ds → τ + N , is mDs −mτ ≈ 190 MeV, and only the second
summand in Eq. (2.1.4) contributes for heavier HNLs.

Let us estimate how many HNLs with τ mixing are produced as compared to those
with e mixing.

The amount of produced HNLs with the pure τ mixing ranges from 10−3 to 10−1 of
those with the e mixing.

Indeed, from (2.1.4), the ratio N (τ)
prod/N

(e)
prod is

N
(τ)
prod

N
(e)
prod

=

∑
Di
fc→DiBr(Di → NτX) + fc→DsBr(Ds → τ ν̄τ )Br(τ → NτX)∑

Di
fc→DiBr(Di → NeX)

, (2.1.5)

Assuming the same values of mixing angles U2
e = U2

τ for the two models with pure e/τ
mixing, the ratio Br(τ → NτX)/

∑
fc→DBr(D → NeX) varies in the 1 − 10 range for

masses mN . 1.3 GeV and quickly drops at the kinematic threshold mN ≈ mτ [39].
In particular, for masses mN & 800 MeV, where the dominant contribution to the HNL
production with e mixing comes from Ds, we have

N
(τ)
prod

N
(e)
prod

≈ Br(Ds → τ ν̄τ ) ·
Br(τ → NτX)

Br(Ds → NeX)
< 4 · 10−2 (2.1.6)

The mass dependence of the ratio N (τ)
prod/N

(e)
prod obtained from Eq. (2.1.5) is shown in Fig. 2.5.

In the original analysis [62], as well as in the re-analyses [77, 78], the production from
Ds (which is the main production channel for the e and µ mixings) has not been taken
into account for the e mixing.

In the mass range mN & 800 MeV, this leads to the underestimate of the number
of produced HNLs, NCHARM

prod , by a factor 1/6 (see Fig. 2.4, where we show the ratio
N

(τ)
prod/N

CHARM
prod ).

2.1.3.2 Decays and their detection

For a given number of produced HNLs, the number of detected events N (α)
events for the given

mixing α depends on
1. Geometrical factors – in order to be detected, produced HNLs need to point in the

angular coverage of the CHARM decay volume, decay inside it, and their decay
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products must then reach the detector and be successfully reconstructed. These factors
are: geometrical acceptance εgeom, i.e. the fraction of produced HNLs traveling in
the direction of the CHARM detector; the mean HNL gamma factor γN ; the decay
acceptance εdecay, i.e. the fraction of HNL decay products that point to the CHARM
detector for HNLs that decay inside the fiducial volume.

2. The branching ratio Br(Nα → l+l′−ν) of the channels Nα → e+e−ν, Nα →
µ+µ−ν, Nα → e−µ+ν (and their charge conjugated counterparts) used for detec-
tion at CHARM [62].

The formula for N (α)
events is:

N
(α)
events = N

(α)
prod · ε(α)

geom ·
∑

l,l′=e,µ

P
(α)
decay · Br(Nα → ll′ν) · εdet,ll′ · ε(α)

decay, (2.1.7)

where P (α)
decay = e−lmin/cτ

(α)
N γ

(α)
N − e−(lmin+lfid)/cτ

(α)
N γ

(α)
N is the decay probability, and εdet,ll′ is the

reconstruction efficiency for the given channel.

Geometrical factors determining the sensitivity are the same for e, µ and τ mixing,
while the branching ratio is smaller for the τ mixing channels, as in the former case
both decays via the charged and neutral currents are relevant, while in the latter only
the neutral current contribute.

Let us start by considering the lower bound of the sensitivity of the CHARM experiment,
i.e. the minimal mixing angles that it may probe (the upper bound will be discussed
in Sec. 2.1.4). In this regime, the decay length of the HNL cτ

(α)
N γ

(α)
N is much larger

than the geometric scale of the experiment, cτ (α)
N γ

(α)
N � lmin + lfid ≈ 515 m. Then

P
(α)
decay ≈ lfid

cγ
(α)
N

· Γ(Nα), where Γ(Nα) is the total decay width, and it is convenient to rewrite

Eq. (2.1.7) in the form

N
(α)
events ≈ N

(α)
prod × ε(α)

geom ·
∑

l,l′=e,µ

lfid

cγ
(α)
N

· Γ(Nα → ll′ν)εdet,ll′ · ε(α)
decay, (2.1.8)

where Γ(Nα → l+l′−ν) is the decay width into the dilepton pair ll′.
We will first discuss the difference in Γ(Nα → l+l′−ν) between the cases of e and τ

mixings. Decays into dileptons occur via charged and neutral current, see Fig. 2.3. For
the NC mediated processes, the kinematic threshold mN > 2me ≈ 1 MeV is mixing-
independent. In contrast, for the CC mediated process for the τ mixing this threshold is
mN > mτ + me ≈ 1.77 GeV, and HNLs lighter than τ lepton may decay into dileptons
only via NC.

Decay widths for the processes Nα → l+l′−ν, assuming mN � ml + ml′ , may be
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given in the unified form

Γ(Nα → l+l′−ν) = c
(α)
ll′ν

G2
Fm

5
N

192π3
, (2.1.9)

where the coefficients c(α)
ll′ν are given in Table 2.1 [39]. For Ne, the largest decay width is

Γ(Ne → µ+e−νµ), where only CC contributes. The width Γ(Ne → e+e−νe) is smaller:

Γ(Ne → e−e+νe)/Γ(Ne → e−µ+νµ) ≈ 0.59, (2.1.10)

because both NC and CC contribute in this process and interfere destructively. The smallest
width is Γ(Ne → µ+µ−νe), with the process occurring only via NC. For Nτ , there is no
process Nτ → eµν, while in the process Nτ → e+e−ντ only NC contributes, and thus the
width is smaller than for Ne:

Γ(Nτ → e+e−ντ )/Γ(Ne → e+e−νe) ≈ 0.22 (2.1.11)

For the decay into a dimuon pair, we have Γ(Nτ → µ+µ−ντ ) = Γ(Ne → µ+µ−νe).
As a result, for mN � mµ the ratio of the factors

∑
l,l′ Γ(Nα → ll′ν)εdet,ll′ entering

Eq. (2.1.8) is given by ∑
l Γ(Nτ → ll)εdet,ll∑

l,l′ Γ(Ne → ll′)εdet,ll′
≈ 0.16 (2.1.12)

Here and below, we use the values of the efficiencies εdet,ll′ as reported in [62] for the HNL
mass mN = 1 GeV: εdet,ee = 0.6, εdet,eµ = 0.65, εdet,µµ = 0.75.

In the original analysis of the sensitivity to the e mixing by the CHARM collabora-
tion [62, 74], the Dirac nature of HNLs has been assumed (the decay widths are twice
smaller), and only the CC interactions have been considered. Instead of Eq. (2.1.12), the
ratio becomes

2
∑

l Γ(Nτ → ll)εdet,ll∑
l,l′ ΓCC(Ne → ll′)εdet,ll′

≈ 0.27 (2.1.13)

Process c
(α)
ll′ν

Ne/τ → µ+µ−νe/τ
1
4
(1− 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW ) ≈ 0.13

Nτ → e+e−ντ
1
4
(1− 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW ) ≈ 0.13

Ne → e−µ+νµ 1
Ne → e+e−νe

1
4
(1 + 4 sin2 θW + 8 sin4 θW ) ≈ 0.59

Ne → e+e−νe (CC) 1

Table 2.1: The values of c(α)
ll′ν in Eq. (2.1.9) for different decay processes. For the process

Ne → e+e−νe, we also provide the value obtained if including the charged current (CC)
contribution only – the assumption used in [62].

Let us now discuss geometric factors εgeom, γN , εdecay. It turns out that they depend
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on the mixing pattern weakly, and as a result the geometry does not influence the relative
yield of events for e and τ mixing. Indeed, as was mentioned in Sec. 2.1.3.1, HNLs with
τ mixing are produced in decays of τ leptons, that originate from decays of Ds. Since
mτ ' mDs , the angle-energy distribution of τ leptons is the same as of Ds (and hence
also other D mesons), whose decays produce HNLs with e mixing. The kinematics of
the HNL production from D and τ is similar: two-body decays (a), (c) and three-body
decays (b), (d) in Fig. 2.4 differ mainly be the replacement a neutrino or a lepton with
a hadron h = π,K. However, since mh � mτ,D, the replacement does not lead to the
difference in the distribution of produced HNLs. In addition, heavy HNLs with masses
mN ' 1 GeV share the same distribution as their mother particles, and any difference
disappear. Therefore, the values εgeom, γN for different mixing are the same with good
precision. Next, HNL decays contain the same final states independently of the mixing, and
εdecay can also be considered the same.

To summarize, the ratio N (τ)
events/N

(e)
events is determined only by the difference in phe-

nomenological parameters – N (α)
prod and Γ(Nα → ll′ν):

N
(τ)
events

N
(e)
events

'
N

(τ)
prod

N
(e)
prod

×
∑

l Γ(Nτ → llν)εdet,ll∑
l,l′ Γ(Ne → ll′ν)εdet,ll′

(2.1.14)

The total number of events for the τ mixing is 102 − 104 times smaller than for the e
mixing.

To compare with the estimate of the number of events for the e mixing made by the
CHARM collaboration in [62], NCHARM

events , we need to take into account their assumptions
on the description of HNL production and decays (see the discussion around Eqs. (2.1.5)
and (2.1.13)). The resulting ratio is

N
(τ)
events

NCHARM
events

'
N

(τ)
prod

NCHARM
prod

· 2
∑

l Γ(Nτ → llν)εdet,ll∑
l,l′ ΓCC(Ne → ll′ν)εdet,ll′

(2.1.15)

2.1.4 Results

Let us now derive the CHARM sensitivity to the τ mixing. In [62], it has been shown that
the dilepton decay signature at CHARM is background free. Therefore, 90% CL sensitivity
to each mixing is given by the condition

N
(e,µ,τ)
events > 2.3 (2.1.16)

Let us define U2
lower,CHARM as the smallest mixing angle for which the condition (2.1.16)

is satisfied for the assumptions of the original analysis of [62] (see the discussion above
Eq. (2.1.15)). As the number of detected events at the lower bound N (α)

events scales with the
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Figure 2.6: Parameter space of a single Majorana HNL that mixes with ντ . The excluded
region is a combined reach of the DELPHI [79], T2K [61] and CHARM experiments
(our result). Bounds from BBN are reproduced from [37, 64]. The sensitivity of future
experiments is also shown (see text around Fig. 2.1 for details). The top panel covers the
HNL mass region mN = 0.1− 35 GeV, while the bottom panel is a zoom-in of the mass
domain mN = O(1 GeV).

mixing angle as N (α)
events ∝ U4

α (where U2
α comes from the production and another U2

α from
decay probability), we can use Eqs. (2.1.15) and (2.1.5) to obtain the lower bound of the
sensitivity to the τ mixing, U2

τ,lower, by rescaling the results reported in [62]:

U4
τ,lower

U4 CHARM
lower

'
NCHARM

prod

N
(τ)
prod

·
∑

l,l′ ΓCC(Ne → ll′ν)εdet,ll′∑
l Γ(Nτ → ll̄ν)εdet,ll

∣∣∣∣
Ue=Uτ

. (2.1.17)

Using the ratio NCHARM
prod /N

(τ)
prod from Eq. (2.1.5) (see also Fig. 2.5), and the ratio of decay

widths from Eq. (2.1.13), we may compare the lower bounds of the excluded regions for
HNLs with e and τ mixing.

We conclude that in the mass range mN > 200 MeV the lower bound for the τ mixing
is a factor 10− 100 weaker than the lower bound for the e mixing reported in [62].

In the domain mDs −mτ < mN < 290 MeV, we validate the rescaled bound (2.1.17)
by comparing it with the CHARM sensitivity to the τ mixing from [63], see Appendix 2.A.

Also, we compare our estimate for the e mixing with the CHARM sensitivity to the e
mixing from [62]. In our estimates, we include neutral current interactions, the production
from Ds mesons, and assume that HNLs are Majorana particles. In our estimates, we
include neutral current interactions, the production from Ds mesons, and assume that HNLs
are Majorana particles.

We find that for small mixing angles Ue and above mN & 1 GeV, the bound imposed by
CHARM on the e mixing may be actually improved by up to a factor 3− 4 as compared
to [62].
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At the upper bound of the sensitivity, the dependence of the number of events on
U2
α is complicated and the sensitivity cannot be obtained by rescaling the results of [62].

Therefore, we independently compute the number of decay events at CHARM for HNLs
with e and τ mixing and then calculate the sensitivity numerically using Eq. (2.1.16), see
Appendix 2.A. In order to validate this estimate, we compare the resulting sensitivity for the
τ mixing with the rescaled bound (2.1.17), and find that they are in very good agreement
(Fig. 2.27).

Let us comment on errors of our estimates. We used the values of reconstruction
efficiencies εrec,ll reported in [62] for the HNL mass mN = 1 GeV. Hence, the calculation
may be further refined by including HNL mass dependent reconstruction efficiencies.
However, as the study [63] performed for the τ mixing and masses mN < 290 MeV has
shown similar efficiency, we do not expect any significant changes.

Our final results for the τ mixing are given in Fig. 2.6, where we show the domain
excluded by previous experiments together with updated CHARM bounds, and the sensitiv-
ity of the future experiments mentioned in Sec. 2.1, together with SHiP [80]. Comparing
with Fig. 2.1, we find that in the mass range 380 MeV < mN < 1.6 GeV our results
improve previously reported bounds on the mixing angle U2

τ by two orders of magnitude.
In particular, it excludes large part of the parameter space that was suggested to be probed
by the future experiments. For instance, Belle II, FASER, DarkQuest and IceCube have
sensitivity only in the narrow domain above the CHARM upper bound, while NA62 may
slightly push probed angles to lower values. Significant progress in testing the mixing of
HNLs with ντ can be achieved by LHCb, which probes the complementary mass range
mN > 2 GeV, and dedicated Intensity Frontier experiments, with SHiP being optimal for
searches of HNLs from decays of D mesons and τ leptons.

2.1.5 Comparison with atmospheric beam dumps

Apart from the production at accelerators, HNLs with masses in GeV range may be
numerously produced in decays of τ leptons, originated from the collisions of high-
energy cosmic protons with the well-known spectrum [81]

dΦ

dΩdtdSdEp
≈
{

1.7 E−2.7
p, GeV GeV−1sr−1cm−2s−1, Ep < 5 · 106 GeV

174 E−3
p, GeV GeV−1sr−1cm−2s−1, Ep > 5 · 106 GeV

(2.1.18)

with atmospheric particles. If having significantly large lifetimes, produced HNLs
may enter the detector volume of neutrino telescopes, such as IceCube and KM3NeT,
located deep in ice and the Mediterranean Sea correspondingly, and decay there.

In order to probe the parameter space of HNLs, it is necessary to distinguish their decays
from interactions of SM particles that are also produced in the atmosphere: neutrinos and
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muons. IceCube and KM3NeT may only distinguish two event types: track-like, which
corresponds to muons penetrating through the detector volume, and cascade-like, which
originates from other particles such as electrons and hadrons. Scatterings of neutrinos
inside the detector volume produce cascade-like (if no high-energy muons are produced) or
combined cascade-like + track-like signature (if high-energy muons are produced), while
penetrating atmospheric muons give rise to track-like signature.

A possible way to distinguish the SM particles events from HNLs is to look for the
HNL decays into a di-muon pair, N → µµ̄ντ . They produce a signature of two tracks
originated from one point inside the detector volume, which differs from the SM events
signatures.

Detectors of KM3NeT have energy and angular resolution sufficient precise for resolv-
ing the two tracks down to energies of a few tens of 10 GeV [73] (and much better than
those at IceCube). On the other hand, characteristic energies of HNLs are EN ' 100 GeV.
Therefore, we believe that the dimuon signature may be reconstructed in the background
free regime with high efficiency.3

2.1.5.1 Analytic estimates: comparison with CHARM

Now, let us discuss the sensitivity of KM3NeT to HNLs. We will first compare the amount
of HNL decay events at CHARM and KM3NeT for the given value of the mixing angle at
the lower bound of the sensitivity using simple analytic estimates. According to Eq. (2.1.8),
for the ratio of decay events at these experiments we have

N
(τ)
events,CHARM

N
(τ)
events,KM3NeT

'
NCHARM
cc̄ · εCHARM

geom · εCHARM
decay

NKM3NeT
cc̄

× lCHARM
fid

lKM3NeT
fid

×

× γKM3NeT
N

γCHARM
N

×
∑

l=e,µ Γ(Nτ → ll)εdet,ll

Γ(Nτ → µµ)
(2.1.19)

Here, NCHARM
cc̄ ·εCHARM

geom ·εCHARM
decay ' 2 ·1013 (see Fig. 2.27 is the number of cc̄ pairs detectable

fraction of HNL decay events at CHARM. NKM3NeT
cc̄ is the amount of cc̄ pairs produced in

the upper hemisphere propagating to KM3NeT,

NKM3NeT
cc̄ ' 2π × 1 km2 × 5 years×

∫
dΦ

dΩdtdSdEp
· σpp→cc̄X
σpp,total

dEp ' 1012, (2.1.20)

where σpp→cc̄X(Ep) is the energy-dependent charm production cross-section which we use
from FONLL [43] and from [8], and σpp,total is the total pp-cross-section, which we use

3The possible background is combinatorial and originates from pairs of oppositely charged atmospheric
muons. However, it may be reduced to some extent by imposing veto on muons coming from the outer layer
of the detector volume.
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from [82]. The integrand in (2.1.20) is the product of two competing factors: dΦ
dΩdtdSdEp

,
which decreases with the proton’s energy, and σpp→cc̄X(Ep), which increases, see Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: The integrand of Eq. (2.1.20).

We approximate the ratio of the mean HNL γ factors by the ratio of the mean γ factors
of D mesons:

γKM3NeT
N /γCHARM

Ds ' γKM3NeT
Ds /γCHARM

Ds ' 3, (2.1.21)

where we calculate γKM3NeT
Ds

using the cc̄ distribution dΦ
dΩdtdSdEp

· σpp→cc̄X , assuming that
ED ≈ Ep/2.

Using the fiducial lengths lCHARM
fid = 35 m and lKM3NeT

fid ' 1 km, and taking into account
that the last factor in Eq. (2.1.19) is O(1) for mN � 2mµ, we finally obtain

N
(τ)
events,CHARM

N
(τ)
events,KM3NeT

' 2 (2.1.22)

Using the analytic estimates, we conclude that even in the most optimistic case (assum-
ing unit efficiency) the number of events at CHARM and KM3NeT are just comparable.
We need more accurate estimate taking into account non-isotropic distribution of the
produced HNLs.

2.1.5.2 Accurate estimate

We compute the production of Ds mesons (and hence τ leptons) using the approach
from [81]. The production was found to be maximal at O(10 km) height from the Earth’s
surface. The resulting spectrum dΦDs

dSdtdld cos(θ)dEDs
of Ds mesons is in good agreement with

Fig. 2 from [83]. The total number of Ds mesons produced in the direction of KM3NeT
during the operating time 5 years was found to be NDs ' 5 · 1010.

Next, we use the approach from [83] in order to estimate the sensitivity of KM3NeT.
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The number of decay events is

Nevents ≈ SKm3NeT × T ×
∫

dΦDs

dSdtdld cos(θ)dEDs
· Br(Ds → τ ν̄τ )·

· Br(τ → NτX) · Pdecay(l, EN)d cos(θ)dldEN , (2.1.23)

where T = 5 years is the operating time, SKM3NeT = 1 km2 is the transverse area of
KM3NeT. The decay probability is

Pdecay ≈ e−(l+l1)/ldecay − e−(l+l2)/ldecay , (2.1.24)

where l is the distance from the HNL production point in atmosphere, l1 ≈ 3 km is the
distance from the surface of Earth to the KM3NeT detector, while l2 = l1 + 1 km is the
distance to the end of the KM3NeT. For simplicity, in ldecay we set EN ≈ EDs/2. In order
to show the maximal reach of KM3NeT, we optimistically assume unit efficiency of the
dimuon event reconstruction, and require Nevents > 3 during the operating period.

The resulting sensitivity shown in Fig. 2.6 is worse than predicted by the simple
estimate by a factor of few. The reason is that at masses mN . 500 MeV there is an
additional suppression from Br(N → µµ), while at higher masses the scaling (2.1.8) is not
valid because the lower bound is close to the upper bound.

2.2 Searches with displaced vertices at the LHC

A peculiar feature of dedicated beam experiments such as SHiP, DUNE, and MATHUSLA
is that they have macroscopic distance from the collision point lmin � 1 m to the detector
volume. On one hand, it allows to reduce background from SM particles down to control-
lable and even negligible level. On the other hand, such experiments cannot search for
short-lived FIPs with decay lengths cτγ � lmin.

Because of macroscopic distance from the FIP production point and the detector volume
at Intensity Frontier experiments, there is a domain of large couplings that is neither
excluded by past experiments nor may be probed by dedicated beam experiments, see
Fig. 2.8.

To probe such intermediate couplings, one needs experiments that have much shorter
lmin, and simultaneously may handle the background coming from SM events, the amount
of which increases if decreasing lmin. Such type of experiments exists at the LHC and is
called displaced vertices scheme (DV).

An event at a given DV experiment has to meet some selection criteria which are
specific to the experiment, minimize the SM background yield and simultaneously should
not diminish the detected amount of events with FIPs. The physical process involving
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Figure 2.8: Sensitivity reach of Intensity Frontier experiment to decays of portal particles:
dark scalars (1.1.1) that have zero quartic coupling HHSS (the left panel), Heavy Neutral
Leptons (1.1.2) that mix purely with νe (the middle panel), and dark photons (1.1.3) (the
right panel). For the description of the lines, see Fig. 1.2. For all of the models, there
is a gap between the domain that may probed by Intensity Frontier experiments and the
parameter space closed by past experiments, which is due to finite distance from FIPs
production point to the decay volume of Intensity Frontier experiments.

FIP consists of the production vertex (PV, in which a FIP is produced) and the displaced
decay vertex, in which it decays, see Fig. 2.9; an important selection criterion is whether
the requirement of the PV to be tagged in addition to the reconstruction of the DV. The
tagging is done with a help of a prompt decay product such as a lepton or a jet. Currently,
the PV tagging is essential to have a DV event triggering, so that it is recorded and can be
analyzed offline. This type of searches is already performed at ATLAS, CMS and LHCb,
see e.g. [84–89]. The second type of schemes does not require such tagging. It will be
available after the phase II upgrade, during the high-luminosity LHC phase, when the
possibility to use track-trigger in CMS will be introduced. This will enable a possibility to
reconstruct and identify displaced tracks online [90–92], and hence will remove a need for
a prompt product in the event. Estimates of the sensitivity of one of such schemes which
utilizes the L1 trigger at CMS may be found e.g. in [93].

X

l/jet

Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of searches for FIPs with displaced vertices schemes at
the LHC. A FIP X produced at the production vertex (PV) travels a macroscopic distance
and then gives rise to a displaced decay vertex (DV). Displaced vertices schemes that are
currently available require tagging of the PV, which is typically done with the help of a
lepton or jet produced in the PV (shown in red). During Run 4, schemes that do not require
such tagging will be available.
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ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments complement each other in searches for FIPs:
LHCb covers mass range mFIP . mB, while ATLAS/CMS allow for searching in the
range mB . mFIP . mh.

Indeed, the flux of SM particles that may produce FIPs (such as W/Z bosons, the
Higgs boson, and B,D mesons) is collimated with respect to the beam axis.4 Naively, one
may expect that the best placement of a DV experiment is in the forward region that covers
relatively small angles. However, decay products of these particles gain characteristic
transverse momentum of order of pT ' mmother, where mmother is the mass of decaying
particle. For large enough mmother (for instance, for Higgs bosons), the characteristic angle
θ ' arctan (pT/pL) becomes much larger than the angular width of the mother particle
distribution. Then, instead of the forward region, the preferable setup is the one covering
large angular domain. ATLAS and CMS are located off-axis and have significant angular
coverage, thus allow us to search for FIPs produced in decays of heavy particles such as
the Higgs boson and W/Z bosons. LHCb, in its turn, covers much smaller angular domain
but in the forward region, and thus allow to search for FIPs originating from decays of
relatively light B mesons, for which the broadening is insignificant.

In this section, we discuss the potential for the search scheme at CMS that utilizes
muon trackers. Advantages of this scheme is large length of the decay volume, which is
essential to probe the parameter space of the LLPs with the decay lengths about 1 meter or
larger, and relatively small background as compared to the schemes that search for hadronic
decays. We use Heavy Neutral Leptons, Chern-Simons portal and dark scalars as three
examples of long-lived particles for which the CMS muon tracker can provide essential
information about their properties.

2.2.1 Displaced vertices with muon tracker at CMS

Typically, DV search schemes use inner trackers to reconstruct events. Therefore, the
maximal displacement that may be reconstructed is limited by O(0.5 m). Alternatively,
one may use muon chambers, that cover much larger distance (up to 3 m in the transverse
plane at CMS).

The use of the muon chambers to reconstruct di-muon DV signatures has been explored
in the past in [94–96] and recently in [97]. Ref. [98] that appeared when this work was at
its final stage employed the event selection criteria that may be too optimistic with regard
to the background estimates. Ref. [99] explored a potential of the CMS muon chambers
alone to reconstruct dimuon DV. This search however, was constructed to be much more

4For instance, the angular distribution of B mesons and the Higgs bosons quickly drops at angles
θ > 0.01 rad.
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Figure 2.10: Cross-section of the CMS experiment. Layers (muon stations) of the muon
detector in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction. The figure is from [103].

general, and hence could not profit from the presence of a prompt lepton in the event. This
necessarily implied much more stringent cuts on pT of either of the two muons in the muon
tracker since these muons were used to record an event by a trigger, and therefore lower
sensitivity.

2.2.1.1 Description of the scheme

CMS (compact muon solenoid) is a beam line azimuthally symmetric detector consisting of
a solenoid generating the 3.8 T magnetic field, the inner trackers that allow to reconstruct
the momentum of particles produced in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5 (where η =

− log[tan(θ/2)] and θ is the polar angle with respect to the anticlockwise-beam direction)
and the muon trackers located outside the solenoid [100].

The muon system is located outside the solenoid and covers the range |η| < 2.4. It
is a set of gaseous detectors sandwiched among the layers of the steel flux-return yoke.
This allows for a muon to be detected along the track path at multiple points [101]. The
magnetic field in the muon system is not uniform, and goes from 2 T in the innermost part
down to almost 0 T in the outer part [102]. Schematic drawing of the muon detector is
shown in Fig. 2.10.

For the LHC Run 2, new reconstruction of muons has been introduced [104], the
so-called displaced standalone muon reconstruction. This reconstruction is specifically
designed to address cases when muons are produced in decays far away from the production
vertex. New algorithm achieves an almost 100% reconstruction efficiency for the muon
production radius up to about 3 m. This is a significant gain in the efficiency compared
to the reconstruction which uses also inner tracker information, but at the same time, the
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momentum resolution deteriorates by about a factor of 10 and is in the range 10–60%.
The muon tracker can use two muon tracks to reconstruct a displaced vertex originating

from the decay X → µµ+ . . . . The reconstructed DV together with the production vertex
that can be tagged by prompt decays products, e.g. a prompt lepton, and an underlying
event produced together with the X particle, is identified as a DV event. Due to the large
distance between a PV and a reconstructed DV, we will call this scheme the “the long DV”
scheme.

It should be noticed, that after the phase II upgrade, during the high-luminosity LHC
phase, the possibility to use track-trigger in CMS will be introduced. This will enable
a possibility to reconstruct and identify displaced tracks online [90–92], and hence will
remove a need for a prompt lepton in the event. However, for the models discussed in this
paper, current hardware configuration of the CMS allows to perform the searches with the
already recorded data, as well with the data to be obtained during the Run 3 of the LHC.

At the same time, final states with a prompt, well identified, object in the event, as e.g.
a prompt muon or electron, have much lower background rate. In this case the instrumental
backgrounds and non-muon backgrounds from cosmic rays are reduced to a negligible
level. The remaining cosmic-ray muon backgrounds can be suppressed by selections which
do not impact signal efficiency, as described in Ref. [105]. The remaining sources of the
background for the long DV scheme are processes with a presence of a prompt object (as e.g.
W boson production) accompanied by decays of the SM particles into single muons, which
give rise to combinatorial two-muon events, and two-muon decays of the SM particles
(for example, J/ψ, ρ, ω mesons and the Z boson). The most significant displacement of
such DV appears in case of two muons originating for a heavy-flavor particle decay (b or c
hadrons). As we do not carry out an experimental analysis in this paper, we assume that
this background is negligible if one requires the transverse position of the displaced vertex
to be as far as lDV > 2 cm from the beam collision point, since most of the SM particles
decay before reaching this displacement [106]. Under this assumption we lose a part of
the efficiency for LLPs with shorter lifetimes, but at the same time we provide a more
robust estimate of the potential signal sensitivity. Because of the position of the muon
trackers, the muon events can be reconstructed at the distances lDV < 3 m. The muons can
be reconstructed with high efficiency and low misidentification probability if each of them
has the transverse momentum pT > 5 GeV [107, 108].

To summarize, an event in the long DV search scheme should satisfy the following
selection criteria:
– A prompt electron with |η| < 2.5, pT > 30 GeV or a prompt muon with |η| <

2.4, pT > 25 GeV, which are required for an event to be recorded by the single
lepton triggers;

– The minimal transverse displacement of the DV from the PV is lmin,⊥ = 2 cm; the
maximal transverse and longitudinal displacements are lmax,⊥ = 3 m, lmax,l = 7 m;
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– Two displaced muon tracks, each with |η| < 2.4, pT > 5 GeV.

The requirement of a large displacement of a DV from the PV helps to significantly
reduce the background from SM processes. Therefore, even in the region with the invariant
mass of two muons below 5 GeV (mass of B-mesons) the SM background is considered to
be negligible. The scheme is presented in Fig. 2.11.

PV DVX

µ

µ̄

l,prompt

Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of the search scheme of LLPs at CMS using the muon
detectors. The production vertex (PV) is tagged by the prompt lepton l, while the displaced
vertex (DV) is reconstructed by two muons produced in the decay X → µµ.

An event with prompt τ lepton can be tagged by its leptonic decays τ → lν̄lντ ,
where the leptons l = e/µ satisfy the criteria for prompt leptons presented above. We do
not consider the reconstruction of τ leptons by their hadronic decay products since the
trigger threshold for pT of hadronic decay products is too high for efficient reconstruction.5

However, in the future it is wise to invest into the development of a dedicated multi-
object trigger which would allow to bring down the prompt tau pT by including additional
displaced leptons in the event.

In [98] a similar search scheme was discussed, albeit with less restrictive selection
criteria lmin,⊥ = 0.5 cm, lmax,⊥ = 4 m, and |η| < 4 for leptons.6 A wider range of
muon pseudorapidities leads to the enlargement of the selection efficiency, while a smaller
displacement between a DV and the PV lifts up the upper bound of the sensitivity and
hence increases the maximal mass reach. However, we caution that the background-free
hypothesis for the region with smaller DV displacements adopted in [98] has not been tested.
Nevertheless, to demonstrate potential improvement from considering lower displacements
we provide sensitivity for two scenarios: “realistic” for the selection criteria outlined above,
and “optimistic”, defined according to [98].

2.2.1.2 Estimation of the number of events

The number of decay events of a new particle X that pass the selection criteria is

Nevents = Nparent · Brprod · Pdecay · ε, (2.2.1)

where
5Current trigger threshold is pT > 180 GeV.
6After the HL-LHC upgrade the CMS will extend its pseudorapidity range to |η| < 4.
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– Nparent is the total number of parent particles that produce a particle X at the LHC;
– Brprod is the branching fraction of the production of a particle X in decays of the parent

particle;
– Pdecay is the decay probability,

Pdecay =

∫
dθXdpXf(pX , θX) ×

(
e−lmin/cτXγX − e−lmax/cτXγX

)
, (2.2.2)

with τX being the proper lifetime of the particle X , γX is its γ factor, and f(pX , γX) is
the distribution function of the X particle whose decay products satisfy the selection
criteria;

– ε is the overall efficiency – the fraction of all decays of the X particle that occurred in
the decay volume between lmin and lmax, have passed the selection criteria, and were
successfully reconstructed.

The efficiency is a combination of several factors:

ε = εsel · εrec · BrX→µµ, (2.2.3)

where εsel, εrec are the efficiencies of the selection and subsequent reconstruction of an event
correspondingly, and BrX→µµ is the branching ratio of the decay of the X particle into two
muons. Clearly, εrec does not depend on the nature of LLP. The reconstruction efficiency for
leptons is well above 95% for muons with pT > 5 GeV [101, 104, 107] and for electrons
with pT > 30 GeV [109]. Therefore, for simplicity the reconstruction efficiency is taken to
be equal to 1 (εrec = 1) in what follows.

We define the sensitivity curves by the condition Nevents ' 3, corresponding to the 95%
exclusion limit under the assumption of zero background. The lower boundary can be easily
rescaled to other Nevents.

The main advantage of the long DV scheme is the large length of the fiducial decay
volume lmax, which exceeds the lengths of the decay volumes of other DV search schemes
at the LHC (see, e.g., [85, 110]) by ' 10 times. This has a benefit when searching for new
particle with large decay lengths,

ldecay ≡ cτXγX � lmax (2.2.4)

Indeed, in this case the decay probability (2.2.2) is in the “linear regime”, Pdecay ≈
lmax/ldecay, and as a result the number of events (2.2.1) is proportional to lmax. For de-
cay lengths that do not satisfy the condition (2.2.4) the decay probability does not depend
on lmax, and the improvement is lost (see Fig. 2.12).

In order to probe the domain (2.2.4) there must be sufficient production of the X
particles, i.e.

Nprod · BrX→µµ > 3, (2.2.5)
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Figure 2.12: Dependence of the decay probability (2.2.2) on the decay length ldecay. For
simplicity we assumed that all the particles travel with the same momentum and in the
same direction, and set lmax = 3 m. The dashed lines denote the values ldecay = lmin and
ldecay = lmax. In the domain ldecay � lmax the decay probability scales as Pdecay ' lmax/ldecay,
while in the domain lmin . ldecay . lmax it behaves approximately constantly and does not
depend on lmax.

where Nprod = Nparent ·Brprod. The parameter space defined by the conditions (2.2.4), (2.2.5)
is optimal for being probed by the long DV scheme. A toy example of the parameter space
is given in Fig. 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: The illustration of the parameter space which is optimal for being probed
with the long DV scheme, see text for details. We used a toy model with Nprod =

109 [1−m2
X/(25 GeV)2]

2
θ2
X , BrX→µµ = 1 and ldecay = 0.1m−3

X θ−2
X m.

2.2.1.3 HNLs

We start with HNLs. The main production channel of the HNLs with masses in the range
mN & 5 GeV is the decay of the W bosons. We use the value σW ≈ 190 nb for the total
production cross section of the W bosons at the LHC at energies

√
s = 13 TeV [111].

To estimate the parameter space defined by (2.2.4) and (2.2.5), we calculated the energy
spectrum and geometric acceptance εgeom of the HNLs in the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5

in LO using the model HeavyN [112]. We found εgeom ≈ 0.5 for the mass range mN .
20 GeV and EN ≈ 80 GeV.
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εsel e µ τ
Realistic 0.16 0.17 7 · 10−3

Optimistic 0.26 0.31 3.2 · 10−2

Table 2.2: The values of the selection efficiencies for HNLs of different flavors e, µ, τ in
the case of realistic and optimistic selection criteria

In Fig. 2.14, we show the parameter space for the HNLs mixing with νµ that can be
optimally probed by the long DV scheme. We see that the domain where the long DV
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Figure 2.14: The parameters of HNLs mixing with νµ that satisfy criteria (2.2.4) –(2.2.5)
for the LHC luminosity L = 3000 fb−1. Note, this is not an exclusion region, see text
around equations for details.

scheme has good potential corresponds to the masses mN < 10 GeV and the mixing angles
U2 & 10−9.

Simulations. To find the efficiency for the HNLs mixing with νe/µ, we used Mad-
Graph5 [113] with the model HeavyN [112]. For simulating decays of τ lepton, we
used taudecay UFO model [114]. For the mixing with νe/µ we simulated the process
p+p→ W, W → l+N , where l = e for the mixing with νe and l = µ for the mixing with
νµ, with subsequent decay N → µ+ +µ−+ν/ν̄l. In the case of the mixing with ντ , we sim-
ulated the process p+p→ W,W → τ+N with subsequent decays N → µ+ +µ−+ντ/ν̄τ
and τ → l + ν̄l + ντ , where l = e/µ.

Using the selection criteria for the long DV scheme, we computed the selection
efficiencies. They were found to be almost independent of the mass of the HNL in the mass
range 1 GeV < mN < 20 GeV. We give their values in Table 2.2. The suppression of the
efficiency for mixing with ντ is due mainly to the reconstruction of the prompt τ event.
Indeed, the amount of the leptons produced in the decay τ → lν̄lντ and passing the pT
selection criterion for the prompt leptons is ≈ 0.1.

For the average momentum we found pN ≈ 70 GeV and pN ≈ 180 GeV for the
realistic and optimistic estimates correspondingly.

Comparison with other schemes. Let us compare the sensitivity of the long DV
search scheme to the HNLs with a scheme from [110, 115] that uses inner trackers at
ATLAS to search for DVs events (c.f. [97]). Owing to its smaller transverse displacement
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lmax = 0.3 m we call it the “short DV scheme”. For the estimation of the sensitivity of the
short DV scheme we use parameterized efficiencies ε(mN , U

2) provided by the authors
of [110]. The comparison of the sensitivities is given in Fig. 2.15. We show both optimistic
and realistic estimate of the sensitivity of the long DV scheme. We also show the sensitivity
of the SHiP experiment from [80] that serves for an illustration of the sensitivity reach of
Intensity Frontier experiments.

The long DV scheme allows to search for HNLs in the unexplored region of the
parameter space that is not accessible to other Intensity Frontier experiments or other LHC
searches. Its difference in the sensitivity with the short DV scheme is due to three reasons.
First, for masses mN . 10 GeV the decay probability for both the schemes is in the linear
regime (see Sec. 2.2.1.2), and therefore the long DV scheme gets the benefit from the 10

times larger length of the decay volume lmax. Second, for the masses 5 GeV . mN .
10 GeV there is a drop of the overall efficiency for the short DV scheme. This is caused
by the selection criteria on the reconstructed invariant mass of the DV, mDV > 5 GeV, and
the charged tracks, Ntrk > 4, that are needed to remain in the background free region [87].
Third, because of absence of the hadronic background the long DV scheme can probe the
parameter space mN . 5 GeV, which is not reachable by the short DV scheme.

Nevertheless, both the schemes are complementary to each other and provide a cross-
check in the mass region 5 GeV < mN < 15 GeV.
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Figure 2.15: The sensitivity of the long DV (DVL) and short DV (DVS) search schemes to
HNLs mixing with νe (upper panel), νµ (middle panel) and ντ (lower panel). By the blue
short dashed line we denote the realistic sensitivity obtained using the selection criteria
presented in this paper, while the blue dashed line corresponds to the optimistic estimate of
the sensitivity using relaxed selection criteria from [98], see Sec. 2.2.1.2 for details. The
sensitivity of the SHiP experiment is taken from [80]. Black long-dashed line indicates
HNL parameters that correspond to ldecay = 3 m. The estimates are for the high luminosity
LHC phase, L = 3000 fb−1. For the DV search schemes sensitivity we require Nevents ≥ 3
and assume zero background (see text for details).
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2.2.1.4 Chern-Simons portal

Chern-Simons portal introduces a vector particle X interacting with pseudo-Chern-Simons
current of the SM gauge bosons [82, 116]:

LCS = cW ε
µνλρXµWν∂λWρ+

cγ cos θW ε
µνλρXµZν∂λγρ + cZ sin θW ε

µνλρXµZν∂λZρ (2.2.6)

We can add the interaction of the X boson with SM leptons in the form

LXµµ = cWgXllX
ν
∑

l=e,µ,τ

l̄γ5γνl, (2.2.7)

where gXll is a dimensionless constant.7

Let us consider the case when cγ, cZ � cW . Then the production of theX particle in pp
collisions goes through the XWW vertex, while the decay goes through the vertex (2.2.7)
down to very small couplings g2

Xll ' 10−7 for the X bosons as heavy as mX ' 40 GeV,
see Appendix 2.2.1.4. These vertices are parametrically independent, and for particular
values of gXll it is possible to probe the parameter space in the optimal domain for the long
DV scheme. The process of interest is

W → X + l + ν̄l, X → µ+ + µ− (2.2.8)

The lepton l produced in the W decay can be triggered as a prompt lepton, while the muon
pair from the decay of the X boson can be reconstructed as displaced muons, which meets
the selection criteria of a DV event within the long DV scheme.

To find the selection efficiency and the energy spectrum of the W bosons, we im-
plemented the model of the X boson (2.2.6), (2.2.7) into the MadGraph using Feyn-
Rules [117, 118]. The model is publicly available [119]. We simulated the processes
p+p→ e+/µ+ +νe/µ+X (plus the charge conjugated final states) with subsequent decays
X → µ+µ−. We have found that the overall efficiency is ε ≈ 2.3 · 10−2 for mX ranging
from 1 GeV to 20 GeV. The average momentum of the X boson pX ≈ 40 GeV.

The sensitivity to the Chern-Simons portal is shown in Fig. 2.16. We conclude that the
long DV scheme can probe masses up to mX ' 30 GeV and couplings down to c2

W ' 10−9.
We note that the probed parameter space is well below the current experimental bound on
cW , which is c2

W . 10−3(mX/1 GeV)2 [82].

7The coupling gXll can be generated effectively by the interaction (2.2.6) or be an effect of new physics.
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Figure 2.16: The sensitivity of the long DV scheme at the high luminosity phase to the
Chern-Simons portal for different values of the coupling to muons (2.2.7). For the DV
search schemes sensitivity we require Nevents ≥ 3 and assume zero background (see text for
details).

2.2.1.5 Dark scalars with quartic coupling

In the case of dark scalars with quartic coupling (remind Eq. (1.1.1)) and masses
mS > mB, the production and decay channels are independent of each other [120],
similarly to the case of Chern-Simons portal.

Namely, the production occurs via the quartic coupling – it is a decay of Higgs bosons
h → SS, while decays are mediated by the mixing angle [38]. The branching ratio of
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Figure 2.17: The branching ratio of decays of scalars into two muons. It does not include
muons produced as secondary particles from decays of heavier decay products, whose
contribution may dominate at larger masses.

decays of scalars into two muons is shown in Fig. 2.17. The interaction of scalars with
fermions is similar to the interaction of Higgs bosons. Therefore, above scalar masses
mS ' 2mπ, it is strongly suppressed because of the Yukawa couplings. Nevertheless,
despite the suppression of the signal yield by small Br(S → µµ) it is still possible to search
for heavy scalars using the muon trackers. In addition, as in Fig. 2.17 we do not include pair
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Figure 2.18: Left panel: The pT spectrum of Higgs bosons produced in the process
p+ p→ h+W+, W+ → l+ + νl obtained in our simulations using MadGraph (blue) and
in [121] for the selection criteria |ηl| < 2.5, pT,l > 15 GeV. Right panel: the sensitivity
of the muon tracker DV scheme to scalars, assuming the production branching ratio
Br(h→ SS) = 0.01. In green, we also show the sensitivity of the search scheme that uses
L1 trigger from [122], assuming zero background.

of muons from decays of heavier decay products of scalars, our estimate of the sensitivity
is conservative.

Unlike HNLs and Chern-Simons portal mediator, the main production channel of
scalars, h → SS, does not include a lepton, and naively it is impossible to tag the
production vertex. However, one may use leptons produced together with Higgs bosons
in a process

p+ p→ h+W/Z, W/Z → l +X, h→ S + S (2.2.9)

Indeed, h,W,Z bosons have extremely small lifetimes, and all the processes (2.2.9)
occur practically at one point. The process (2.2.9) is ' 50 times less frequent than the main
production channel of the Higgs boson – the gluon fusion.

Simulation. In order to simulate events of scalar decays, we have first implemented
the model of a scalar into MadGraph using FeynRules. Next, we have simulated the
chain (2.2.9) at LO, together with further scalar decays. NLO corrections to the spectra
are known to be negligibly small [121]. To validate our simulations for the production of
Higgs bosons and leptons in this process, we compare of the pT spectrum of Higgs bosons
produced in the process p+ p→ h+W+, W+ → l+ + νl with the spectrum from [121],
see Fig. 2.18.

Sensitivity. In Fig. 2.18, we show the sensitivity to the scalar portal assuming the
branching ratio Br(h→ SS) = 0.01, which is well below the reach of future searches for
invisible decays of Higgs bosons at LHC Run 3 and at the High-Luminosity (HL) LHC (HL-
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LHC, Run 4), which are projected to have sensitivity at the level Brh→inv ∼ 0.05 — 0.15 at
95% CL [123] maybe going all the way to a few percents [124].

We also include the sensitivity of the scheme with L1 tracker at CMS [122], which does
not require a prompt lepton for triggering. Together with the fact that it requires 4 charged
tracks each with pT > 1 GeV, and may search for decay products other than muons,
this leads to significantly better sensitivity at the lower bound. However, independent
observation (or non-observation) of events at this scheme and at the scheme with muon
trackers would allow to measure independently branching ratios of different decay channels
of scalars, and in particular to distinguish it from other models that have similar decay
modes (such as an ALP with additional trilinear coupling to Higgs bosons).

2.2.1.6 Summary

In this section, we have proposed a new method of searching for long-lived particles at
LHC (“the long DV scheme”) that utilizes the muon tracker at the CMS experiment. It
uses a prompt lepton and a displaced muon pair to reconstruct a displaced vertex event.
The scheme is optimal for probing the parameter space of the LLPs with the decay lengths
ldecay & 3 m. We demonstrated the potential of the scheme using three exemplary models:
heavy neutral lepton (HNL), Chern-Simons portal, and scalars with quartic coupling. For
HNLs, we made a comparison between the long DV scheme and other planned searching
schemes at ATLAS/CMS, see e.g. [97, 110].

Our conclusions are the following:

– For the HNLs, the long DV scheme can probe the parameter space in the mass range
mN . 20 GeV and down to the mixing angles U2 ∼ 10−8 (when mixing with νµ).

– The long DV scheme has a unique opportunity to probe the LLPs that decay pre-
dominantly into leptons, which is demonstrated by the example of the Chern-Simons
portal;

– The long DV search scheme has a sufficiently low SM background even for LLPs
with the massesm . 5 GeV, which is unavailable for DV search schemes at the LHC
that look for hadronic decay products. In the case of HNLs, this gives a possibility
to probe the parts of the parameter space that have not been probed by previous
experiments and are outside the reach of the planned Intensity Frontier experiments.

– Although scalars have small branching ratio of decay into muons, the scheme still
has potential to search for them, and may be complementary to other search schemes,
e.g. those that do not require a prompt lepton for tagging.
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2.3 Searches for light dark matter at SND@LHC

Historically, the first model of dark matter was WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle)
– a massive electrically neutral fermion that interacts with SM particles via weak interactions.
Similarly to neutrinos, WIMPs were at thermal equilibrium in the early Universe, which
has maintained by processes WIMP + WIMP↔ SM + SM.

Because of tiny interaction strength, light WIMPs may leave thermal equilibrium at high
temperatures T ' mWIMP, when their number density is not Boltzmann-suppressed.
Therefore, their energy density would overproduce the Universe. This happens if
masses are mWIMP . 5 GeV. The corresponding bound is known as the Lee-Weinberg
bound [125].

To evade the Lee-Weinberg bound, one may assume the existence of a mediator other
than W,Z bosons that mediates the WIMP annihilation with larger strength. DM candidate
particles in such models may be made lighter than 5 GeV and are called light dark matter
(or LDM).

In the minimal model with an LDM χ and mediator V , there are several parameters:
LDM mass, mediator’s mass, mediator’s coupling to SM particles g, mediator’s coupling
to LDM gχ. The information about these parameters may be obtained using combined
results from searches by different experiments, see Sec. 1.2 and Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Different search schemes for LDM and mediator: visible (a) and invisible (b)
decays of mediator, scatterings of LDM χ from the local DM population in our galaxy (c),
and scatterings of LDM produced at accelerator experiments (d).
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For instance, direct dark matter detection experiments probe scatterings of non-
relativistic DM particles off nuclei/electrons, and the number of events scales as Nevents ∝
σscatt = g2

χg
2/m2

V . Accelerator experiments that search for scatterings of LDM particles
require also its production, and therefore the number of events is Nevents ∝ Nprod · σscatt ∝
g2 · Br(V → LDM) · g2

χg
2f(mV ,mχ). Experiments that search for visible decays of V

constrain the combination Nprod · Pdecay ∝ g2 · g2Br(V → visible). Finally, at experiments
that search for invisible decays of the mediator bounds, the number of events scales as
g2 · Br(V → LDM).

Therefore, we see that in dependence on the scaling Nevents ∝ gα there are g2 experi-
ments and g4 experiments. In the absence of limitations that are specific to the given search
scheme, g2 experiments are obviously more sensitive to small couplings than g4 experi-
ments. This is indeed the case for electron fabric experiments such as NA64, Belle/Belle II,
and BaBar, which search for events with missing energy/momentum. However, the situation
is different for monojet searches at hadron colliders, which suffer from backgrounds and
require severe cut on the transverse momentum/missing transverse energy, pT & 100 GeV,
which is unrealistic for the case of light GeV-scale mediators [126].

LDM with mediators that interact with electrons/photons is strongly constrained by “g2

experiments”: Belle, BaBar, NA64. Such bounds may be diminished if considering
models in which mediators do not interact with leptons.

2.3.1 Scattering off nucleons: different signatures

Let us look closer at the LDM scattering off nucleons. This scattering may be mimicked
by neutral current (NC) neutrino scattering events, and therefore, such a search is not
background-free. Typically, to observe a signal over background, many LDM scattering
events are required [127–131]. Under this condition, one can look for an excess of a signal
over the numerous neutrino background, and in particular to distinguish events with LDM
and neutrinos kinematically by comparing their reconstructed energy spectra. It would be
therefore attractive to consider signatures that require less amount of events.

There are two types of LDM scattering off protons: elastic and inelastic, producing
an isolated proton or hadronic showers, respectively. For light mediators with masses
mV . 1 GeV, elastic events yield is dominant, while for heavier mediators inelastic
scatterings become the main scattering channel. For neutrinos, the dominant channel is
inelastic scatterings.

Indeed, both elastic and inelastic differential cross sections depend on the mediator
mass mV as dσ/dΩ ∝ (Q2 + m2

V )−2 due to the propagator, where Q2 is the momentum
transfer. However, the elastic cross section also includes the proton form factor that limits
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the possible momentum transfer to Q2 . r−2
p ' 1 GeV2. For large masses mV , this leads to

an additional suppression as compared to the inelastic cross section, to which all Q2 . m2
V

contribute without the suppression [131]. As a result, the ratio σel/σinel is a decreasing
function of mV . We illustrate this feature in Fig. 2.20, considering a model of a scalar
LDM that interacts with protons via a vector-like mediator. We see that in the case of
light mediator mV . 1 GeV, the elastic and inelastic scattering yields may be comparable,
and therefore, the elastic signature is more sensitive due to the low background. However,
with the increase of mV , σel/σinel quickly diminishes, and the inelastic signature starts to
dominate.
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Figure 2.20: Left panel: the ratio σel/σinel of elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections in
the model with a vector mediator V interacting with protons and a scalar dark sector particle
χ of mass mχ = 10 MeV and energy Eχ = 1 TeV. The minimal proton kinetic energy
Ecut & 110 MeV is assumed, for which protons may travel 1 cm in tungsten before being
absorbed (see text for details). For the description of the elastic and deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) used in the estimates, see Appendix 2.C.2. Right panel: proton’s attenuation length
(latt =

∫ Ep
0

dE
dE/dx

, where dE/dx is the energy loss per unit length) in tungsten as a function
of its kinetic energy. The value is calculated using the data from [132].

For masses mV & mp, LDM is more likely to scatter inelastically. In this case, we need
to see these events over the numerous neutrino scattering background. A good signature in
this case is an increase of the ratio of neutral current and charged current events NNC/NCC

for neutrinos. On one hand, it is uniquely predicted within the SM. For the tungsten target,
under the approximation of equal differential distributions of ν and ν̄, the ratio NNC/NCC

for deep inelastic scattering is equal to [32]

P =
1

2

[
1− 2 sin2 θW +

20

9
sin4 θW − λ(1− 2 sin2 θW ) sin2 θW

]
≈ 0.33 (2.3.1)

where λ = 0.040 for the tungsten target. Another advantage of the NC/CC signature is
that it is free from the total neutrino flux normalization. This is crucial as it is a subject of
theoretical uncertainties for some experiments, for instance, for those at the LHC that are
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located in the far-forward direction [133]: currently approved FASER/FASERν [17, 33],
and SND@LHC [32].8

For LDM particles that scatter of nucleons mostly inelastically, a good search signature
at any experiment is an increase of the NC/CC ratio as compared to SM predictions.

2.3.1.1 Model example: leptophobic portal

An example of a model with LDM in which the mediator does not interact with photons
and electrons is the leptophobic portal [127, 128, 131, 134, 135]:

Lleptophob = −gBV µJBµ + gχV
µ(∂µχ

†χ− χ†∂µχ), JBµ =
1

3

∑

q

q̄γµq (2.3.2)

Here, gχ, gB are coupling constants of the mediator to χ and SM sector, and the sum in Jµµ
is made over all quark flavors.
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Figure 2.21: Constraints on the leptophobic portal for the case mχ = mV /3 and two values
of the coupling αχ = g2

χ/4π: αχ = αB (in gray) and αχ = 0.5 (in green). See text for
details.

Constraints on the model (2.3.2) are summarized in Fig. 2.21. FormV & 0.1 GeV, they
come from searches for decays π,K, η → V γ at CB [136], E949 [137], and NA62 [138]
experiments (for mV . 0.5 GeV), searches for scattering of χ particles off nucleons
at MiniBooNE [139] (for 0.5 GeV . mV . 1.5 GeV), a monojet signature analysis at
CDF [140] (for mV & 1.5 GeV), and direct DM searches at CRESST III [34].

The weakness of the CDF monojet signature and the absence of direct constraints
from the LHC is caused by the requirement of a large missing transverse momentum

8One of goals of these experiments is to study the production of mesons in the far-forward direction.
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pT ∼ 100 GeV for signal tagging and background suppression. Such large pT may be
provided only by large mass of a decaying particles, which is definitely not the case of light
O(1 GeV) mediators considered in this section. The bounds from MiniBooNE, being one
of the strongest in the region mV . 1 GeV, are much weaker at larger masses due to small
center-of-mass energy of the pp collisions,

√
s ≈ 4 GeV.

Another constraint comes from DM direct detection experiments (DD) [127] that search
for scattering of DM particles off nuclei. The sensitivity of these experiments depends
on DM particle mass. Indeed, it determines the maximal kinetic energy of DM (which
is Tχ = mχv

2
escape/2, where vescape = 544 km/s is the escape velocity), and, therefore, the

maximally possible nuclear recoil energy TN . The DD experiments have finite energy
threshold, being TN > 30.1 eV for CRESST-III [34] that is currently the most sensitive
experiment. As a result, current constraints from DD are limited by mχ & 160 MeV. In
addition, the DD bounds may be significantly relaxed even for heavy χ particles if assume
their axial-vector interaction with V instead of vector-like one (see [141]) that results in the
velocity-suppressed scattering cross section.

Finally, in [142–144], it was argued that the strongest constraint may come from
negative results of searches for decays

K → π + inv, B → K + inv, Z → γ + inv (2.3.3)

at LHCb. In the model of the leptophobic portal (2.3.2), the decays (2.3.3) may result
from the anomalous violation of the baryon current conservation, which requires a UV
completion in order to cancel the anomaly. Namely, in [142, 143], it was considered a
UV completion with some heavy fermions such that the full theory is anomaly-free. At
energies much lower than masses of these fermions, the effective theory contains, apart
from the Lagrangian (2.3.2), pseudo-Chern-Simons (pCS) interaction operators between V
and electroweak bosons W,Z, γ that result from the contribution of massive fermions to the
anomalous triangle diagrams. The latter include two summands: a mass-independent, and a
mass-dependent. The sum of the first terms over all fermions vanishes due to the anomaly
cancellation, while the net mass-dependent part is in general non-zero (for instance, if there
is a hierarchy in fermion masses). The corresponding interactions mediate the process
Z → γ + X , and generate effective flavor changing neutral current couplings bsV , sdV
between quarks and the leptophobic mediator (via penguin loop diagrams) that mediate the
first two processes in Eq. (2.3.3).

pCS terms generically appear in effective theories with chiral fermions. However, their
contribution to the processes (2.3.3) depends on the UV completion of the model (2.3.2).
For instance, one could consider a 3+n+1 dimensional model with SM physics localized
on a 3+1 dimensional sub-manifold (brane) and a large mass gap for the bulk modes (see
e.g. [145, 146]). The higher-dimensional theory is anomaly free by construction without
adding extra fermions. The anomaly of the low-dimensional 3+1 effective theory is done
by the “anomaly inflow” mechanism, non-local from 3+1 dimensional point of view. In
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this case, the anomaly cancellation by massive modes does not contribute to decays.
Due to the model dependence, the status of the anomaly constraint is different from

the status of the other bounds discussed above, as the latter require only the effective
Lagrangian (2.3.2). Therefore, in Fig. 2.21 we just indicate the parameter space potentially
constrained by processes (2.3.3) by showing its lower bound only, while for the other
constraints discussed in this subsection the whole parameter space is shown in solid gray.

Choice of parameters. The parameters in the model are LDM particle and mediator
masses mχ,V , and the couplings αB = g2

B/4π, αχ = g2
χ/4π.

The of the previous bounds with αχ is the following. While the scaling of the number
of events at MiniBooNE is Nevents ∝ αB · Br(V → χχ̄) · αB · αχ, the number of events at
the other experiments scales as Nevents ∝ αB · Br(V → χχ̄) for the collider experiments
and αB · αχ for DD experiments (remind the discussion in the beginning of Sec. 2.3).9

Further, we consider two values of αχ. The first one is αχ = αB, which is typically
considered in the literature, and for which Nevents ∝ α3

B · Br(V → χχ̄) at the accelerator
direct detection experiments. The second one is αχ = 0.5, for which Nevents ∝ α2

B.
Let us now comment on the choice of mχ. As we have discussed previously, masses

mχ > 160 MeV are significantly constrained by the DM direct detection experiments.
Therefore, we consider two different choices: mχ = mV /3, which is commonly used
in literature and for which the DD constraint is important above mV = 480 MeV, and
mχ = 20 MeV, for which there is no bound from DD at all.

2.3.2 SND@LHC

2.3.2.1 Description of experiment

Figure 2.22: Overview of the SND@LHC detector facility: the side view (on the left) and
the front view (on the right). The figure is taken from [32].

9For the calculation of the branching ratio Br(V → χχ̄), see Appendix 2.C.
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SND@LHC facility is planned to be installed in the TI18 tunnel at the distance of
480 m from the ATLAS interaction point along the beam collision axis. The SND@LHC
detector consists of the target region followed by the muon system, see Fig. 2.22. The
pseudorapidity range covered by the target will be 7.2 < η < 8.6, in which νe, ντ are
produced in decays of heavy mesons, with an additional component of muon neutrinos
originated from decays of pions and kaons. The actual angular position of the target is
(θx, θy) ∈ [0.17, 0.98]× [0.32, 1.14] mrad2.

The target has brick structure: bricks of emulsion cloud chambers (ECC) followed
by Scintillating Fibre (SciFi) plates. Each of five emulsion bricks consists of 60 emulsion
films interleaved with 59 tungsten plates of 1 mm thickness, which serve as target. The
total scattering length of the emulsion bricks is 29.5 cm, which corresponds to 84 radiation
lengths (X0), and the total target length of about 40 cm. The ECC provide micrometric
accuracy that allows one to measure accurately tracks of charged particles, and reconstruct
vertices of neutrino interactions (for events without muons) and any other event that deposit
their energy within one emulsion brick.

SciFi predicts the neutrino interaction vertex location, connects the emulsion track with
the muon track identified by the muon detector, and provides timing information for the
events (with timing resolution of the order 100 ps). In this way, it serves for disentangling
the piled up events occurring in one emulsion layer. In addition, the whole facility works as
a hadronic calorimeter with 9-11 interaction lengths.

An important feature of SND@LHC is high neutrino type identification efficiency.
The target construction allows track detection of charged particles produced in primary
interactions and subsequent decays. Muons are identified as the most penetrating charged
particles, while τ -leptons – via a displaced vertex with an electron or a muon track.

There are two phases of the event reconstruction at SND@LHC [32]. The first phase
uses electronic detectors: events are reconstructed based on veto, the target tracker and the
muon system. The second phase adopts the emulsion target, and the event reconstruction
will be available six months after the exposure. It identifies EM showers, complements the
target tracker for EM energy measurements, and allows for the neutrino vertex reconstruc-
tion. The matching between these phases is required for events containing muons; it is the
subject of ongoing studies.

Although the main goal of SND@LHC is to probe high-energy neutrino scatterings, it
may also search for scatterings for LDM and probably even for decays of mediators.

Below, we illustrate the potential of SND@LHC to probe FIPs via decays and scatter-
ings by estimating the sensitivity to several models. We consider two experimental setups
of the detector: one that will operate during Run 3, and a possible upgrade that will work
during Run 4 (see [32]). Their parameters are summarized in Table 2.3.
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Setup L, fb−1 lscatt
det , cm ldecay

det , cm
Setup 1 150 30 50
Setup 2 3000 75 125

Table 2.3: Experimental setups of the SND@LHC detector used in this work. The parame-
ters are the integrated luminosity L, the detector’s length available for scatterings lscatt

det , the
detector’s length available for decays ldecay

det . See text for details.

2.3.2.2 Search for scatterings of LDM

Let us discuss signal efficiency and background at SND@LHC for the elastic signature.

Even a few of LDM elastic scattering events would lead to observable deviation from
SM predictions at SND@LHC.

According to [32], the selection criterion for the elastic scattering off protons is a single
isolated track with the momentum p > 170 MeV observed in the emulsion. Studies of
MC simulation containing produced particles prior to their interaction with the detector
have shown that once this selection is applied to events with neutrinos, the only surviving
background comes from neutrino NC resonant and deep inelastic scatterings, where only
one charged track is visible, with the total number of events being 1.7. To overcome this
background with 2σ CL, we require 5 elastic events.10

At the same time, low-momentum protons with p ' 170 MeV that satisfy the selection
criterion considered in [32] have small attenuation length11 in tungsten, latt . 1 mm, and
get absorbed in the single tungsten plate before reaching the emulsion [147]. Therefore, this
requirement is not appropriate for estimate of the number of elastic χ scatterings that can
be detected. Instead, for LDM signature, we require proton kinetic energy Ep > 110 MeV,
for which protons have attenuation length latt = 1 cm, and therefore may pass through ten
emulsion layers, see Fig. 2.20. We note that this criterion is conservative and may be further
relaxed.

Since the requirement on the proton energy is more tight than the one assumed in the
simulation in [32], the background would be lower and can go down to zero. However,
precise background estimates require additional studies. Therefore, we conservatively
assume the same number of background events as for the looser requirement of p >

170 MeV as in [32].
Still, even with the stronger cut, such protons may not reach SciFi plates, which may

lead to piled up events and potentially decrease the efficiency of the reconstruction of the
signal. Namely, there may be a coincidence between the neutrino and χ scattering events,

10We estimate it using the relation
∑∞
nev=0 P (nev|b + s)P (n ≥ nev|b) < 4.5%, where b = 1.7 is the

background, s is the signal, and P is the Poisson distribution.
11Contrary to high-energy protons that produce hadronic cascades, protons with low energies lose this

energy electromagnetically and travel around O(1 cm) in tungsten before being absorbed [52].
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accumulated during six months of the SND emulsion phase operation period. However, in
practice this feature does not affect the efficiency. The expected amount of neutrino events
at SND@LHC during Run 3 is ' 2 · 103 [32]. Since the DIS event may be reconstructed
by the single emulsion layer, for estimating of the pile up effect we are interested in the
number of neutrino events per layer, instead of their total amount. During six months of
the operation period and given that the SND target consists of 60 emulsion layers, only 6

neutrino events will occur per each layer. Taking into account the micrometric accuracy of
the emulsion, this amount is vanishingly small to affect the signal.

Let us comment on effects that have not been included in the simulation discussed
in [32]. The first effect is a possible background from neutrino DIS events, in which soft
particles get absorbed in tungsten layer before reaching the emulsion. As a result, the DIS
event may mimic an elastic scattering event. However, this effect can be neglected, as
high-energy neutrinos typically deposit large amount of energy in their scattering leading to
many tracks in the event. Indeed, assuming the operating period corresponding to the LHC
Run 3, the MC simulations in [32] have shown no events of neutrino DIS with only one track
having E > 110 MeV and all other tracks with energies E � 100 MeV (such that they
may be absorbed in tungsten before reaching the emulsion layer) that would be recognized
as an elastic event. The second effect is a proton-to-neutron conversion, which may reduce
the signal from the elastic scattering. However, the nuclear interaction length in tungsten,
which is a characteristic scale of the conversion, is O(5 cm) corresponding to about 50
emulsion layers in the target. Therefore, the proton would produce a visible track in large
fraction of events, and this process will not affect the elastic event reconstruction. Finally,
the third effect is possible background from radioactive isotopes that may be hypothetically
present in the target. However, the decay products are typically low-energy, as energy
release for most isotopes does not exceed 10 MeV, and therefore, they get absorbed in the
single tungsten layer without being detected.

For masses mV & mp, LDM is more likely to scatter inelastically, and we consider the
NC/CC signature.

For the NC/CC signature, the required number of events at SND@LHC is O(100) at
2σ confidence level.

Indeed, SND@LHC claims to measure the NC/CC ratio with the precision of 10%. As-
suming NSND@LHC

CC = 1395 and NNC = 450 as predicted by simulations for the SND@LHC
setup [32], we require the yield of LDM inelastic scattering events to be 2

√
450 + 45.02 ≈

100 in order to reach the 2σ confidence level.

2.3.2.3 Search for decays of mediators

Although SND@LHC is constructed to probe neutrino scatterings, it may also be capable
of searching for decays of FIPs, for instance scattering mediators. It is attractive to probe
the parameter space simultaneously by scatterings of LDM and decays of mediators.
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However, for the given coupling g, the decay length of the mediator is typically much
shorter than the scattering length of LDM particles. Because of this, it is typically not
possible to probe decays of mediators and scatterings of LDM within the same domain
of parameter space.

Indeed, consider scatterings and decays using as an example vector (dark photons) and
scalar portals. The scattering probability is

Pscat = σscatnatomLdet, natom ∼ (1 keV)3 (2.3.4)

with the scattering cross section

σscat ∼
αSχχy

2
Nθ

2

mNEχ
(scalar), σscat ∼

αDε
2

m2
V

(vector) (2.3.5)

In its turn, the decay probability is

Pdec =
ΓLdet

γ
, Γ ∼ θ2m

3
S

v2
(scalar), Γ ∼ ε2mV (vector) (2.3.6)

Comparing these two probabilities, one gets

Pscat

Pdec
∼ γαSχχy

2
N

(
v

mS

)2
natom

mSmNEχ
(scalar),

Pscat

Pdec
∼ γαD

natom

m3
V

(vector) (2.3.7)

As a result, for large couplings, that are required to see scatterings, the decay length is
microscopic, and mediators decay before reaching the detector. It may be still possible
though to probe large couplings via scatterings of LDM and smaller couplings via decays
of the mediator.

There are potentially background-free signatures of mediators decays at SND@LHC.
These are decays into a di-lepton pair, into a lepton and a meson, or into two mesons.

Indeed, a clear background-free signature may be decays of a FIP into a di-lepton pair,
V → ll′/ll′ν, as scatterings of neutrinos produce at most one lepton.12 For the decays of
FIPs into a lepton and a meson, or into a pair of mesons there is a background that comes
from the neutrino deep inelastic CC- and NC-scatterings correspondingly. However, decay
products typically carry large energies E & 100 GeV and, therefore, can be distinguished
from (inelastic) neutrino scatterings with such large energy transfers as the latter typically

12The di-muon events may be produced by the scattering of photons in the detector. However, the photons
occur in scattering of neutrinos, and apart from the di-muon pair there would be a lot of other tracks.
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produce a lot of hadrons. Therefore, we believe that the mentioned background may be
rejected. This question requires an additional study.

To use these signatures, it is necessary to disentangle tracks from decays of FIPs. At the
SND@LHC detector, this is possible if the transverse distance between the tracks exceeds
the spatial resolution, which is of the order of 1µm for the emulsion films. The transverse
distance between two tracks is determined by the flight angle that can be estimated as
∆θ ' mFIP

EFIP
, and the distance l charged particles travel inside the target. For electrons, l is

the radiation length, which in tungsten is equal to 3.5 mm. Muons pass through the whole
target without deflection, and therefore, we may conservatively restrict l to the thickness of
a single SND@LHC emulsion brick 7.8 cm. For FIPs flying in the far-forward direction,
the typical energy is EFIP ' 1 TeV. Thus, the corresponding masses are

mFIP & min
[
EFIP

1µm

l
, 2me or µ

]
'
{

290 MeV, FIP→ eē

210 MeV, FIP→ µµ̄
(2.3.8)

If the disentanglement is not possible, instead of tracks we observe a mono-cascade. A
similar signature may come from FIPs decaying into neutral pions, such as from HNLs
that mix with tau flavor that decay into π0 and a neutrino. This type of events may still
be distinguished from neutrino scatterings, as the latter typically contain many tracks, and
hence may be a new physics signature.

Background evaluation and event reconstruction for both charged pair and monocascade
signatures are challenging tasks and require dedicated studies. Further, we will show
the fixed signal events contours, assuming that all events are detected.

2.3.3 Sensitivity of SND@LHC

2.3.3.1 Leptophobic portal

Let us now estimate the sensitivity of SND@LHC to LDM scattering in the model (2.3.2).
The number of scattering events may be estimated using the formula

Nevents = 2·NSND@LHC
χ ×ndetector×

{
Z · σel

scatt(〈Eχ〉) · lscatt
det , elastic signature

A · σinel
scatt(〈Eχ〉) · lscatt

det , inelastic signature
(2.3.9)

Here, NSND@LHC
χ is the number of χ particles produced in the direction of the SND@LHC

detector volume (a factor of 2 stays for χ̄), ndetector is the detector’s atomic number density
(the tungsten material is considered), Z,A are atomic and mass numbers of the target
material, and σel/inel

scatt is the elastic or inelastic scattering cross section of χ particles. For
simplicity, in cross section calculation we assume that all χ particles have the same energy
equal to their average energy 〈Eχ〉.
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We adopt the description of the elastic scattering process from [134]. For the estimate
of the cross-section for inelastic scattering, we use the calculation based on the parton
model from [148], for which parton distribution functions are given by CT10nlo PDF sets
from LHAPDF package [149] (see also Appendix 2.C.2).

Let us now consider the production of χ particles. The χχ̄ pairs originate from decays
of V . Similarly to the dark photon case, the mediator may be produced:

1. in decays of unflavored mesons π, η,

π → V + γ, η → V + γ, (2.3.10)

2. by proton bremsstrahlung,
p+ p→ V +X, (2.3.11)

3. in Drell-Yan process,
q + q̄ → V +X, (2.3.12)

see Fig. 2.23. For the description of these channels, we mainly follow [144, 150, 151].
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Figure 2.23: Diagrams of the production of the leptophobic mediator V : by proton
bremsstrahlung (a), in decays of light unflavored mesons (b), and in Drell-Yan process (c).

For the production from mesons, we use the polar angle and energy distributions of
π, η mesons generated by EPOS-LHC [152] as a part of the CRMC package [153]. The
resulting spectra of V and χ particles are obtained semi-analytically using an approach
presented in [120].

For obtaining the angle-energy distribution of the leptophobic mediator produced by the
proton bremsstrahlung, we consider the kinematic range pT < 1 GeV and 0.1 < z < 0.9.
The corresponding production probability is affected by the mixing of V with isoscalar
ω and φ mesons. To describe this effect, we follow the procedure described in [154] (see
Appendix 2.C for details). The distribution of subsequent χ particles produced by the
bremsstrahlung is obtained in a similar way as for the case of the production from mesons.

For the production in the Drell-Yan process, we use our implementation of the
model (2.3.2) in MadGraph5 [113] with FeynRules [117, 118]. We then obtain the geo-
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Figure 2.24: The number of χ particles produced in the direction of the SND@LHC
experiment, assuming the integrated luminosity L = 150 fb−1. mχ = mV /3 is assumed.
Wiggles around V masses of 782 MeV, 1020 MeV and' 1.7 GeV are caused by the mixing
of the mediator with isoscalar vector mesons ω, φ, and their excitations, which leads to
the resonant enhancement of 1) the ppV form-factor for the production by the proton
bremsstrahlung, and 2) the decay width of the leptophobic mediator V into hadrons (and
hence to a suppression of Br(V → χχ̄)). See text and Appendix 2.C for details.

metric acceptance and energy distribution of χ particles traveling into the direction of the
SND@LHC detector by simulating the leading-order process p+ p→ V, V → χχ̄.

We find that the main production channel for masses mV . mη is decays of mesons,
for masses mη . mV . 3 GeV is the proton bremsstrahlung, and, finally, for mV & 3 GeV

it is the Drell-Yan process, see Fig. 2.24.
Most of the produced χ particles have γ factors∼ 103, independently of the production

channel. This means that the time-of-flight measurement is not efficient in separating signal
χ particles and neutrinos.

Sensitivity. Let us now discuss the sensitivity. The parameters in the model are LDM
particle and mediator masses mχ,V , and the couplings αB = g2

B/4π, αχ = g2
χ/4π.

The choice of αχ affects the parameter space probed by SND@LHC in the following
way. The number of scattering events at SND@LHC scales as

Nevents ∝ αB · Br(V → χχ̄)× αB · αχ (2.3.13)

Here, a factor αB · Br(V → χχ̄) comes from the production, while a factor αB · αχ
– from the subsequent scattering of χ particles. The scaling of the previous bounds is
somewhat different. While the scaling of events at MiniBooNE is similar, the number
of events at the other experiments scales as Nevents ∝ αB · Br(V → χχ̄) for the collider
experiments and αB · αχ for DD experiments. Therefore, the dependence on αB and αχ
is weaker.13 Therefore, marginalizing over αχ, the optimal choice would be αχ ' 1, for

13For the calculation of the branching ratio Br(V → χχ̄), see Appendix 2.C.
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Figure 2.25: Sensitivity of the SND@LHC experiment to the leptophobic portal (2.3.2)
(2σ CL). The sensitivity is shown under an assumption mχ = mV /3 (top panel) and
mχ = 20 MeV (bottom panel), and for two different choices of the coupling of mediator to
χ particles: αχ = αB (left figures), and αχ = 0.5 (right figures). The considered signatures
are the elastic scattering off protons (the green line) and the deep-inelastic scattering (the
blue line, corresponding to 100 signal events during Run 3), see text for details. For the
elastic signature, the solid line corresponds to the sensitivity during Run 3 (corresponding
to 5 signal events), while the dashed line denotes the sensitivity of the upgraded setup that
may operate during Run 4 (see text for details). We assume that the level of background to
the elastic signature during Run 3 is 1.7 events, as reported in [32] for much weaker cut
on the proton’s momentum p > 170 MeV that the cut used in our estimate, p & 500 MeV.
Therefore, the sensitivity is conservative. By the red line, we show the 100 event contour
for the DUNE experiment from Ref. [130]. We rescale the previous bounds according to
our description of the proton form-factor used in bremsstrahlung and Br(V → χχ). The
thin gray line corresponds to model-dependent constraints from invisible decays (2.3.3) as
derived in [144] (see text for details).

which SND@LHC would probe larger range of mediator masses.

The sensitivity of the SND@LHC experiment to the leptophobic portal for two different
setups from Table 2.3 is shown in Fig. 2.25. Following the discussion in Sec. 2.3.2.2, we
require Nevents > 5 for the elastic signature and Nevents > 100 for the inelastic signature
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during Run 3.
The parameter space that may be probed by SND varies in dependence on the values

of parameters αχ,mχ. Namely, for the choice mχ = mV /3, SND@LHC only may probe
masses 350 MeV < mV < 700 MeV. For the choice mχ = 20 MeV, it is possible in
addition to probe masses 700 MeV < mV . 7 GeV. Moreover, for the choice αχ = 0.5,
the probed range of the coupling αB even competes with the model-dependent bound from
the signature B → K + inv at the lower bound.

Unlike the case of the direct detection experiments, the sensitivity of SND@LHC
depends only weakly on the choice of mχ, as the production probability and the
scattering cross section of χ particles is determined mainly by mV . In this way,
SND@LHC and direct DM detection experiments may probe complementary mass
ranges of χ.

In the figure, we also show the sensitivity of DUNE experiment from [130]. The
background estimate has not been made for this experiment. Therefore, we show the
contour corresponding to 100 events.

Finally, let us discuss the improvement of the sensitivity of SND@LHC for the up-
graded setup. For the curve describing elastic scattering signature, the scaling of the lower
bound of the sensitivity with the integrated luminosity L and detector length lscatt

det is

αel
B ∝

(
NSND@LHC
χ,prod · lscatt

det /
√
Nbg

)−1/n

∝ (L · lscatt
det )−1/n, (2.3.14)

where the scaling of the number of neutrino background events is Nbg ∝ L · lscatt
det , and

n = 2 or 3, depending on the choice for αχ. The improvement of the sensitivity for the
upgraded setup reaches a factor of 2 to 3. We note, however, that due to tighter requirement
on the proton energy used in our estimate, the elastic signature may be background-free, in
which case the improvement increases by up to a factor 10. For the inelastic signature, the
scaling depends on the improvement of the uncertainty in the NC/CC ratio measurement
during the time frame of the upgraded setup. In the optimistic scenario, the uncertainty will
be significantly smaller, and the lower bound will become better by the same factor as for
the elastic signature.

2.3.3.2 Decays

To illustrate the potential of SND@LHC to probe decays, we estimate the sensitivity to
scalar, neutrino and vector portals, which introduce correspondingly a light Higgs-like
scalar, a heavy neutral lepton (HNL) and a dark photon (see, e.g., [67] for the description
of the models). Decays with pairs of charged particles in the final state – muons, electrons
and pions – are the main decay channels for all the portal particles, except for GeV scale
HNLs N that mix with ντ , for which the main decay channel is a decay N → π0ν.
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In order to obtain the sensitivity of SND@LHC to various decaying FIPs, we use the
following estimate:

Nevents =
∑

i

N i
prod · εigeom · P i

decay · Brvis (2.3.15)

Here, N i
prod is the total number of FIPs of species X produced via channel i, εigeom is the

geometric acceptance for particle X decay products, and P i
decay is the decay probability

averaged over energies EX of particles X ,

P i
decay =

∫
(e−lmin/cτXγX − e−lmax/cτXγX )f iEXdEX , (2.3.16)

with fEX being the energy EX distribution of FIPs that fly in the decay volume, and τX and
γX their lifetime and Lorentz boost factor, respectively. Finally, Brvis is the branching ratio
of visible decays of particle X . Details of estimates are summarized in Appendix 2.B. The
sensitivities are shown in Fig. 2.26, where we show the estimate for the Run 3 setup, as
well as for the possible upgrade that may operate during Run 4. For the upgraded setup, the
number of events at the lower bound is higher by a factor of ldec

det,upgr/l
dec
det ·LRun 4/LRun 3 = 50.

Figure 2.26: Sensitivity of SND@LHC to (top left) dark scalars, (top right) dark photons,
and HNLs that mix with (bottom left) νµ and (bottom right) ντ . Blue (green) contours
correspond to 1 and 10 events in the (upgraded) SND@LHC target. Sensitivities of previous
experiments and of the FASER/FASER2 experiment are reproduced from [58, 67].

We conclude that for the Run 3 setup, SND@LHC may probe only a tiny parameter
space for dark scalars, dark photons and HNLs that mix with τ flavor. For the upgraded
setup, it may be possible to probe HNLs that mix exclusively with νµ in the mass range
. 2.5 GeV, and in . 2.0 GeV for pure mixing with ντ . SND@LHC may also probe dark
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photons at the upper bound of the sensitivity with masses mV . 0.1 GeV, and dark scalars
with masses mS . 0.8 GeV.

2.3.4 Comparison with FASER

There is a similarity between the facilities of SND@LHC and FASER/FASERν experiments.
They are both placed in a large η region and at the same distance lmin = 480 m from the
ATLAS interaction point, but in the opposite tunnels. Parameters of the experiments are
summarized in Table 2.4. Below, we make a qualitative comparison of the sensitivities
of the SND@LHC and FASER experiments, and then comment on the changes due to
upgrades.

Detector lmin, m ldet, m θmin, mrad θmax, mrad Ω · 107, sr L, fb−1

SND@LHC

480

0.5 0.3 1.5 6.9
150FASER 1.5 0. 0.2 1.4

FASERν 1. 0. 0.4 2.7
SND@LHC upgr. 1.25 0.3 1.5 6.9

3000
FASER2 5 0. 2.1 138

Table 2.4: Parameters of SND@LHC and FASER experiments: the distance to the decay
volume, the length of the decay volume, the polar coverage, covered solid angle, total
integrated luminosity.

Let us summarize the main differences between SND@LHC and FASER/FASERν
detectors in the reconstruction of signal. For scattering, SND@LHC competes with the
FASERν detector. FASERν consists of emulsion films interleaved with tungsten plates,
only providing the information of spatial position of different tracks with 30% energy
reconstruction accuracy for neutrino events (see also [155]). For muons, the situation is
much better, as they, being produced in FASERν, may penetrate it and enter FASER, which
allows timing and momentum measurements. This option is unavailable, however, for
other particles (hadrons, electrons), as they are effectively absorbed in the detector. On the
contrary, SND@LHC provides timing measurements by the use of the SciFi technology
and the energy reconstruction accuracy of 22% for electrons. For both experiments, timing
is needed for rejecting the background induced by high-energy muons and secondary
particles.14

In the case of decays, SND@LHC competes with FASER, and their detectors provide
comparable FIP parameters reconstruction accuracy, thanks to good spatial resolution of the
emulsion. Assuming that SND@LHC is a background free experiment when searching for
decays, the only relevant quantity for comparing the experiments is the number of correctly
identified FIP decay events.

14In this work, we compare the signal of new physics to the number of neutrino interactions, which was
already obtained under assumption of possible background. Therefore, these key features of the detectors’
concept are omitted in our analysis.
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2.3.4.1 Lower and upper bound of the sensitivity

Let us now consider the differences in the number of events at these experiments. Two
factors are important. First, SND@LHC is slightly off-axis, whereas FASER(ν) is placed
directly on-axis. Second, SND@LHC covers ' 5 (1.25) times larger solid angle than
FASER(ν).

The different placements of SND@LHC and FASER/FASERν cause two effects that
directly affect the lower and upper bound of the sensitivity (we follow [9] here): (i)
off-axis placement of SND@LHC causes smaller γ factor and thus worse potential to
probe the parameter space of short-lived FIPs; (ii) large angular coverage leads to larger
fraction of particles from heavy mesons flying to the detector.

First, particles X flying off-axis have smaller energies than those flying on-axis. This
is important for probing FIPs that have small decay lengths ldecay . lmin. Indeed, in this
regime, the decay probability is Pdecay ≈ exp[−lmin/cτXγX ]. The sensitivity to such large
couplings g determines the upper bound, which is very sensitive to the mean energy of X:

g2
upper,SND@LHC

g2
upper,FASER

∼ γSND@LHC
X

γFASER
X

(2.3.17)

The upper bound is important for particles that may be probed by the FASER and SND@LHC
experiments only in the regime of small decay lengths, including dark photons and axion-
like particles (see Fig. 2.26). The ratio of the mean γ-factors of dark photons A′, flying in
the detector, is γSND@LHC

A′ /γFASER
A′ ≈ 1/3. The resulting estimate (2.3.17) agrees with the

sensitivities in Fig. 2.26.
Second, the off-axis placement may affect the geometric acceptance. Light portal

particles X are often produced in decays of mesons. The angular distribution of particles
X is similar to the distribution of parent mesons at angular scales larger than ∆θ '
2pX,rest/〈Emeson〉, where pX,rest is the momentum of the daughter particle at rest frame of
the decaying meson, being ' mmeson if masses of all decays products are � mmeson. If
∆θ > θSND@LHC ' O(1 mrad), the ratio of geometric acceptances εgeom for the SND@LHC
and FASER experiments scales with their solid angle coverage. Using characteristic
energies 〈Emeson〉 ' 1 TeV for mesons produced in the far-forward region, we find that this
scaling is indeed the case of light particles produced in decays of D, B-mesons.

However, if the daughter particle is heavy mX ' mmeson, or if the decaying meson
is light (such as π, η, K), the geometric acceptance depends on the shape of the meson
distribution. Experimental measurements of the meson production cross section in the
region |η| < 5 [156–159] provide the following scaling:

dσ
dpT
∼ pT

(p2
T + Λ2

meson)
2
, (2.3.18)
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independently of the pseudorapidity. The values of Λmeson are of order of ΛQCD ≈ 250 MeV

for light mesons π, η, K, and mD/B for D/B-mesons. Numeric approaches (see, for
instance, [43, 152, 160, 161]) predict the same behavior of dσ/dpT almost independently of
pseudorapidity, including the far-forward region.15 This means that the meson distribution
df/dΩ is flat for angles θ . θflat, where

θflat ∼
〈pT〉
〈Emeson〉

∼ Λmeson

1 GeV
mrad '

{
O(1 mrad), B,D

O(0.1 mrad), π, η
(2.3.19)

Using the spectra of mesons (see Appendix 2.B), we find

εSND@LHC
geom

εFASER
geom

'
{

1, π, η,
ΩSND@LHC

ΩFASER
≈ 5, D,B, τ

(2.3.20)

2.3.4.2 Decays

Based on these findings, we can make a simple comparison of minimal couplings that may
be probed by the FASER and SND@LHC experiments. Further, we will assume the most
optimistic estimate for SND@LHC, according to which decays of FIPs may be clearly
distinguished from backgrounds, and therefore, only 3 events are required at 95% CL.

In the regime ldecay � lmax, the number of decay events of particles that originate from
mesons is

Ndecay ∝ εgeom · ldet · g4 · Brvis (2.3.21)

From this relation, we obtain

g2
lower,SND@LHC

g2
lower,FASER

∼
√
γSND@LHC
X

γFASER
X

·
√

BrFASER
vis

BrSND@LHC
vis

·
{

1.7, particles from π, η

0.8, particles from D, B
(2.3.22)

where we used lSND@LHC
det = 0.5 m.

Therefore, assuming that SND@LHC may reconstruct decay events in background-
free regime, the reaches of SND@LHC and FASER to probe decays of particles are
comparable.

Comparing the lower bounds of the numerical sensitivities of SND@LHC and FASER
for dark photons and dark scalars in Fig. 2.26, we find that they agree with the esti-
mates (2.3.22). However, for HNLs there is a disagreement as large as a factor of 3. A

15Some of these approaches suffer from theoretical uncertainties in far-forward direction [162]: small pT
and large pseudorapidity require using parton distribution functions in the domain of small Bjorken scaling
variable x, which are poorly constrained. One of the goal SND@LHC and FASER may serve for checking
the distributions (and in particular the property (2.3.19)) via studying the events with neutrinos produced in
the meson decays.
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reason for this may be different distributions of D mesons used in our analysis and in [67]
(see also Appendix 2.B).

Let us now comment on the lower bounds ratio with the upgrade. With the help of the
formulas (2.3.20), (2.3.22) and table 2.4, we conclude that the FASER2 experiment has
much better potential:

g2
lower,SND@LHC upgr

g2
lower,FASER2

' 20 ·
√
γSND@LHC
X

γFASER
X

·
√

BrFASER
vis

BrSND@LHC
vis

(2.3.23)

A reason for this is mainly significantly larger angular coverage in the case of the FASER2.

2.3.4.3 Scattering

Consider now the scattering signature. For the leptophobic portal, from Eq. (2.3.9), the
ratio of minimal probed couplings is (for αχ = αB)

αB,FASERν

αB,SND@LHC
∼
(

εFASERν
geom

εSND@LHC
geom

lFASERν
det

lSND@LHC
det

σ(EFASERν
threshold)

σ(ESND@LHC
threshold )

√
NFASERν
ν bg

NSND@LHC
ν bg

) 1
3

(2.3.24)

where Nν bg is the number of neutrino background events (different for the elastic and
inelastic signatures), and we assume that the detection efficiency is equal to one. The
effective cross section σ(Ethreshold) depends on momentum threshold for charged particles
to be visible. The dependence of σ on Ethreshold is very important for the elastic signature,
as most of the elastic scattering events are characterized by low momenta. For the inelastic
signature, it is less relevant. For SND@LHC, the requirements are Ethreshold = 170 MeV for
protons and 100 MeV for other charged particles. For FASERν (Ref. [163]), we have not
found the information about Ethreshold. Instead, we assume Ethreshold = 1 GeV that was used
for the pilot run in 2018 (see also [164], where 300 MeV cut is considered for FASERν2).

For small masses mV . 0.5, the mediator is mainly produced from π, η decays, as
shown in Fig. 2.24. In this case, we have εSND@LHC

geom /εFASERν
geom ≈ 0.3. A similar increase

occurs for Nν bg, since neutrinos are abundantly produced in decays of pions, and therefore,
we can use the same scaling for the total neutrino events, Nν bg ∝ εgeomldet. The estimate
then reads:

αB,SND@LHC

αB,FASERν
∼ 9.61/6

(
σ(ESND@LHC

cut )

σ(EFASERν
cut )

)− 1
3

' 1.5

{
1, inelastic

0.2− 0.9, elastic
(2.3.25)

We conclude that sensitivities of SND@LHC and FASER to scatterings are also compa-
rable.
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2.3.5 Conclusions

In this section, we have demonstrated the potential of the SND@LHC experiment to probe
feebly interacting particles. We have considered scattering signatures and some decay
signatures as well.

Light dark matter particles coupled via mediators may be searched by looking at the
scattering signature, see Sec. 2.3.2.2. These events need to be distinguished from neutrino
scatterings. Because of large mass of Z andW bosons that mediate the neutrino interactions,
the neutrino scattering occurs inelastically most of the times. This may be not the case
for light dark matter particles interacting via a light O(1 GeV) mediator, for which the
yields of elastic and inelastic scattering events are comparable (see Fig. 2.20). Therefore,
looking for an excess in the yield of elastic scattering events is suitable for probing such
FIPs. For heavier mediators, FIPs scattering still may be searched via an increase in the
ratio of scattering events with a lepton and those without a lepton. On one hand, this ratio
may be accurately measured at SND@LHC. On the other hand, it is clearly predicted by
the SM. We have illustrated the power of these two signatures by estimating the sensitivity
to the scattering of light dark sector particles via the leptophobic portal, see Fig. 2.25.

SND@LHC detector may also search for decays of mediators, see Sec. 2.3.4.2. Because
of good spatial resolution of the emulsion in SND@LHC, decays into two charged particles
may be distinguished from the neutrino scattering events. Such decays are main decay
channel in the case of heavy neutral leptons, dark scalars that mix with Higgs boson, and
dark photons. It is possible to probe their parameter space at its upgraded version as
described in [32], see Fig. 2.26. However, further studies of possible backgrounds are
required to clarify these results.

We have also compared the potential of SND@LHC and FASER/FASERν facilities
to probe new physics, see Sec. 2.3.4. Placed at the same distance but at the opposite sides
of the ATLAS experiment interaction point, they are very similar. There are a few factors,
however, leading to differences in the sensitivity of these facilities to new physics. First,
FASER is on-axis, while SND@LHC is slightly off-axis. The off-axis placement decreases
the mean momentum of particles produced in the direction of SND@LHC, which somewhat
worsens its potential to probe short-lived particles with the decay lengths of the order of
the distance to the detector. Second, SND@LHC covers ' 5 times larger solid angle
than FASER. Because of this, depending on the FIPs production channel, a fraction of
FIPs flying in the direction of FASER is smaller than that for SND@LHC. For scatterings,
FASERν has higher event rate due to larger detector length and on-axis position, resulting
in better sensitivity. This can be applied for the inelastic signature; for other possible
signatures, e.g. elastic scattering off protons, SND@LHC might have better sensitivity
thanks to its higher momentum resolution.
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Appendix

2.A CHARM sensitivity based on number of decay events estimate

The number of decay events for the pure α mixing at CHARM is given by the formula

N
(α)
events =

∑

X=D,τ

NX · Br(X → Nα)×

×
∫
dEdθdz · fXNα(E, θ)

e−l(z)/cτNγ

cτ
(α)
N γ

∆φ(θ, z)

2π
· εdecay(θ, z, E) · Br(Nα → ll̄′) · εdet,ll′

(2.A.1)

Here,
NDi = NPoT × χcc̄ × fc→Di , Nτ = NDs × Br(Ds → τ ν̄τ ) (2.A.2)

are the total numbers ofD mesons (Di = Ds, D
+, D0) and τ leptons, withNPoT = 2.4·1018

being the total number of proton-target collisions at CHARM and χcc̄ ≈ 4 · 10−3 the
production fraction of the cc̄ at SPS energies for a thick target [44]. BrDs→τ ≈ 5.43% [52]
and fc→Di are given from [80]. fXNα is the distribution of HNLs produced in decays of
X particles in polar angle and energy. z ∈ (480, 515) m is the longitudinal distance,
θ ∈ (3.5/515, 6.5/515) is the polar angle coverage of the end of the CHARM’s decay
volume, while ∆φ(θ)/2π is the azimuthal acceptance for HNLs decaying inside the decay
volume. εdecay is the decay acceptance – a fraction of decay products of HNLs that both
point to the detector. Finally, εdet,ll′ are reconstruction efficiencies for leptonic decays:
εee ≈ 60%, εµµ ≈ 75%, and εeµ ≈ 65%, which we use from [62].

Computing of fNα(E, θ) requires knowing the distribution of D mesons and τ leptons
fτ (E, θ) produced at the CHARM target. We approximate fτ by the distribution of Ds

mesons, while for the distribution of D mesons we use FairShip simulations [44] for
collisions of the SPS proton beam with a thick Tungsten target.16 The distribution of HNLs
fXNα(E, θ) has been obtained from fX(E, θ) semi-analytically using the method from [120].

We have estimated εdecay by using a toy simulation for decays of HNLs inside the decay
volume into three massless particles, and requiring the momenta of the two charged leptons
to point towards the end of the decay volume. The acceptances are shown in Fig.2.27.

16Although at CHARM the target material is different, we believe that it is still a reasonable approximation.
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In order to obtain the excluded domain, we assume the absence of background and
require Nevents > 2.3, which corresponds to the 90% C.L.

The comparison of this estimate with the rescale from Sec. 2.1.4 and [63] is shown in
Fig. 2.27. We find that the estimates are in very good agreement. We also show our estimate
of the CHARM bounds on the e mixing, which differs from the bounds obtained from [62]
by including the production from Ds mesons, which dominates masses mN & 700 MeV

(see also Fig. 2.5). The resulting sensitivity at the lower bound improves by up to a factor
3− 4 for this mass region.
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Figure 2.27: The left panel: fraction of HNLs that point towards the detector (blue line)
and fraction of HNLs whose decay products point towards the detector (red line). The
middle and right panels: comparison of our estimates of the constraint from the CHARM
experiment on the pure e (the middle panel) and τ mixing (the right panel), with bounds
reported in [62] and [63]. We show two estimates: the red line corresponds to the rescale of
the bound on the e mixing from [62] (see Sec. 2.1.4 for details), while the blue line is our
independent estimate based on Eq. (2.A.1).

2.B Decay events at SND@LHC

We estimate the number of decays using the following formula:

Nevents =
∑

i

N i
prod · εigeom · P i

decay · Brvis, (2.B.1)

Here,N i
prod is the total number of particlesX produced via a channel i, εgeom is the geometric

acceptance, and Pdecay is the decay probability averaged over energies of X ,

P i
decay =

∫
(e−lmin/cτXγX − e−lmax/cτXγX )f iEXdEX , (2.B.2)

Here, lmin = 480 m is the distance to the SND@LHC detector, lmax − lmin = ldecay
det , fEX

is the energy distribution of particles X that fly in the decay volume. Finally, Brvis is the
branching ratio of visible decays.

HNLs that mix with νµ are produced in decays of Ds/D
+/0 mesons. HNLs that mix

with ντ are produced mainly in decays of τ -leptons, which, in their turn, originate from
decays Ds → τ ν̄τ [39]. We have obtained the distribution of D mesons using SIBYLL
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2.3c [161, 165] as a part of the CRMC package [153]. As a cross-check, for the charm
production we have compared the predictions of SIBYLL with results of the FONLL
program [40, 42, 43]. We have found that the results agree well for angles θ > 0.8 mrad.17

Having the D distribution, we have obtained the distribution of τ -leptons and, subsequently,
HNLs angles and momenta using the approach described in [120]. For simplicity, we
approximate the angle-momentum distribution of HNLs by that of particles produced in a
two-body decay τ → πN (for the mixing with ντ ) and Ds → µN (for the mixing with νµ).

Dark photons V in sub-GeV mass range are produced in decays h = γV of π- and
η-mesons, and by proton bremsstrahlung [134]. We use the angle-energy distributions of
the mesons generated by EPOS-LHC [152] as a part of the CRMC package [153], and
follow [134] for the bremsstrahlung.

Dark scalars S are produced in decays B → XsS of B-mesons, where Xs is a
hadron including an s-quark, and by the proton bremsstrahlung [38]. We use FONLL in
order to obtain the angle-energy distribution of B-mesons, and follow [38] for the proton
bremsstrahlung.

Using the obtained distribution, we have reproduced the sensitivity of FASER to scalars
and dark photons from [67]. However, we have not reproduced the sensitivity to HNLs, see
Fig. 2.28. A reason may be in different distributions of Ds-mesons used in the estimates.

Excluded

FASER

SND@LHC

0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2
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10-3
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Figure 2.28: The sensitivity of FASER to HNLs that mix with ντ . The solid line corre-
sponds to the contour given in Ref. [67], while the dashed line – to our estimate. For the
comparison, we also show the sensitivity of SND@LHC (in blue).

2.C Leptophobic mediator: production, decays and scatterings

2.C.1 Production and decay

In order to describe interactions of V with hadrons, we follow [166] (see also [150]), in
which vector mesons m play the role of gauge bosons of a “hidden” local SUf (3) symmetry
in the space of pseudoscalar mesons nonet. The EM field is included as a background field

17For smaller angles, FONLL (both the online form and installed program) predicts zero or negative cross
sections, which indicates some internal problem.
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that is associated with the appropriate generator Q = diag
(

2
3
,−1

3
,−1

3

)
, and mix with the

vector mesons. The coupling of the vector mesons to the pseudoscalar mesons is fixed
by the anomalous decay π0 → γγ. This model is very successful in describing the EM
scattering data e+e− → hadrons and decay widths of vector mesons. We assume that it
may be also used for describing the phenomenology of the leptophobic boson.

For the lephophobic mediator, the generator is TV = 1
3

, and its mixing coupling is
given by

fV m = −2gBgmTr[TV Tm], (2.C.1)

where Tm is a generator associated with the given meson, and gm/m2
m = 1/

√
12π, as fixed

by the anomaly. The mixing occurs only with isosinglet ω- and φ-mesons, for which

Tω =
1

2
diag(1, 1, 0), Tφ =

1√
2

diag(0, 0, 1) (2.C.2)

The decay width of V may be extracted from the experimental data on the EM ratios
σ(e+e− → hadrons)/σ(e+e− → µ+µ−), where the hadronic final states correspond to
φ-like and ω-like decays. This has been made in [144], in which the data have been used
for describing the decay widths up to masses mV ' 1.7 GeV, while for larger masses
perturbative calculations were used. We use the results of this paper.

The resonant enhancement is also important when considering the production of the
mediator by the proton bremsstrahlung by affecting the form-factor FppV in the ppV vertex.
The baryonic form factor FppV may be related to the proton and neutron EM dipole form-
factors Fp/n, which are, in its turn, related to the isoscalar form factor Fω ≡ Fp+Fn

2
, which

in the extended vector meson dominance model coincides with the ω contribution [154]:18

〈p|JB|p〉 = 〈p|JEM|p〉+ 〈n|JEM|p〉 −→ FppV = 2Fω (2.C.3)

Unfortunately, the experimental data on e+e− → p+p−, which may be used for extracting
the EM form-factors in the time-like region, is limited by the physical threshold q2 > 4m2

p.
Following [154] (see also [151]), for extrapolating in the domain of lower invariant masses
we use

FppV (q2) =
∑

ω

fω
m2
ω

m2
ω − q2 − iΓωmω

, (2.C.4)

where the sum goes over ω(782), ω(1420), ω(1680), fω = 2fNNω/gω, with fNNω being
the meson’s coupling to the nucleon, while gω is the meson’s coupling to photon. We use
the couplings fNNω(782) = 17.2 and gω(782) = 17.1 [154]. The couplings to the other two
resonances are unknown. However, the remaining two coefficients fω(1420) = −2.16+0.77i

and fω(1680) = 1.14− 0.57i in Eq. (2.C.4) may be fixed by two requirements: FppV (0) = 1,
and FppV (−q2) ∼ 1/q4. The first requirement comes from the fact that the form-factor FppV

18We assume no contribution of the φ-meson to the form-factor, since the corresponding coupling fφNN is
expected to be suppressed [167, 168] (i.e., neglecting the s-quark contribution in the proton PDF).
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is reduced to the baryon charge at low momenta transfer. The second requirement comes
from the behavior of the proton’s dipole form-factor in the space-like region predicted by
the quark counting rules [169].

The behavior of the branching ratio into a χχ pair and the form-factor is shown in
Fig. 2.29. Note that for the choice αχ = αB, commonly considered in the literature, the
enhancement of FppV near mV = mω(770) and suppression of Br(V → χχ) due to the ω
resonances cancel each other.
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2Br(V→χχ)
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1000
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Figure 2.29: The behavior of the ppV form-factor (2.C.4) and the branching ratio for the
process V → χχ. The coupling αχ = αB is assumed, and mχ = mV /3.

2.C.2 Elastic and inelastic scattering cross sections

2.C.2.1 Elastic scattering

The cross section of the elastic scattering is

σelastic =

∫
dEχfEχ

EN,max(Eχ)∫

EN,min

dEN
dσχN→χN
dEN

, (2.C.5)

where EN,min is the minimal recoil energy that may be detected, the maximal recoil energy
of the nucleon is

EN,max =
mN(2E2

χ + 2EχmN +m2
N −m2

χ)

2EχmN +m2
N +m2

χ

, (2.C.6)

Q2 = 2mN(EN −mN) is the modulus of the squared momentum transfer, Q2 = −(pχ −
p′χ)2. Finally, the differential cross section is

dσχN→χN
dEN

= 4πα2
DFN(Q2)

mN(2E2
χ + 2EχmN +m2

χ)− EN(2EχmN +m2
χ)

(E2
χ −m2

χ)(2ENmN − 2m2
N +m2

V )2
, (2.C.7)

where FN(Q2) is the elastic form-factor, which we assume to be FN(Q2) = 1

(1+ Q2

0.71GeV2 )
.
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2.C.2.2 Inelastic scattering

In the case of the inelastic scattering, we follow [148], which uses the parton model. Let us
introduce the variables EV = Eχ − E ′χ, Q2. The differential cross section is

d2σ

dEV dQ2
=
πα2

D

9mN

1

E2
χ −m2

χ

1

(m2
V +Q2)2

(2p−q)µ(2p−q)νWµν

∑

q

xfq(x,Q
2), (2.C.8)

where fq(x,Q2) is the parton distribution function (q = u/ū/d/d̄/s/s̄), x = Q2

2mNEV
, Wµν

is the hadronic tensor,

Wµν = −gµν +
qµqν
q2

+
2x

pN · q + 2xm2
N

(
pNµ −

pN · q
q2

qµ

)(
pNν −

pN · q
q2

qν

)
(2.C.9)

Because of the property qµWµν = qνWµν = 0, we have

(2p− q)µ(2p− q)νWµν =
4E2

χQ
2 − 4EVEχQ

2 −Q4

E2
V +Q2

− 4m2
χ (2.C.10)

The kinematic limits are

Q2 < 2mNEV , 2µ2 < Q2 < 4(Eχ(Eχ − EV )−m2
χ)− 2µ2, (2.C.11)

Emin < EV <
2mN(E2

χ −m2
χ)

2EχmN +m2
N +m2

χ

, (2.C.12)

where Emin is the minimal recoil, and the function µ is

µ2 =
m2
χE

2
V

Eχ(Eχ − EV )−m2
χ −

√
(Eχ(Eχ − EV )−m2

χ)2 −m2
χE

2
V

(2.C.13)

To get fq(x,Q2), we use LHAPDF with CT10nlo PDF sets. We assume that they are zero
if Q < 1 GeV.
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Chapter 3

Probes from cosmology1

In this chapter, we consider two earliest messengers from cosmology: BBN and CMB, and
study the impact of short-lived FIPs on corresponding observables. In the case of BBN,
we concentrate on short-lived particles that decay hadronically, and derive analytically the
bound on lifetimes that comes from the impact of mesons on the p↔ n conversion in the
primordial plasma, see Sec. 3.1. In the case of CMB, we study the impact of short-lived
FIPs on the effective number of degrees of freedom, Neff, and in particular show that
even if decaying mostly into neutrinos they may decrease Neff, see Sec. 3.2. Finally, we
apply the findings to the case of a particular model – HNLs, for which we first study their
cosmological population (Sec. 3.3.4), and then derive constraints from BBN (Sec. 3.3.3.1)
and CMB (Sec. 3.3.4).

3.1 BBN and hadronically decaying particles

In this section, we discuss bounds from BBN on hadronically decaying particles. We will
first discuss the current measurements of the primordial abundance of helium, then derive
the bounds from BBN on hadronically decaying particles, and then comment until which
lifetimes the bound extends.

3.1.1 Measurements of 4He abundance

Over the last 6 years five works determined the primordial 4He abundance from stellar
measurements [171–175]. The formal statistical errors of Yp are at the level of 1 − 3%,
however, the scatter between different groups is larger, see Fig. 1.

All these works determine astrophysical Helium abundance through measurements
of recombination emission lines of 4He and H in the metal-poor extragalactic ionized
regions, then linearly extrapolating the measurements to zero metallicity. Given the high
precision of the results, it is important to take into account various smaller effects: including

1Results of this chapter are presented in papers [37, 170]. The main contribution of Maksym Ovchynnikov
is analytic and numeric estimates of the BBN and CMB bounds.
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Figure 1: Measurements of Yp of recent works [171–175]. The green shaded region is
the PDG recommended value [52] (with ±1σ). The gray dashed line denotes the SBBN
prediction Ȳp = 0.247 from [45]. The red dashed-dotted line is the maximal admissible
value Yp,max on which we base our analysis.

4He fluorescent emission, different ion temperatures, spatial temperature fluctuations, and
others [176, 177]. Additionally, while it is true that the metallicity and Helium abundance
are positively correlated, the linear extrapolation to zero-metallicity may be prone to
systematic uncertainties.

The value of Yp predicted within the framework of SBBN is Ȳp = 0.24709± 0.00019

(see, e.g., [45]). The effect of mesons leads to an increase of Yp as compared to the SBBN
value. Therefore, in order to get a conservative upper bound we assume that the maximally
allowed Yp is given by the 1σ deviation from the maximal value predicted by [171–175],
which is Yp,max = 0.2573. Note that this upper value significantly deviates from the
PDG-recommended value [52] Yp,max = 0.248 at 1σ. This translates to the bound

∆Yp
Ȳp

< 4.35% (3.1.1)

3.1.2 Bound on hadronically decaying particles

Sufficiently heavy FIPs can decay into mesons h = π,K, etc. Charged pions drive the
p↔ n conversion via processes [178]

π− + p→ n+ π0/γ, π+ + n→ p+ π0 (3.1.2)

The cross section of these reactions is much larger than the cross section of weak interactions
driven conversion processes:

〈σπp↔nv〉
〈σWeak

p↔nv〉
' 1

G2
Fm

2
pT

2
∼ 1016

(
1 MeV
T

)2

, (3.1.3)

Large cross section, absence of threshold and isotopic symmetry of these processes mean
that if pions are present in the plasma in the amounts at least comparable with that of
baryons, they drive the number densities of protons and neutrons to equal values, nn/np '
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〈σπp→nv〉/〈σπn→pv〉 ' 1.2 The effect of kaons is qualitatively similar, but leads to a slightly
different neutron-to-proton ratio (Appendix 3.B.1).

The impact of this effect on primordial 4He abundance depends on how long mesons
remain present in the plasma in significant amounts. Once mesons are created, they
can (i) scatter and lose energy; (ii) decay; (iii) participate in p ↔ n conversion. The
corresponding rates are very different: at MeV temperatures and below, Γhscat � Γhdecay �
Γhp↔n (see [179]).

The instantaneous number density of mesons is an interplay between their production
(via decays of FIPs) and their decays:

ninst
h = nFIP(T ) · BrN→h

ΓFIP,dec

Γh,dec
= nN(T ) · BrN→h

τh
τN
. (3.1.4)

Here, BrFIP→h is the branching of FIPs into mesons. nFIP(T ) is the number density of
FIPs:

nFIP(T ) =

(
adec

a(T )

)3

· ndec
FIP · e

− t(T )
τN , (3.1.5)

where ndec
FIP is the FIP’s number density at decoupling (i.e. when their interaction with

plasma has been completely stopped), and a(T ) (adec) is the scale factor at temperature T
(correspondingly, at FIP decoupling).

The number of p↔ n reactions per nucleon occurring after time t� τFIP (or below
some corresponding temperature T (t)) is thus

Nh
p↔n(T ) =

∑

h

∞∫

t(T )

dt ninst
h (T ) · 〈σhp↔nv〉 ≈

(adec

a

)3 ndec
FIP

nB
·e−

t(T )
τFIP ·BrFIP→h ·Pconv, (3.1.6)

where nB is the baryon number density, the sum goes over meson species and Pconv is the
probability for a single meson to interact with nucleons before decaying:

Pconv '
nB · 〈σhp↔nv〉

Γhdecay
. (3.1.7)

At O(1 MeV) temperatures, Pconv ∼ 10−2 − 10−1, see Appendix 3.B.

2For each of the processes (3.1.2), there are no inverse reactions. Indeed, π0 decays very fast, whereas γs
quickly lose their energy. Therefore, the conversion (3.1.2) is highly non-equilibrium, and the corresponding
value of nn/np is not given by the usual Boltzmann exponent.
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The meson driven conversion keeps the value nn/np ' 1 roughly until a temperature
T0 when the number of reactions per nucleon drops below one,

Nh
p↔n(T0) ' 1, (3.1.8)

and weak SBBN reactions start to relax the n/p ratio down to its SBBN value, see
Fig. 2 (left panel).

However, if T0 is close enough to the freeze-out of weak p↔ n processes, occurring
roughly at Tn ' 0.8 MeV, the relaxation is not complete (Fig. 2, right panel). This leads
to a positive correction ∆(nn/np) as compared to the SBBN case, which translates to an
increase of the 4He abundance ∆Yp.
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Figure 2: Left panel: temperature evolution of the neutron abundance Xn = nn/(nn + np)
in the presence of pions from decays of an HNL with mass mN = 400 MeV and lifetime
τN = 0.03 s. Below T ' 100 MeV, pions drive the neutron abundance to Xn ≈ 0.5. At
temperatures T0 ' 1.3 MeV (the blue vertical dashed line) pions disappear, and Xn starts
relaxing towards its SBBN value but does not reach it. After the neutron decoupling (the
gray vertical line) Xn evolves mainly due to the neutron decays. Right panel: a relation
between the temperature T0 (defined by Eq. (3.1.8)) and corrections to the 4He abundance,
as compared to the SBBN central value Ȳp ≈ 0.247. It corresponds to the case of when only
charged pions are present in plasma. The gray horizontal line corresponds to maximally
allowed correction ∆Yp/Ȳp = 4.35% that we adopt in this work (see Appendix 3.1.1). The
intersection of gray and colored lines defines the temperature Tmin

0 .

In this way, the upper bound on the 4He abundance Yp,max is translated to the lower
bound T0 ≥ Tmin

0 . Together with the relations (3.1.6)–(3.1.8), this allow us to find an upper
limit on the FIP lifetime τFIP:

τFIP .
t(Tmin

0 )

ln

[∑
h

(
adec
a0

)3
ndec

FIPPconvBrN→h
nγ(Tmin

0 )ηB

] . (3.1.9)
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Here, nγ is the number density of photons, ηB is the baryon-to-photon ratio, and t(T ) is
time-temperature relation. t(T ) is given by the Standard Model relation: t(T ) = M∗

2T 2 , with
M∗ = MPl

1.66
√
g∗

the reduced Planck mass, where g∗(T ) ' 10.6 for T ' 1− 2 MeV.3

Let us rewrite the logarithmic factor in (3.1.9) as

(
adec

a0

)3
nFIP,dec

nγ(Tmin
0 )

=
nFIP,dec

nγ(Tdec)
· ζ, (3.1.10)

where ζ =
(
adecTdec
a0Tmin

0

)3

is the “entropy dilution” factor. For example, if FIPs were in
thermal equilibrium and decoupled while being ultrarelativistic, Tdec � mFIP, we have
nFIP,dec/nγ(Tdec) ≈ O(1). The dilution factor ζ is a product of the SBBN value times the
value induced by FIPs during their evolution:

ζ =

(
aSBBN

dec Tdec

aSBBN
0 Tmin

0

)3

×
(
aSBBN

0 Tmin
0

a0Tmin
0

)3

≡ ζSBBN × ζFIP, (3.1.11)

where we used that adec ≈ aSBBN
dec ; this approximation is valid since at temperatures Tdec

there are many SM particles, and FIPs only contribute a small fraction to the total energy
density of the Universe. In SBBN at temperatures T & 1 MeV, all particles are at local
equilibrium, which defines the dynamics of the scale factor and hence the value of ζSBBN:

ζSBBN ≈
g∗(T

min
0 )

g∗(Tdec)
' 1

8
, (3.1.12)

where we used that aSBBN(T ) ∝ g
−1/3
∗ (T ) · T−1. Decays of heavy FIPs violate the thermal

equilibrium at O(1 MeV), and the scaling (3.1.12) changes. For GeV-scale particles with
lifetimes τFIP ∼ 0.01 s − 0.1 s that were in thermal equilibrium, the factor ζFIP reaches
O(0.1), see Appendix 3.3.1 using HNLs as an example.

The simple analytic estimate leads to the model-independent bound on FIPs that decay
hadronically:

τFIP .
0.023

(
1.5 MeV
Tmin
0

)2

s

1 + 0.07 ln

[
Pconv
0.1

BrFIP→h
0.4

2nFIP,dec
3nγ(Tdec)

· 24
(
adecTdec
a0Tmin

0

)3
] . (3.1.13)

The presence of mesons increases the 4He abundance. Therefore, in order to fix
Tmin

0 (mFIP), we need to adopt an upper bound on the primordial 4He abundance, Yp,max, that
is consistent with measurements [52]. The smallest error bars come from measuring Yp in

3This is indeed the case for short-lived FIPs with τFIP � 0.1 s.
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low-metallicity interstellar regions and extrapolating its value to zero metallicity (pioneered
in [180]). Several groups [171–175] have determined Yp using this method, albeit with
different data and assumptions. The resulting scatter between results is larger than the
reported error bars. We treat this difference as an additional systematic uncertainty and
adopt the maximal value Yp,max = 0.2573 (see Appendix 3.1.1). The maximally allowed
relative deviation is therefore

∆Yp/Yp,SBBN ≈ 4.35%. (3.1.14)

To relate ∆Yp and Tmin
0 , we study how the nn/np ratio is relaxed below T0. The relaxation

occurs solely via the SBBN reaction,

dXn

dt
= ΓSBBN

p→n(1−Xn)− ΓSBBN
n→pXn, Xn =

nn
nn + np

, (3.1.15)

albeit with the altered initial condition Xn(T0) = Xh
n ' 1/2. (ΓSBBN

p↔n(t) are SBBN rates,
see [45]). Non-SBBN value of Xn(T0) is the dominant effect of short-lived HNLs on Yp.
At temperatures T . T0, for HNLs with lifetimes τN . 0.02 s, all other quantities that are
relevant for BBN dynamics – ηB, time-temperature relation, the nuclear reactions chain
– remain the same as in SBBN, which is because most of HNLs are no longer left in the
plasma at these temperatures (see also Appendix 3.B.1). As a result, a value of Xn(T0) is
translated into ∆Yp via

∆Yp
Yp,SBBN

=
∆Xn(TBBN)

Xn,SBBN(TBBN)
, (3.1.16)

where TBBN ≈ 84 keV is the temperature of the onset of nuclear reactions in SBBN [45].
To obtain the bound (3.1.13), we considered exclusively meson-driven p↔ n processes

for T > Tmin
0 and only weak SBBN processes for T < Tmin

0 . We also solved numerically
the equation (3.1.15) for the neutron abundance in the presence of both mesons-driven and
SBBN p↔ n conversion rates in Appendix 3.B.1 using HNLs as an example model, and
obtained results being in perfect agreement with the bound (3.3.24). We have also repeated
our analysis for the case of the GeV-mass scalar that mixes with the Higgs and found an
excellent agreement with [181, 182].

We conclude that BBN may constrain hadronically decaying FIPs with lifetimes as
small as τFIP ' 0.02 s.

3.1.3 Limits of applicability of the bound

Eq. (3.1.13) defines the lower bound on FIP lifetimes that may be constrained from the
meson-driven 4He overproduction. Our simplified approach is limited by lifetimes for
which FIPs or their decay products survive until the onset of nuclear reactions. In this case,
the dynamics of nuclear reactions gets changed by
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1. meson-driven p↔ n conversion and nuclear dissociation processes;

2. change of time-temperature relation by FIPs;

3. change of ηB during nuclear reaction;

4. photo-dissociation processes by high-energetic photons originating from EM decays
of FIPs.

Among these effects, the effect which firstly manifests with the increase of the lifetime is
the meson-driven nuclear dissociation. Indeed, a change of ηB and t(T ) requires a FIP to
contribute to the energy density significantly, while the effect of mesons only requires the
amount of meson-driven reactions to be comparable with nB . As for the photo-dissociation,
it becomes relevant only from lifetimes of order τFIP & 104 s, which is the time scale
at which photons with energies large enough to dissociate deuterium no longer instantly
disappear because of the annihilation γ + γSM plasma → e+ + e− (see, e.g., [182]). Let us
now estimate the upper bound on the FIP lifetimes at which the simple analysis presented
above is valid. The 4He threshold-less dissociation processes with mesons are (see [178])

π− +4 He→ T + n, π− +4 He→ D + 2n, π− +4 He→ p+ 3n (3.1.17)

To estimate the lifetimes at which the processes (3.1.17) can be neglected, we compare the
number density of mesons available for the dissociation with the number density of 4He
nuclei:

nhHe diss(TBBN)� nHe(TBBN), (3.1.18)

c.f. Eq. (3.1.8). Here, nπHe diss is defined via

nπHe diss(TBBN) = nFIP · BrFIP→π− · PHe diss, (3.1.19)

Here,

nFIP(T ) =

(
aSBBN(tdec)

aSBBN(T )

)3

ndec
FIP · ζFIP · e−t/τFIP (3.1.20)

is the FIP’s number density, and P4He diss is the probability for a single meson to dissociate
4He nuclei before decaying:

PHe diss =
〈σπHe dissv〉nHe

Γπdecay
' 8.3 · 10−2 · 4 · nHe

nB

(
T

1 MeV

)3

, (3.1.21)

where we used the total cross-section of the dissociation processes (3.1.17), 〈σπHe dissv〉 '
6.5 · FHeπ− mb (a factor FHeπ− ' 3.5 accounts for the Coulomb attraction, Eq. (3.B.3)).

In our estimates, we use TBBN = 84 keV, assuming that all free nucleons become
bounded in 4He nuclei at this temperature. We also do not take into account that after the
dissociation of Helium the abundance of lighter elements will be also increased significantly.
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Further, to make a conservative upper bound estimate, we will assume that the FIPs were
in thermal equilibrium and then decoupled while being UR, such that their abundance
is maximally possible. In this case, ζFIP ' 10−2 − 10−1 for FIPs with lifetimes τFIP ∼
102 s, in dependence on the FIP mass.4 Requiring nHe ' nB/4 in (3.1.18), and using
Eqs. (3.1.19), (3.1.21), we arrive at the upper bound on HNL lifetimes for which our
analysis is applicable, τFIP . 50 s.

For FIPs that decay hadronically and have lifetimes τN . 104 s, the presence of mesons
from their decays may lead to an increase of primordial 4He abundance.

Indeed, nuclear reactions are efficient until temperatures T ' few keV. Therefore,
once mesons disappear from the plasma (and nuclear dissociation processes stop), neutrons
and protons get bounded into 4He. Since the meson-driven p↔ n conversion keeps n/p
ratio at the level of O(1), the resulting abundance may be still larger than the SBBN value.

In order to derive corrections to the nuclear abundances, we need to estimate the impact
of effects of long-lived FIPs on BBN, which is complicated to perform analytically. Namely,
the BBN reaction chain is non-equilibrium. In addition, the impact of FIPs on ηB and
t(T ) cannot be estimated as a perturbation, since FIP may be abundant non-relativistic
particles which dominate the energy density of the Universe. Therefore, numeric solution
of equations for nuclear abundances and Friedmann equations in presence of decaying FIPs
is required. We do this for long-lived HNLs in Sec. 3.3.3.1.

3.2 CMB

As we have discussed in the Introduction (remind Sec. 1.3.2), the main impact of FIPs with
lifetimes τFIP � trecombination on CMB comes from their change of Yp and Neff.

The value of Neff is given by

Neff ≡
8

7

(
11

4

)4/3(
ρrad − ργ

ργ

)
, (3.2.1)

where ρrad and ργ are the total radiation and photon energy densities respectively. We
define the change in this quantity as ∆Neff = Neff − NSM

eff , where within the Standard
Model NSM

eff ' 3.044 [183–187]. Any deviation from the SM value is regulated by weak
interactions between neutrinos and electromagnetic (EM) particles, which are efficient
enough at temperatures T � 1 MeV to keep these species in equilibrium with each other.
At lower temperatures, the interactions gradually go out of equilibrium and the energy
exchange between the two sectors will stop. Decaying FIPs can affect this delicate process

4As the bound is sensitive logarithmically to this product, its precise value is not so important.
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in different ways, depending on whether they inject most of their energy into EM particles
or neutrinos.

The impact of FIPs predominantly decaying into EM particles has been extensively
studied in the literature, see e.g. [64, 182, 188–191]. Such particles heat up the EM plasma
and consequently decrease Neff, independently of whether the decay happens during or
after neutrino decoupling.

For FIPs that mostly decay into neutrinos, we naively expect that Neff would increase.
This is indeed true for lifetimes τFIP � tdec

ν ∼ 0.1 − 1 s, where tdec
ν is the time of

neutrino decoupling, see e.g. [192]. However, there are controversial results for the
lifetimes τFIP ∼ tdec

ν .

Neutrinos are still in partial equilibrium and try to equilibrate with the injected neutrinos
at such time scale. This scenario has been considered before in [193–195] that arrived
at different conclusions about the impact on Neff. Namely, the work [193] studied a
reheating scenario in which all the SM particles are absent before FIPs start decaying.
In such a framework, all neutrinos have high energies, which means that they mainly
thermalize via neutrino-EM interactions andNeff naturally decreases. References [194, 195]
considered HNLs with massesmN < mπ and lifetimes τN . 1 s. Such HNLs are in thermal
equilibrium in the early Universe, but decouple as the Universe expands and eventually
decay mainly into high-energy neutrinos at MeV temperatures. These two works drew
different conclusions aboutNeff: [194] reported ∆Neff > 0 for the whole studied mass range,
whereas [195] presented in their Fig. 3 that ∆Neff < 0 for masses 60 MeV . mN < mπ

and lifetimes τN � 1 s. The sign of ∆Neff is not emphasized in these two papers; [195] did
not comment on the contradiction with [194] on this issue and no physical discussion of
this phenomenon was provided5.

In this section, we aim to clarify the behavior of Neff in the presence of FIPs that decay
mainly into neutrinos and have lifetimes τFIP ∼ tdec

ν . Here we will assume that a thermal
bath of SM particles is already present in the primordial Universe. We will first construct a
simple model in Sec. 3.2.1 that provides us with a qualitative understanding of how such
particles impact Neff, the findings of which we then confirm by using the Boltzmann code
pyBBN [64].

5A more recent work [196] considered long-lived (i.e., decaying after e+e− annihilation) HNLs that could
decay both into EM particles and neutrinos. In this case, Neff could both increase and decrease, as at such late
times the injected energy densities from HNL decays can dominate over the SM densities of both the EM
and neutrino sectors. Another recent paper [197], which appeared after our work was submitted, claims that
∆Neff ≥ 0 for all cases in which FIPs decay mostly into neutrinos. We comment on it in Appendix 3.D.
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Our analysis shows that short-lived FIPs that inject most of their energy into neutrinos
may decrease Neff. This is because during the equilibration process, the injected
high-energy neutrinos redistribute their energy among the neutrino and EM plasma.

If the energy of the injected neutrinos is sufficiently large, the energy transfer to the EM
sector occurs faster than the equilibration with the neutrino sector. This means that the EM
plasma heats up more than the neutrino plasma, which eventually leads to ∆Neff < 0. We
will find that this mechanism is especially relevant for FIPs with masses larger than a few
tens of MeV. We will then apply these general considerations to the well-motivated case of
HNLs. Complementary details and simulation results are included in the appendix 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1 Impact of short-lived FIPs on Neff

We focus on FIPs with masses� 1 MeV that decay when neutrinos are still in (partial)
equilibrium. Such FIPs can decay into high-energy neutrinos with energies much higher
than those in the primordial plasma, that then participate in interactions with thermal
neutrinos and electrons/positrons.

We will find that even if most of the FIP energy is injected into neutrinos, these interactions
may still cause a decrease in Neff. This feature appears since the injected high-energy
neutrinos get quickly converted into electrons/positrons and drag thermal neutrinos residing
in the plasma along with them. During this process, neutrino-neutrino interactions lead to
the presence of residual non-thermal distortions in the distribution functions of neutrinos
(neutrino spectral distortions) that keep the balance of ν ↔ EM interactions shifted to the
right till long after the injection (i.e., more energy is transferred from the neutrino plasma
to the electromagnetic plasma than vice versa). The energy transfer from neutrinos to EM
particles accumulated over time can then be sizeable enough, such that ∆Neff becomes
negative. This effect diminishes with larger FIP lifetime, as neutrino-EM interactions go out
of equilibrium and neutrinos can no longer be converted into electrons/positrons. Therefore,
FIPs that decay into neutrinos after neutrino decoupling will lead to ∆Neff > 0. In what
follows, we will consider FIPs that can decay into both neutrinos and EM particles, and
construct a simple model that provides a semi-analytic description of the aforementioned
effect. At the end of this section, we will also highlight and further elaborate on the central
role of neutrino spectral distortions in the dynamics of Neff.

3.2.1.1 Analytic considerations

We assume that the amount of injected non-equilibrium neutrinos is only a small fraction of
the thermal neutrinos in the plasma. The evolution of the injected neutrinos is then mainly
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governed by the following reactions:

νnon-eq + νtherm → νnon-eq + νnon-eq (3.2.2)

νnon-eq + ν therm → e+ + e− (3.2.3)

νnon-eq + e± → νnon-eq + e± , (3.2.4)

where ‘non-eq’ and ‘therm’ refer to neutrinos with non-equilibrium and thermal energies
respectively.

Through the thermalization reactions (3.2.2)-(3.2.4), non-equilibrium neutrinos ther-
malize and quickly redistribute their energy among the neutrino and EM plasma.

The energy loss rate of these non-equilibrium neutrinos is higher than the interaction
rates of thermal particles [49]:

Γnon-eq

Γtherm
∼ G2

FT
4Einj

ν

G2
FT

5
=
Einj
ν

T
� 1 , (3.2.5)

where Einj
ν is the average energy of the injected non-equilibrium neutrinos. Note that

reactions between thermal particles also exchange energy between the neutrino and EM
sectors, but this energy exchange is subdominant as far as Eq. (3.2.5) holds.

The amount of energy that ends up in the EM plasma has three contributions: 1) the
direct decay of FIPs into EM particles, 2) the energy transfer of non-equilibrium neutrinos
to EM particles during thermalization and 3) the energy transfer from thermal neutrinos to
EM particles as a consequence of them being dragged by non-equilibrium neutrinos during
thermalization (reactions (3.2.2) and (3.2.3)). The first process injects a fraction ξEM of the
total FIP energy into the EM plasma, while the latter two increase this fraction to:

ξEM,eff(E
inj
ν , T ) = ξEM + ξν × ε(Einj

ν , T ) , (3.2.6)

where ξν = 1− ξEM is the energy fraction that FIPs directly inject into the neutrino sector
and ε = εnon-eq + εthermal is the effective fraction of ξν that went to the EM plasma during
the thermalization. The latter quantity can be split in a contribution from non-equilibrium
neutrinos (εnon-eq = Enon-eq→EM

ν /E inj
ν ) and an effective contribution from thermal neutrinos

(εthermal = E thermal→EM
ν /E inj

ν ).
Now, based on Eq. (3.2.6), if ε > 0.5, then ξEM,eff > 0.5. This means that more than

half of the FIP energy eventually ends up in the EM plasma (i.e., EM plasma heats up
more than the neutrino plasma), which results in ∆Neff < 0 independently of the value
of ξEM

6. This simplified energy redistribution picture only holds if the non-equilibrium

6Note that it is not a requirement that ε must be larger than 0.5 in order for ∆Neff to be negative. It only
signifies the independence from ξEM.
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neutrino energy is much larger than the average energy of thermal neutrinos. Once these
two energies become similar in magnitude, backreactions cannot be neglected anymore and
the evolution can only be accurately described with a system of Boltzmann equations.

Because of much faster thermalization rate of EM plasma than of neutrinos and growth
of the interaction rate with neutrino energy, neutrinos may store a huge amount of their
energy ε in EM plasma during the thermalization. We may estimate it analytically.

We can make a simple estimate of ε as a function of the injected neutrino energy Einj
ν

and temperature T . We start with describing the thermalization process of a single injected
neutrino, which causes a cascade of non-equilibrium neutrinos. Such a cascade can result
after the injected neutrino participates in the processes (3.2.2)−(3.2.4). We assume that in
the processes (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) each non-equilibrium neutrino in the final state carries half
of the energy of the non-equilibrium neutrino in the initial state. Thus, roughly speaking,
the thermalization occurs during Ntherm ' log2(E inj

ν /3.15T ) interactions. In addition, the
process (3.2.2) doubles the number of non-equilibrium neutrinos, while (3.2.3) makes
neutrinos disappear and (3.2.4) leaves the number unchanged. Therefore, after the k-th step
in the cascade, the average number of non-equilibrium neutrinos is given by:

N (k)
ν = N (k−1)

ν (2Pνν→νν + Pνe→νe) = N (0)
ν (2Pνν→νν + Pνe→νe)

k , (3.2.7)

with N (0)
ν = 1, and the total non-equilibrium energy is:

E(k)
ν = E(k−1)

ν

(
Pνν→νν +

1

2
Pνe→νe

)
= E inj

ν

(
Pνν→νν +

1

2
Pνe→νe

)k
, (3.2.8)

where Pνν→νν , Pνν→ee, andPνe→νe are the average probabilities of the processes (3.2.2)-
(3.2.4), respectively, and their sum equals unity. We define these probabilities as Pi =

Γi/Γ
tot
ν , where Γi is the interaction rate of each process and Γtot

ν is the total neutrino inter-
action rate. The relevant reactions and their corresponding matrix elements are summarized
in appendix D of [64]. Assuming a Fermi-Dirac distribution for neutrinos and averaging
over neutrino flavours, we find:

Pνν→νν ≈ 0.76, Pνν→ee ≈ 0.05, Pνe→νe ≈ 0.19 . (3.2.9)

Finally, the value of εnon-eq that accounts for the energy transfer from non-equilibrium
neutrinos to the EM plasma is given by:

εnon-eq =
1

E inj
ν

Ntherm∑

k=0

(
Pνe→νe

2
+ Pνν→ee

)
E(k)
ν . (3.2.10)
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In addition to the transferred non-equilibrium energy, the non-equilibrium neutrinos cat-
alyze the energy transfer from thermal neutrinos to the EM plasma via the processes (3.2.2)
and (3.2.3). In other words, during the thermalization process non-equilibrium neutrinos
drag thermal neutrinos along with them, which leads to part of the energy stored in the
thermal neutrino sector to end up in the EM sector. We assume that each reaction (3.2.2)
transfers an energy amount of 3.15T from the thermal neutrino sector to non-equilibrium
neutrinos, which then via (3.2.3) ends up in the EM plasma. Moreover, each reaction (3.2.3)
contributes to another energy transfer of 3.15T from thermal neutrinos to the EM plasma.
The effective contribution coming from this transfer is therefore:

εthermal =
3.15T

E inj
ν

N therm→EM
ν =

3.15T

E inj
ν

Pνν→ee

(
Ntherm∑

k=0

N (k)
ν +

[
Pνν→νν +

Ntherm∑

k=1

(2Pνν→νν)
(k)

])
,

(3.2.11)
where the first term in the round brackets is the contribution from the process (3.2.3) and
the terms in the square brackets are the contribution from the process (3.2.2). Note that the
factor of 2 in the second sum accounts for the doubling of non-equilibrium neutrinos in the
process (3.2.2). We find that εthermal is at least 5 times smaller than εnon-eq, which makes this
a sub-dominant effect.

As the Universe expands and the temperature decreases, weak reaction rates start to
compete with the Hubble rate H . The energy transfer from neutrinos to the EM plasma
therefore becomes less and less efficient, and ε tends to zero. In order to incorporate
this effect, we multiply the probabilities in (3.2.9) with a factor min[Γi/H, 1], where
Γi = Γi(E

inj
ν /2

k) is the interaction rate of any of the processes (3.2.2)−(3.2.4). The
resulting energy fraction of neutrinos that is transferred to the EM plasma ε = εnon-eq+εthermal

is shown in Fig. 3 for a number of injected neutrino energies E inj
ν .

The analytic model tells us that ε can exceed 0.5 for Einj
ν & 60 MeV. This means

that when FIPs decay into neutrinos with such energies at temperatures of a few MeV,
the majority of the injected neutrino energy will end up in the EM plasma during the
thermalization. This then leads to a decrease ofNeff, independently of how much energy
the FIPs inject into the EM sector.

Now that we are able to estimate ε, we can compute the correction to Neff for some
benchmark FIP scenario. It is worth noting here again that ε only depends on the energy of
the injected neutrino and the temperature at which the injection happens. This means that ε
is an independent quantity of the FIP model considered, in contrast to ξEM and ξν , which
do depend on the choice of the model. As an illustrative example, we assume that ξEM = 0,
i.e., the FIP injects all of its energy into neutrinos (ξν = 1). Given that in our simple model
neutrinos thermalize very quickly, we assume that they have a thermal-like distribution with
a temperature Tν and follow the approach in [184, 198] to obtain the time evolution of Tν
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Figure 3: Estimate of the fraction of injected neutrino energy ε (both thermal and non-
equilibrium) that gets transferred to the EM plasma during thermalization (see text for
details). The three curves indicate the value of ε when a neutrino of energy Einj

ν is injected
at a temperature Tinj. At high temperatures of order of Tinj ' E inj

ν , the injected neutrinos
are thermal-like, and hence ε is small. Once the temperature decreases, we enter the
regime E inj

ν � 3.15Tinj and neutrinos transfer a significant amount of their energy to the
EM plasma while thermalising. With further decrease of Tinj, weak reactions go out of
equilibrium and the energy transfer becomes less and less efficient, which results in a quick
drop-off of ε.

and TEM in the presence of decaying FIPs (see Appendix 3.C, where we provide the relevant
equations). In this benchmark example, we consider a generic FIP of mass 500 MeV that
can decay only into three neutrinos and show ∆Neff as a function of its lifetime in Fig. 5.
In order to compare the accuracy of our simple model, we also include in this figure the
evolution of ∆Neff as obtained from the publicly available Boltzmann code pyBBN7 [64].
The grey band in this figure indicates the current sensitivity of Neff by Planck, which at 2σ

7https://github.com/ckald/pyBBN
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reads8 NCMB
eff = 2.89 ± 0.62 [199, 200]. We see that Neff can significantly decrease as a

result of the thermalization of the injected neutrinos. This decrease of Neff would only be
further amplified if the FIPs were also to inject some of their energy into the EM plasma.

3.2.1.2 Effect of Residual Non-equilibrium Neutrino Distortions

The simple model described in Sec. 3.2.1 relies on the assumption that the remaining
fraction 1− ε of the injected neutrino energy is perfectly thermal. In reality, this may
not be the case and the full thermalization would occur during a much larger number of
interactions than Ntherm ' log2(E inj

ν /3.15T ).

Therefore, this simple model underestimates the energy fraction that goes into the EM
plasma9. The remaining non-equilibrium neutrinos will manifest themselves as residual
non-thermal spectral distortions in the distribution function of neutrinos. These spectral
distortions keep the energy exchange balance of ν ↔ EM reactions shifted to the right
till long after FIP decay. As a result, more neutrino energy will be transferred to the EM
plasma and Neff can further decrease. There is a subtlety here that the remaining 1 − ε
non-equilibrium neutrinos are only slightly hotter than the thermal neutrinos, and we cannot
describe their thermalization as an instant process: The corresponding rate is comparable to
the thermal energy exchange rate. As such, the energy transfer process is extended in time,
and a proper study of this effect requires solving the Boltzmann equation for the neutrino
distribution function.

To study the impact of neutrino spectral distortions on the ν → EM energy balance shift,
we consider a simple scenario where high-energy neutrinos are instantly injected into the
primordial plasma. We make use of the publicly available Boltzmann code pyBBN10 [64] to
simulate this process and to track the evolution of the neutrino distribution functions. Within
this setup, neutrinos with energy Einj

ν = 70 MeV are instantly injected at T = 3 MeV. They
amount for a fixed percentage of the total neutrino energy density and are equally distributed
over the three neutrino flavours. All Standard Model interactions as specified in [64]
are included, but with neutrino oscillations turned off (without any loss of generality).
In order to highlight the importance of neutrino spectral distortions, we perform this
procedure a second time, but with neutrino spectral distortions turned off. In that case,
the neutrino distribution function is given by a Fermi-Dirac distribution with temperature

Tνα =
(

240ρνα
7π2gνα

)1/4

, where ρνα and gνα = 2 are the energy density (of both neutrinos and
anti-neutrinos) and number of degrees of freedom of neutrino flavour α respectively.

8This value is obtained from the Planck 2018 baseline TTTEEE+lowE analysis, where Neff, YP and the
six base parameters in ΛCDM are varied.

9Once the energy of the non-equilibrium neutrinos is close to the average thermal energy of 3.15T , they
lose roughly ∆Eν = (Eν − 3.15T )/2 of energy per scattering. Therefore, the number of scatterings required
to diminish Eν down to 3.15T is larger.

10https://github.com/ckald/pyBBN
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Figure 4: Evolution of the neutrino and EM plasma after the instant injection of neutrinos
with energyE inj

ν = 70 MeV at T = 3 MeV. Left panel: The ratio of electron neutrino energy
density to electromagnetic energy density, relative to the SM prediction. Three fractions of
the injected energy density are considered: ρinj

νe/ρ
tot
ν = {0.2%, 1%, 5%}. The solid lines are

obtained by taking into account the full non-equilibrium spectrum of neutrinos, whereas the
dashed lines correspond to the evolution assuming that neutrinos always have a thermal-like
spectrum with temperature Tν ∝ ρ

1/4
ν . Right panel: Evolution of the neutrino temperature

(dashed) and effective EM plasma temperature (solid) for which the energy transfer rate in
Eq. (3.2.13) vanishes. An injected fraction of ρinj

νe/ρ
tot
ν = 5% is considered here. The solid

and dashed lines indicate when non-equilibrium and thermal-like neutrino distributions are
used respectively.

The evolution of the ratio ρνe/ρEM (relative to the one in the SM) is shown in the
left panel of Fig. 4 for different amounts of injected neutrino energy. In agreement with
the story in Sec. 3.2.1, we observe a fast drop-off in the ratio right after the injection,
which signifies the quick transfer of energy from the neutrino plasma to the EM plasma.
After reaching the SM value (which naively corresponds to an equilibrium state), the ratio
continues decreasing. This is the effect of the extended thermalization due to neutrino
spectral distortions, as caused by the remaining fraction 1− ε of non-equilibrium neutrinos.
Eventually, the ratio will be smaller than the SM value and ∆Neff becomes negative. In this
plot, the dashed lines correspond to the same simulations but with a thermal-like distribution
for the neutrinos. It is clear that without spectral distortions, the energy transfer from the
neutrino sector to the EM sector is much less efficient.

Another way to look at this shift in the energy transfer balance from the neutrino
plasma to the EM plasma is to ask the question: Which temperature TEM,eff is the EM
plasma trying to reach after the injection? As we will see, depending on whether neutrinos
have a non-equilibrium or a thermal-like distribution, this temperature can be either larger
than or equal to the neutrino temperature11. In the former case, it means that the EM plasma

11In all cases, with ‘neutrino temperature’ we refer to the quantity Tν =
(

240ρν
7π2gν

)1/4
, where gν = 2 and

ρν is the energy density of both neutrinos and anti-neutrinos.
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temperature can exceed the neutrino temperature (and thus ∆Neff can be negative), while in
the latter case ∆Neff cannot be negative.

In more technical terms, the exchange of energy between neutrinos and EM particles is
regulated by the Boltzmann collision integral Icoll, which encodes all interactions between
the species. For neutrinos that participate in reactions of the form ν + 2 ↔ 3 + 4, the
collision integral is given by [201]:

Iν =
1

2gνEν

∑

reactions

∫ 4∏

i=2

(
d3pi

(2π)32Ei

)
|M|2×

× [(1− fν)(1− f2)f3f4 − fνf2(1− f3)(1− f4)]×
× (2π)4δ4(Pν + P2 − P3 − P4) , (3.2.12)

where fi and Pi are the distribution function and four momentum of species i respec-
tively, and |M|2 is the unaveraged squared matrix element summed over degrees of freedom
of initial and final states. The energy transfer rate between the neutrino and EM plasma can
be written as:

Γ(TEM) =

∫
d3pν
(2π)3

Icoll(TEM)Eν , (3.2.13)

where we consider Icoll to be a function of the EM plasma temperature TEM. There
exists a temperature TEM,eff for which this rate is equal to 0. This corresponds to the
temperature the EM plasma tends to during thermalization, since then the system would
be in equilibrium. In the case where neutrinos would have a thermal-like spectrum with
temperature Tν , the rate vanishes when TEM,eff = Tν . On the other hand, when a non-
equilibrium neutrino spectrum is considered, we find that TEM,eff > Tν when Γ = 0. In the
former case Neff cannot decrease, while in the latter case the EM plasma temperature can
exceed Tν and Neff can thus decrease. We show the evolution of TEM,eff and Tν as obtained
from the instant neutrino injection simulations in the right panel of Fig. 4.

The conclusion here is that neutrino spectral distortions play a central role in transfer-
ring energy from the neutrino sector to the EM sector. When considering short-lived FIPs
that can decay into neutrinos, the impact of these distortions on the evolution of Neff should
not be neglected.

Comparing the analytic model with the numeric simulations, we find that when using
the Boltzmann equation Neff decreases more than predicted by our semi-analytic model.

The remaining fraction 1− ε of the injected neutrinos is not perfectly thermal, manifest-
ing themselves as residual spectral distortions in the distribution function of neutrinos
that further lead to a transfer of energy from the neutrino sector to the EM sector.

We see that in some cases the inclusion of this effect can make the difference between
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being excluded by current data or not. We elaborate more on the effect of spectral distortions
in Appendix 3.2.1.2. In short, the semi-analytic model is useful in providing a qualitative
understanding of the behavior of Neff in the presence of decaying FIPs. On the other
hand, if the aim is to obtain accurate predictions for Neff (relevant for setting bounds
and forecasting), it is crucial to use the Boltzmann equation to track the evolution of the
neutrino distribution functions. As such, we will use pyBBN in the remainder of this paper
to simulate the impact of FIPs on Neff.
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mχ = 500 MeV (Analytic)
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Figure 5: ∆Neff as a function of the lifetime of a FIP χ that can only decay into neutrinos
through χ → νe + νµ + νµ. The initial FIP abundance is assumed to be nχ/s = 0.01
at T = 1 GeV, where s is the total entropy density of a universe consisting of photons,
neutrinos and electrons/positrons. The solid lines are the result of our semi-analytic model,
while the dotted lines are obtained with the Boltzmann code pyBBN. The grey band is
the current sensitivity by Planck (see text for details). The golden curves roughly indicate
the lowest FIP mass for which Neff can decrease due to the thermalization of the injected
neutrinos. The stronger decrease of the blue, dotted curve as compared to the solid curve
highlights the significance of residual neutrino spectral distortions in the evolution of Neff

(see Appendix 3.2.1.2 for more details).
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As a final point, we can make a rough model-independent estimate for which neutrino
energies the decrease of Neff happens. In the particular FIP scenario considered here, we
find that this effect occurs for masses higher than ∼70 MeV (see Fig. 5). Given that in
this case the neutrinos are created via 3-body decays, this would correspond to an average
injected neutrino energy of roughly Einj

ν ∼ mFIP/3 ∼ 25 MeV.

As long as a FIP injects most of its energy into neutrinos around neutrino decoupling,
Neff could decrease if neutrinos with energies of at least Einj

ν ∼ 25 MeV are produced.

3.2.2 Summary

In this work, we have studied how heavy, unstable FIMPs that can decay into neutrinos
impact the number of relativistic species Neff in the Early Universe. A particularly in-
teresting effect that could occur with these particles, is when they inject most of their
energy into neutrinos but still decrease Neff. This could happen if FIMPs decay when
neutrinos are still in (partial) equilibrium (τFIMP ∼ O(0.1) s) and is a direct consequence
of the thermalization process of the injected high-energy neutrinos (see Sec. 3.2.1 for a
semi-analytical treatment of this effect). Here we identify neutrino spectral distortions as
the driving power behind this effect, since they lead to an efficient transfer of energy from
the neutrino plasma to the electromagnetic plasma (see Figs. 5 and 4). Some of the injected
neutrino energy gets quickly transferred to the EM plasma, while the remaining will stay as
residual spectral distortions in the neutrino distribution functions. These spectral distortions
keep the energy transfer balance of ν ↔ EM reactions shifted to the right till long after
FIMP decay. In order to accurately account for this effect, it is therefore important to solve
the Boltzmann equation and track the evolution of the neutrino distribution functions. Using
a thermal-like distribution for neutrinos as an approximation can lead to incorrect results,
e.g., that Neff can never decrease when FIMPs inject most of their energy into neutrinos.

From our simulations, done with the publicly available Boltzmann code pyBBN [64],
we find that this mechanism is especially relevant for FIMPs that can decay into neutrinos
with average energies Einj

ν & 25 MeV. In case such neutrinos are created via 2- or 3-body
decays, this roughly corresponds to FIMP massesm2-body

FIMP & 50 MeV andm3-body
FIMP & 70 MeV

respectively. This is in agreement with the results presented in [193]. As such, this effect
may be relevant for many classes of FIMPs12, including Higgs-like dark scalars [38], dark
photons [202], neutralinos in supersymmetric models with broken R-parity [203], vector
portals coupled to anomaly-free currents [151] and short-lived neutrinophilic scalars [204].

12While pyBBN is mainly built to simulate the cosmological history in the presence of Heavy Neutral
Leptons, it can in principle be modified to include many other classes of FIMPs.
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3.3 Case study: HNLs

In this section, we consider applications of the findings of previous sections to the case
of HNLs. In what follows, we will consider two quasi-degenerate HNLs [205, 206], as
motivated by the Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (or νMSM) [see e.g. 207–209])

HNLs alter the cosmological history through their contribution to the total energy
density of the Universe and their decay into SM particles. HNLs that decay well before the
decoupling of active neutrinos, i.e. at temperatures T � 1 MeV, will leave no traceable
impact. On the other hand, if HNLs live long enough, they could alter several physical
quantities, such asNeff and the primordial abundances of light elements [192, 194, 195, 210–
212]. Indeed, strong limits have been set on their mass and lifetime by considering
their impact on Big Bang Nucleosynthesis and the Cosmic Microwave Background, see
e.g. [37, 64, 196] for recent works on this subject.

The influence of HNLs on BBN and CMB depends on their abundance, and we will
first discuss how HNLs are produced in the primordial plasma (Sec. 3.3.1). In Sec. 3.3.3.1,
we derive the bounds from BBN, while in Sec. 3.3.4 we consider the impact of HNLs on
CMB.

3.3.1 Thermal history of HNLs

At large temperatures, the interaction rate of HNLs with SM particles is temperature-
suppressed, although the particle densities are high.

Indeed, in the plasma without lepton asymmetry at temperatures T & 1 GeV the effective
mixing angle is given by [213, 214]

U2
m(T ) ≈ U2

[
1 + 9.6 · 10−24

(
T

1 MeV

)6 ( mN
150 MeV

)−2
]2 , (3.3.1)

see Appendix 3.A. As a result, the interaction rate of HNLs with SM particles Γint
N ∝

G2
FT

5U2
m is suppressed at both high and low temperatures and reaches its maximum at the

temperature
Tmax ≈ 12(mN/1 GeV)1/3 GeV (3.3.2)

(see Fig. 6).

The HNLs were in thermal equilibrium if during some period T− < T < T+ the
interaction rate Γint

N (T ) exceeded the Hubble expansion rate. For heavy HNLs with
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masses mN & 50 MeV, this happens for mixing angles larger than

U2 & U2
min ≈ 3 · 10−12

(
1 GeV
mN

)
(3.3.3)

Namely, using the condition Γint
N (Tmax) = 3H(Tmax), and approximating the interac-

tion rate as Γint
N ≈ 10U2

mG
2
FT

5, we find the minimal value on the mixing angle at which
HNLs may enter the equilibrium, Eq. (3.3.3).

Notice that if HNLs are responsible for the generation of neutrino masses, there exists
another lower bound on the mixing angle – the seesaw bound. At least one HNL with mass
mN should have mixing angle above this bound to be responsible for the generation of
the atmospheric neutrino mass difference, c.f. [82]. The bound depends on details of the
given HNL model – mixing pattern and neutrino mass hierarchy (see, e.g., [77, 208]). For
simplicity, as the scale of the see-saw bound we will use the toy-model estimate

U2 & U2
see−saw ' 5 · 10−11

(
1 GeV
mN

)
(3.3.4)

The true see-saw bound may differ from the toy model estimate by within an order of
magnitude.

The resulting parameter space of HNLs is shown in Fig. 6.
It is convenient to parametrize the population of HNLs in terms of the abundance,

defined by
YN =

(nN
s

)
T=T−

, (3.3.5)

where nN is the number density of HNLs and s = g∗
2π2

45
T 3 is the entropy density.

3.3.1.1 HNLs with mixing angles below Umin

Let us now calculate the abundance of HNLs that never enter thermal equilibrium, i.e. of
those with U2 . U2

min. The temperature evolution of the HNL abundance, YN , may be
found with the help of a simple equation

dYN
dt

= −ΓN,int(YN − YN,eq), (3.3.6)

where YN,eq(T ) is the abundance of HNLs at equilibrium, YN is defined as the value of
YN(T � Tmax), and ΓN,int is the total rate of processes A + N → X . At temperatures
T � mN , we may approximate the rate ΓN,int by an expression

ΓN,int ≈ bG2
FT

5 · U2
m(T ), (3.3.7)
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Figure 6: Left panel: The reaction rate of the HNL with SM particles, Γint
N , compared to

the Hubble rate, H(T ). T+ and T− are the temperatures at which HNLs enter and exit
the thermal equilibrium. For illustration, we used HNL mass mN = 1 GeV, and mixing
angles U2 = U2

min and U2 = 50U2
min, see Eq. (3.3.3). Right panel: the parameter space of

HNLs that mix purely with νe. The blue domain roughly denotes the parameter space of
HNLs that may explain neutrino oscillations, see Eq. (3.3.4). The red domain defines the
parameter space for which HNLs never enter thermal equilibrium, see Eq. (3.3.3). The
dashed scale τN = 0.02 s denotes the shortest lifetime that may be constrained by BBN
(the effect of the meson-driven p↔ n conversion as discussed in Sec. 3.1), while the scale
τN = 200 s defines the onset of nuclear reactions

where b(T ) is a factor depending on the number of SM species present in the primordial
plasma. Also, if T � ΛQCD, we may use g∗ ≈ 86.25 [215], and the equilibrium abundance
is YN,eq ≈ 0.01 for Dirac HNLs and 0.005 for Majorana HNLs.

Using matrix elements for processes N + A→ B + C from [64], we find b ≈ 10 for
Dirac HNLs (correspondingly, b ≈ 20 for Majorana HNLs) at T & 1 GeV. The value of
b for Majorana HNLs is a factor 5 larger than that is used in [196], b ≈ 3.6 (Majorana
neutrinos are considered). A reason is that [196] uses rates from [216], where temperatures
below 20 MeV are considered (see Eq. (6.8) from [216]), and hence A,B,C may be e±, ν
only, which is a huge underestimate.

Using (3.3.1), Eq. (3.3.12) may be integrated to obtain the final abundance of HNLs
YN :

YN∫

0

dYN
YN − YN,eq

= −
∞∫

0

dT
ΓN,int(EN)

TH(T )
≈ −2.8 · 107 b√

a

mN

1 GeV
U2 ⇒ (3.3.8)

YN = YN,eq

(
1− e−6·1011

mN
1 GeVU

2
)

(3.3.9)
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Using U2 � U2
min, we find that the abundance of HNLs that never entered thermal

equilibrium is given by

YN ≈ 2.8 · 107 · YN,eq · 6 · 1011 mN

1 GeV
U2 ≈ 5.7 · 1010 mN

1 GeV
U2 (3.3.10)

3.3.1.2 HNLs with mixing angles above Umin

Let us now consider HNLs with mixing angles above Umin. It is important (i) whether HNLs
froze out while being ultra-relativistic (UR regime, mN � T−, no exponential Boltzmann
suppression for the number density) or non-relativistic (NR regime, mN � T−) and (ii)
the value of g∗ at the moment of the decoupling (depending on decoupling temperature
it can change rapidly - see left Fig. 7). Using nN = 3

4
2 ζ(3)
π2 T

2 for the UR regime or

nN ∼
(
mN
T−

)3/2

e−mN/T− for the NR regime, we get the abundance in these two limits:

YN '





0.6

g∗(T−)
, UR regime

α(mN , τN)

(
mN

T−

)3/2

e−mN/T− , NR regime
(3.3.11)

The coefficient α(mN , τN) in Eq. (3.3.11) appears since the decoupling is not an instanta-
neous process; in dependence on the mass and lifetime it can vary by a factor of O(10).

To improve these estimates, we find the abundance numerically. We assume the
Boltzmann approximation for the distribution function of the plasma particles and the
equilibrium shape of the energy distribution of HNLs (such that, in particular, 〈EN〉 is
3.15T for T � mN ). In this case, the equation for the evolution of the abundance of HNLs
has the form (see, e.g., [217])

dYN
dt

= −ΓN,int(YN − YN,eq), (3.3.12)

where ΓN,int is given by

ΓN,int =
∑

A,B,C

gNgA
8π4

∞∫

smin

p2
AN

√
sσN+A→B+CK1

(√
s

T

)
ds (3.3.13)

In ΓN,int, the threshold invariant mass is smin = min[(mN +mA)2, (mB +mC)2], and

p2
AN =

s

4

(
1− (mN −mA)2

s

)(
1− (mN +mA)2

s

)
(3.3.14)
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The values of abundances YN for particular lifetimes are shown in Fig. 8 (right panel).

For masses 0.2 GeV . mN . 2 GeV and lifetimes above 0.001 s, HNLs decouple at
temperatures T � mN , i.e. being ultra-relativistic and above the QCD transition. Their
abundance YN is therefore universal and almost constant, owing to the temperature
dependence of g∗ (left panel) for T & 200 MeV. For masses O(100) MeV and for
large lifetimes τN & 0.1 s, HNLs still decouple while being ultra-relativistic. With the
decrease of τN , YN first grows by a factor of few (due to rapid decrease of g∗), and with
further decrease it becomes strongly suppressed.

Eq. (3.3.11) means that for UR regime later decoupling (i.e. larger mixing angles)
leads to larger HNL abundance. In Fig. 6 (the right panel), we summarize the HNL
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Figure 7: Left panel: temperature dependence of g∗ in SM (reproduced from [215]). The
drop around T = 200 MeV is caused by the entropy dilution at the QCD transition. Right
panel: HNL lifetime as a function of mass for mixing with different flavors. The dashed
gray lines show the scaling of the lifetime with mass. The lifetimes is shown for U2 = 1
and scales as U−2.

parameter space explored by the current study. It shows the domain in which HNLs never
entered thermal equilibrium as well as the regime in which HNLs decouple while being
non-relativistic. We see that these two regimes are separated by the broad parameter space
for which HNLs enter thermal equilibrium and decouple while being UR. A dashed line in
the middle of this region is the seesaw bound (3.3.4).

The temperature of freeze-out (T−) is roughly defined via

Γint
N (T−) ' 3H(T−), (3.3.15)

see left panel in Fig. 6 (this equation has two solutions, the larger one defines T+). The
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factor of two estimate for T− reads

T− ' Tν,dec ×





1

U2/3

1

n
1/3
int

(
g∗(T−)

10.75

)1/6

, UR regime

1

U2

1

nint

(
100 MeV
mN

)2(
g∗(T−)

10.75

)1/2

NR regime,

(3.3.16)

where Tν,dec ≈ 1.4 MeV is the decoupling temperature of active neutrinos, nint = ΓN,int/G
2
FT

5

is a factor that varies from ' 2 at T ' O(1 MeV) to ' 9 at O(1 GeV) temperatures. The
different dependence on U2 and on mN in two regimes is due to the change of centre-of-
mass energy (Ecm ∼ T for UR and Ecm ≈ mN in the NR regimes). The values of T− for
different masses are shown in Fig. 8 (left). Instead of the mixing angles we use the lifetime
τN ∝ U−2 (Fig. 7, left) that is more intuitive when studying the influence on BBN.

For masses around mN ' 200 MeV and lifetimes τN ∼ 0.1 s the HNL freeze-out
occurs around the hadronization epoch. During this epoch, g∗ drops by a factor ∼
3 [215] while T− ' mN , and therefore the abundance of HNLs can be higher than for
relativistic decoupling.

For smaller masses, the decoupling temperature rapidly drops (see Fig. 8, left panel),
which results in the Boltzmann suppression of the abundance. This effect is translated into
a factor of few “kink” below the mass mN ' 200 MeV in the final plots (Figs. 12).
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Figure 8: Left panel: the behavior of the decoupling temperature T−, defined via
ΓN,int(T−) = 3H(T−), versus the HNL mass for particular lifetimes. The black dashed
line defines the parameter space T− = mN , which roughly indicates the transition from
relativistic to non-relativistic regime of HNL decoupling. The gray horizontal band shows
a temperature when the hadronization of quarks takes place, and therefore the effective
number of relativistic degrees of freedom, g∗, drops sharply (remind Fig. 7). Right panel:
HNL abundances versus the HNL mass for particular values of the lifetime.
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3.3.1.3 Evolution after decoupling

After the freeze-out, the comoving number density of HNLs changes only due to HNL
decays. The physical number density thus evolves as

nN(T ) = nN(Tdec) ·
(
a(Tdec)

a(T )

)3

· e−t/τN (3.3.17)

Decays of HNLs inject energy into the primordial plasma. This effect changes the time-
temperature relation and the scale factor evolution as compared to SBBN. The HNL decays
provide additional dilution of any decoupled relics (including themselves) in comparison to
the SBBN case:

ζ =

(
aSBBN

aSBBN + N

)3

< 1, (3.3.18)

where a−1
SBBN(T ) ∝ g

1/3
∗ T is the scale factor in SBBN, and the scale factors are evaluated at

times t� τN . To calculate ζ, we solve the Friedmann equation under an assumption that
neutrinos are in perfect equilibrium and neglecting the mass of electrons:

H2(t) =
1

M2
Pl

8π

3

[
ρrad +mN · nN(T )

]
,

4
ρrad

T

dT

dt
=
mNnN(t)

τN
− 4H(t) · ρrad,

(3.3.19)

where the number density of HNLs is given by Eq. (3.3.17). This is a reasonable assumption,
since most of the HNLs with lifetimes τN � 0.1 s decay much earlier than neutrinos
decouple.

Effects of meson-driven conversion force us to trace the number density of HNLs even
at times t� τN :

nN(t� τN) = nN(T−) ·
(
aSBBN(T−)

aSBBN(T )

)3

· ζ · e−t(T )/τN ≈ 0.4YN · g∗,SBBN T
3 · ζ · e−t(T )/τN ,

(3.3.20)
where t(T ) is the same as in SBBN.13 Because of the suppression, the effect of this
population on the expansion of the Universe may be neglected. However, this exponential
tail still may produce mesons in amounts sufficient to change the dynamics of the n/p ratio.

The values of the HNL abundance and the dilution factor versus its mass and lifetime
are given in Fig. 9.

13At times t� τN , the time-temperature relation differs from SBBN only by the value of Neff. However,
the latter may change only if neutrinos are not in perfect equilibrium, and hence t(T ) is the same as in SBBN
for lifetimes τN � 0.1 s.
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Figure 9: Left panel: Dilution factor (3.3.18) for short-lived HNLs mixing with νe. Right
panel: HNL abundance times dilution factor as a function of mass for particular values of
the lifetime. Details of the calculation of the abundances and ζ are given in [218]. Dilution
factor is calculated, when most of HNLs has decayed and do not contribute to entropy
density. Note, that we define abundance at the moment of decoupling, hence it does not
change with decays.
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Figure 10: Branching ratios of HNL decays into mesons h = π−, K−, K0
L. Secondary

decays are also included (see text for details).

3.3.2 Hadronic decays of HNLs

In this work, we consider a pair of HNLs, degenerate in mass and having similar mixing
angles. Two such HNLs form a single quasi-Dirac fermion [205, 219]. The abundance
of a meson h produced from such HNLs is proportional to the quantity YN · BrN→h. The
mass dependence of BrN→h for different mesons h and mixing patterns is shown in Fig. 10.
We are interested only in the abundances of light mesons (pions and kaons) and for HNL
masses well above pion/kaon thresholds we should account for “secondary mesons”. This
is discussed below, mainly following [39]. Decays into pions. In the case of the pure e/µ

mixings, the charged pion production threshold corresponds to mN = mπ + ml, where
l = e/µ. For τ mixing, the similar charged current-mediated channel opens up only at
mN = mτ +mπ ' 1.9 GeV. However, for all types of mixings charged pions may appear
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as secondary particles in decays of neutral mesons,

N → h0 + να, h0 → π± +X, where h0 = ρ0, η0, η′, ω0, φ (3.3.21)

Therefore, for τ mixing charged pions may appear at masses mN ≥ mη0 . We use the
branching ratios Brη0→π±X ≈ 0.27, Brρ0,±→π±X ≈ 1 [52].

Above mN ' 1 GeV, decays of HNLs into pions cannot be approximated by single
meson decays. Indeed, decays of GeV mass range HNLs are similar to decays of τ lep-
ton [39], whereas for the latter hadronic decays are dominated by multi-pion channels [52].
We estimate the width of multi-pion decays as the difference between the total width into
quarks and the width into single mesons:

ΓN→nπ = ΓN→quarks −
∑

h=π,K,ρ,...

ΓN→hX (3.3.22)

For multiplicitiesN of decays of HNLs into charged pions N → π± (i.e., the amount of π±

per multi-hadronic decay of HNLs), we will use multiplicities for multihadronic decays of
τ leptons. Namely, NN→π+ = Nτ+→π+ ≈ 1.35, NN→π− = Nτ+→π− ≈ 0.34. The effective
branching into π− from multi-pion decays is

Brmulti-pion
N→π− = NN→π− ·

ΓN→nπ
ΓN

, Brmulti-pion
N̄→π− = NN̄→π− ·

ΓN→nπ
ΓN

(3.3.23)

Since the bound on the meson driven p↔ n conversion is only logarithmically sensitive to
the value of BrN→π± , our results depend on these assumptions weakly.

Decays into kaons. Below mN = mφ, charged kaons may appear only through the mixing
with e/µ in the process N → K−l. This decay is Cabibbo suppressed [39] and almost two
orders of magnitude smaller than into pions. Neutral kaons appear only in the final states
with three or more particles (such as N → K0 + K̄0 + να and N → K+ + K̄0 + `−, etc).

HNLs heavier than φ meson may produce both charged and neutral kaons via decays
N → φν, φ → KK. We assume that K0 contains equal admixtures of K0

L and K0
S , i.e.

BrN→K0
L

= BrN→K0/2. We use the branching ratios Brφ→K− ≈ 0.5, Brφ→K0
L
≈ 0.34 [52].

3.3.3 Bounds from BBN and CMB

3.3.3.1 BBN

Let us first consider the bound from BBN. From the previous section we conclude that in
dependence on the mixing patter, decays into charged pions become possible for HNLs
with masses from mN = mπ +me (for the pure e mixing) to mN = mη ≈ 547 MeV (for
the pure τ mixing), see [39, 220] or Sec. 3.3.2.

HNLs with minimal lifetimes that may be constrained by BBN, τN ' O(0.02 s), are
produced thermally, remind Fig. 6. For such HNLs, in Eq. (3.1.13) nN,dec/nγ(Tdec) ≈ 3/2.
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The dilution factor (adecTdec/a0T0)3 is of 0.1− 0.6 for HNL masses mπ . mN . 3 GeV
(we will use 1

3
for normalization below), see Appendix 3.3.1.

Using values of BrN→h, Pconv and the scale factors ratio (which may be found in
Appendix 3.B and sections 3.3.2 3.3.1), we conclude that the logarithm term in (3.1.13)
is O(1) for HNLs in the mass range mN = O(1 GeV) and affects the overall bound very
weakly. Therefore, the bound depends only on Tmin

0 .
The maximal admissible correction (3.1.14) is reached for Tmin

0 = 1.50 MeV, almost
independently on HNL mass (see Fig. 2 and Appendix 3.B.1).

Plugging Tmin
0 = 1.50 MeV into (3.1.13), we obtain our final limit from the analytic

estimates
τN . 0.023 s. (3.3.24)

Numeric calculations from Appendix 3.B.1 confirm this result, predicting constraints at
the level of 0.019− 0.021 s.

Let us now comment on the maximal lifetimes for which our bounds are applicable.
In Sec. 3.1.3, we restricted the applicability of our bounds by lifetimes τFIP ' O(50 s) –
which is an estimate derived under the assumption of absence of effects of FIPs during
the nuclear reaction chain. To push the bound to larger lifetimes, we solve numerically
the system of equations for abundances of d, t,3 He,4 He,7 Li,7 Be in presence of mesons
from decaying HNLs. We incorporate the change of the time-temperature relation and the
dynamics of ηB via the Friedmann equations with HNLs. We use the nuclear rates and
reactions chain from [48]. Further description of our numeric approach may be found in
Appendix 3.B.2. The example of the temperature behavior of the nuclear abundances in
presence of HNLs is shown in Fig. 11.

Using the numeric approach, we conclude that long-lived HNLs with lifetimes τN .
104 s increase nuclear abundances of all elements. The behavior of abundances with
HNL lifetime for a particular mass mN = 200 MeV is shown in Fig. 11.

For larger lifetimes, we need to include the effect of photo-dissociation. Therefore,
using numeric approach, we have extended the domain of applicability of BBN bounds on
HNLs to lifetimes τN = 104 s.

3.3.3.2 Results

We demonstrated that HNLs with semi-leptonic decay channels significantly affect the
primordial 4He abundance, as mesons from their decays drive the p↔ n conversion rates
away from their SBBN values (c.f. [178, 181, 182]). In order to avoid 4He overproduction,
mesons should disappear from the primordial plasma by T = Tmin

0 ' 1.50 MeV. The
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HNLs (the solid lines), as well as their behavior in SBBN (the dashed lines). Right panel:
the behavior of the change of nuclear abundances δXi ≡ (Xi − X(SBBN)

i )/X
(SBBN)
i with

HNL lifetime. In both figures, an HNL with mass mN = 200 MeV and pure e mixing is
considered.

neutron abundance will then have enough time to relax down to its SBBN value before the
onset of deuteron formation. These requirements severely constrain the parameter space of
the HNLs with 0.023 s ≤ τN ≤ 104 s for masses mN > 140 MeV.

The final bounds for different mixing patterns are shown in Figs. 13 and 12. Our
constraints can be generalized to other HNL models, see e.g. [221].

Confronted with the bounds from accelerator searches, we ruled out HNLs with mass
below 500 MeV (for electron mixing) and 350 MeV (for muon mixing). Moreover, tighter
bound means that future searches at Intensity Frontier (specifically, SHiP experiment [80])
can reach the BBN bottom line and completely rule out HNLs with the masses up to
750 MeV, which was not the case before [see e.g. 67, 222].

The comparison with the previous results [64, 194, 195] is shown in Fig. 13 (right
panel). Our bound (3.3.24) is a factor of ∼ 5 stronger than the previous result [194]. The
recent reanalysis [64] did not take into account the effects of mesons, therefore their results
are a factor 2− 3 less conservative.

The clear qualitative effect discussed in this paper not only leads to a tighter bound on
HNL lifetime and provides an reachable goal for experimental searches, but also allows for
an analytic description, unusual in the realm of BBN predictions driven by sophisticated
numerical codes.

3.3.4 Bound from CMB

Let us now discuss the influence of HNLs on the physics at the CMB epoch. We do not
consider masses higher than mN ' 1 GeV, since there is no adequate description of HNL
decay widths due to theoretical uncertainties [39], while it is crucial to know them for the
calculation of Neff. Indeed, this makes it complicated to compute ξν (and thus ∆Neff), as it
depends on the branching ratios of the different multi-meson decay channels. For instance,
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Figure 12: Bounds for HNLs mixed with a particular flavor. The blue area is excluded
by our present analysis combined with [218] (for HNL masses below the charged pion
production threshold). The dark gray area denotes the excluded HNL parameter space from
previous searches [82], including the latest NA62 search [223]. The red and greed dashed
lines show the sensitivity of several future intensity frontier experiments with the highest
sensitivity in the regions of interest – SHiP [80, 224] and DUNE [225–227] (see [67]).
Finally, the black dashed line denotes the seesaw bound applicable if two degenerate in
mass HNLs are responsible for neutrino oscillations (as in the νMSM) [77, 82]. Our bounds
are applicable up to lifetimes τN = 104 s, from which EM decay products of HNLs may
lead to nuclear photodissociation, see text for details.
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Figure 13: Left panel: BBN bounds on HNL lifetime for different mixing patterns. The
gray region is excluded as a result of this work (for masses below pion threshold we use the
results of [218]). The magenta shaded region corresponds to the domain excluded in [196].
Right panel: comparison of the results of this work (thick blue line) with the results of the
previous works [64, 194, 195] (purple lines) assuming mixing with electron flavor only.
Notice that other works have adopted different values for the maximally admissible 4He
abundance when deriving their bounds: Yp,max = 0.2696 in [194, 195] and Yp,max = 0.253
in [64] as compared to Yp,max = 0.2573 in this work (see text for details).

the decay N → 3π0 + ν injects more energy into the EM plasma and diminishes ξν , while
N → 3π± + `∓ may inject more energy into neutrinos and compensate for this decrease.
Therefore, both such channels should be accounted for.

We make use of pyBBN [64] to simulate their impact on the cosmological history, in
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particular on Neff. We examine the region of parameter space in which HNLs inject most of
their energy into neutrinos, but where ∆Neff is negative, illustrating the effect described
in the previous section. Finally, we derive bounds from the CMB and comment on the
possible role of HNLs in alleviating the Hubble tension.

3.3.4.1 Behavior of Neff

HNLs inject (eventually) all of their energy either into the neutrino or electromagnetic
plasma. The fraction of the HNL energy that is injected into each of these two sectors is
mass-dependent and shows a significant shift to the EM plasma once HNLs can decay
into neutral pions (∼135 MeV), see Fig. 16.
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τN [s]

−1.0

−0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

∆
N

eff

mN = 30 MeV

mN = 110 MeV
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Figure 14: ∆Neff as a function of HNL lifetime for a number of benchmark masses. Mixing
with electron neutrinos only is considered here. The curves illustrate three cases of how
HNLs can affect Neff: 1) they can decay mostly into neutrinos and simply increase Neff

(30 MeV curve), 2) they can decay mostly into neutrinos and either decrease or increase
Neff depending on their lifetime (110 MeV curve), and 3) they can decay mostly into EM
particles and simply decrease Neff (200 MeV curve). HNLs with masses mN & 70 MeV
that decay mainly into neutrinos around neutrino decoupling, show an initial decrease of
∆Neff as a result of the thermalization of the injected high-energy neutrinos. The grey band
is the current sensitivity by Planck.

This plot shows that HNLs below the pion mass decay mainly into neutrinos and,
therefore,

One would naively expect that in the mass range mN < mπ Neff increases. However,
we find that HNLs are able to decrease Neff for masses already above ∼70 MeV, while
for smaller masses an increase of Neff is observed.
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The origin of this sign change in ∆Neff at mN & 70 MeV (rather than mN > mπ

as one would guess from Fig. 16) lies in the energy transfer from the neutrino plasma to
the electromagnetic plasma that is induced by the injected non-equilibrium neutrinos, as
discussed earlier in Sec. 3.2.1. We run pyBBN simulations to examine in which region
of parameter space this sign change happens14. We show ∆Neff as a function of the HNL
lifetime in Fig. 14 for a number of benchmark masses. The grey band in this figure indicates
the current sensitivity by Planck. Included in this figure is an HNL of mass 110 MeV, which
decreases Neff for lifetimes below τN . 0.6 s and increases Neff for longer lifetimes. Such
a lifetime (τN ∼ 0.6 s) roughly corresponds to the time of neutrino decoupling, beyond
which thermalization between the neutrino and EM plasma is not efficient anymore and the
injected neutrinos remain in the neutrino sector. This exemplifies the ability of HNLs below
the pion mass to diminish Neff, even when neutrinos are on the verge of being completely
decoupled. With the current sensitivity of Planck, however, this initial decrease of ∆Neff

for this mass falls within the error range and is thus not observable. Nevertheless, a number
of upcoming and proposed CMB missions, such as the Simons Observatory [228] and
CMB-S4 [229], could provide a determination of Neff around the percent-level and probe
this effect.

We depict the region of HNL parameter space where ∆Neff changes sign in the top
panel of Fig. 15. This is shown for the case of pure mixing with tau neutrinos only,
as the parameter space where HNLs mix purely with electron and muon neutrinos is
excluded in the lower mass range (where ∆Neff can be positive) by BBN, the CMB and
experimental searches [37, 64, 221]. In these latter two cases, ∆Neff can only be negative
in the unconstrained parameter space. This top panel shows that there is a large region of
HNL parameter space, where these particles inject most of their energy into neutrinos and
still decrease Neff. The behavior of negative ∆Neff continues for short-lived HNLs with
masses mN > 1 GeV, since the neutrino energy increases with the HNL mass. On the
other hand, for HNLs with lifetimes τN � 1 s, it depends on how much energy they inject
into the neutrino plasma. Indeed, such HNLs decay long after neutrino decoupling, when
non-equilibrium effects are not important anymore and the injected neutrinos remain in the
neutrino sector. This means that the sign of ∆Neff is simply determined by the value of
ξν . As a result, for masses where ξν > 0.5 (see Fig. 16) this would mean that eventually
∆Neff > 0 and vice versa (see Fig. 17 for an illustration).

We summarize pyBBN predictions for Neff in the form of fitting functions for the three
pure HNL mixing cases. This may provide a quick way to predict the impact of HNLs on
several cosmological probes through the change in Neff . They read:

14We note that pyBBN predicts a SM value for Neff of 3.026, rather than 3.044. This is because the code
does not include higher-order QED corrections that account for a ∆Neff = 0.01 increase [183–187], while
the remaining is due to numerical inaccuracy. This, however, is only a minor difference and does not change
any of the results presented in this work.
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Figure 15: How HNLs change ∆Neff as a function of their mass and lifetime. Mixing
with tau neutrinos only is considered here. Left panel: Regions of the HNL parameter
space that predict an increase (blue) or decrease (red) of Neff with respect to the SM value.
The horizontal lines at the bottom of the plot indicate the mass ranges where HNLs inject
most of their energy into neutrinos (ξν > 0.5) or the EM plasma (ξν < 0.5). In the
former case, HNLs can still decrease Neff as a result of the efficient transfer of energy
from neutrinos to EM particles. Right panel: Regions of the HNL parameter space that are
excluded by BBN abundance measurements (green) and CMB observations (yellow). The
∆Neff = {0,±0.4} contours give an indication of by how much HNLs can change Neff at
the most in the unconstrained region. The BBN bound is from [64] and uses a central value
for the primordial helium abundance of YP = 0.245 [230] with an error of 4.35% (see [37]
for a discussion on how this error is obtained). For masses higher than the eta-meson mass
(∼550 MeV), the meson effect from [37] is included in the analysis. The CMB constraint is
obtained using the approach as detailed in [64] (see Sec. 3.3.5 for more details on the CMB
bound). This panel also shows that there is only a relatively small unconstrained region of
parameter space left that can increase Neff and where HNLs could play a role in alleviating
the Hubble tension.
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m1.51
N

, (3.3.27)

where mN is the HNL mass in MeV and τN is the HNL lifetime in seconds. The
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change in Neff is with respect to the SM value of NSM
eff = 3.026. The fitting functions are

tested for masses 100 MeV ≤ mN ≤ 1 GeV and lifetimes 0.02 s ≤ τN ≤ 0.05 s, and have
a maximum deviation from the simulated data of roughly ∼3%.
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Figure 16: The fraction of HNL mass that is injected into the neutrino plasma. Contribu-
tions to this fraction from unstable HNL decay products (mesons and muons) are included
and we assume that the kinetic energy of all created charged particles goes into the EM
plasma. For mN & 135 MeV, HNLs can decay into neutral pions, which in their turn
decay into two photons. This causes the sudden decrease of ξν around that mass. At higher
masses, ξν keeps increasing in the case of τ -mixing, which is due to the absence of HNL
decays into charged mesons (such decays are possible in the other two mixing cases).

3.3.5 Bounds from CMB

The CMB anisotropies are mainly sensitive to Neff through its impact on the damping
tail [54, 230–232]. For example, a larger number of relativistic degrees of freedom causes a
stronger suppression of the power spectrum at high multipoles, as temperature anisotropies
below the scale of the photon diffusion length are more damped by the increased expansion
rate. This effect is, however, degenerate if the primordial helium abundance YP is also
considered as a free parameter [54]. YP is related to the number density of free electrons15,
ne ∝ (1− YP), which in its turn enters in the CMB damping scale. A larger YP leads to a
lower electron density, a larger electron-photon interaction rate, a larger photon diffusion
length and thus a stronger damping.

We extend the CMB constraint on HNLs for masses up to 1 GeV using the same
approach as detailed in [64, 233] and show the result in the bottom panel of Fig. 15. Also
included in this panel are the contours where ∆Neff = ±0.4, which give an indication of
by how much HNLs can change Neff at the most, given the current constraints imposed

15This relation between ne and YP is obtained by imposing charge neutrality on the primordial plasma.
Therefore, YP is allowed to change even if the total baryon density is fixed.
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by BBN and the CMB. The CMB bound is only stronger than the BBN bound in the
lower mass range, as this is where Neff strongly increases. HNLs with short lifetimes
and masses around O(10) MeV decouple while being non-relativistic and thus have a
suppressed number density. They can therefore survive beyond the decoupling of SM weak
reactions, without significantly affecting the primordial abundances. However, since the
HNL energy density here falls off as (scale factor)−3, the HNLs could eventually dominate
the total energy density of the Universe. As can be seen in Fig. 16, HNLs in this lower
mass range inject most of their energy into neutrinos, which remains in the neutrino sector
after neutrino decoupling. The result is then a significant increase in Neff, which can be
constrained with the CMB. On the other hand, for masses higher than ∼70 MeV, Neff

starts decreasing. This decrease is relatively small in magnitude, especially in the region
that is not constrained by BBN, where Neff − NCMB

eff . 0.4. In addition, the error in the
determination of YP by the CMB is larger than the one by BBN [199, 233]. These two
properties make the CMB a weaker probe of HNLs in the higher mass range.

Currently, CMB is a weaker probe of HNLs than BBN in the mass rangemN & 40 MeV.
However, as mentioned before, future CMB experiments could improve upon this result.

3.3.6 Implications for the Hubble Parameter

An increase or decrease of Neff subsequently also changes the Hubble parameter. As such,
HNLs could play a role in alleviating the longstanding tension between local determinations
of the current day Hubble rate H0 and the one as inferred from the CMB16 [235, 236].
The usual approach involves increasing Neff, while keeping the angular scale of the sound
horizon θs = rs/DA fixed, see e.g. [237–239]. Here, rs is the comoving sound horizon and
DA is the comoving angular diameter distance to the surface of last scattering. Both of
these quantities depend on the Hubble parameter:

rs(z∗) =

∫ ∞

z∗

cs(z)dz

H(z)
(3.3.28)

DA(z∗) =

∫ z∗

0

dz

H(z)
, (3.3.29)

where z∗ is the redshift of the last-scattering surface and cs(z) is the speed of sound of
the baryon-photon fluid in the early Universe. The Hubble rate in Eq. (3.3.28) depends
mainly on the radiation (photons and neutrinos) and matter energy densities, while the one
in Eq. (3.3.29) is the late-time Hubble rate and depends mostly on the dark energy and

16This question has been considered before in [234]. Importantly, this study used the results of [194],
where the assumption was made that any change in the primordial helium abundance is due to ∆Neff. In
contrast, here we find that neutrino spectral distortions are the driving power behind ∆Neff for short-lived
HNLs. As a consequence, the results presented in our work and in [234] are rather different.
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Figure 17: Semi-analytic estimate of ∆Neff as a function of HNL mass and lifetime in the
case of pure tau mixing. This plot is obtained using the method described in Sec. 3.2.1 (and
is therefore only accurate up to a factor 3− 4 for short lifetimes, when neutrinos are still in
partial equilibrium). Nevertheless, it allows for a qualitative understanding of the behavior
of ∆Neff at lifetimes larger than considered in the main analysis (Fig. 15). Importantly, for
lifetimes well beyond the time of neutrino decoupling (O(1) s), non-equilibrium effects are
absent and the sign of ∆Neff is thus completely determined by the fraction of HNL energy
ξν that is injected into the neutrino plasma, see Fig. 16. We see that HNLs with low masses
and long lifetimes can still considerably affect Neff, while in the higher mass range ∆Neff

tends to 0. This is because low-mass HNLs are more abundantly produced in this region of
parameter space [196], where their mixing angles are relatively large.

matter energy densities. This means that increasing Neff only results in a larger early-time
Hubble rate and a smaller rs. In order to keep θs fixed, the comoving angular diameter
distance must satisfy DA = rs/θs, which then also decreases if rs decreases. Looking at
Eq. (3.3.29), such a decrease can be accomplished by increasing the dark energy density
ωΛ, or equivalently, H0 (as ΩΛ = 1− Ωm). Since local measurements find a larger value of
H0 than the one inferred from the CMB within the Standard Model, this approach provides
a way to reduce the Hubble tension.

This method, however, does not take into account the increased Silk damping induced
by a larger Neff [54, 230–232]. Therefore, a price must be paid when alleviating the Hubble
tension in this way: An increase of Neff leads to a larger disagreement with the CMB
itself. Given our CMB constraint in Fig. 15, we see that HNLs can increase Neff by at
most ∆Neff ≈ 0.4. This gives us an indication of the extent to which unconstrained HNLs
could increase H0 and ameliorate the Hubble tension. We estimate the corresponding H0

by running Monte Python [240, 241] with the Planck 2018 baseline TTTEEE+lowE
analysis. Fixing the primordial helium abundance to17 YP = 0.25, we obtain18 H0 =

17This is approximately the value of YP along the ∆Neff = +0.4 curve on the left in the bottom panel of
Fig. 15.

18All errors in H0 reported here are at 68% CL.
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70.5± 0.7 km s−1Mpc−1. This value can be compared to the one as obtained from, e.g., a
distance ladder approach, which gives H local

0 = 73.0± 1.4 km s−1Mpc−1 [242]. Given the
Hubble rate obtained within ΛCDM (H0 = 67.3 ± 0.6 km s−1Mpc−1 [199]), we see that
HNLs which are not excluded by BBN, the CMB and terrestrial experiments can moderately
alleviate the Hubble tension.
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Appendix

3.A Thermal dependence of mixing angle of HNLs

3.A.1 Neutrino self-energy

Consider hot dense plasma with 4-velocity uµ, u2 = 1, temperature T � me and zero
lepton asymmetry. Neutrinos in this plasma may interact elastically with electron-positron
pairs:

ν + e± → ν + e± (3.A.1)

If the 4-momentum of the neutrino does not change in these processes, they contribute to
the self-energy of neutrinos Σ, see Fig. 18. In explicit form, the self-energy is

e+ e+

ν νW ν

e−e−

νW

+

Figure 18: Diagrams of the contribution of the processes (3.A.1) to the self-energy of
neutrinos.

Σ ∼ 2

∫
d3k

(2π)3
fFD(k)Σk, (3.A.2)

where
fFD(k) =

1

exp (k · u) + 1
(3.A.3)

is the distribution function of electrons and positrons (with u being the 4-velocity of the
plasma), while Σk is (σ denotes the equality up to sign)

Σk ∼
1

2k

√
2GF

2

[
γµ(1− γ5)u(k)Dµν(p− k)ū(k)γν(1− γ5)−

− γµ(1− γ5)v(k)Dµν(p+ k)v̄(k)γν(1− γ5)

]
, (3.A.4)
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with Dµν being the W boson propagator

Dµν(p± k) = −
gµν − (p±k)µ(p±k)ν

m2
W

(p± k)2 −m2
W

(3.A.5)

The minus sign in (3.A.4) appears because of the Pauli principle – the processes (3.A.1)
differ only by exchanged in- and out- charged fermions lines.

Let us simplify estimates:

1. The self-energy (3.A.4) vanishes in the leading order on GFE
2 (i.e., approximating

the propagator by −gµν/m−2
W ). We need to keep the next order corrections:

Dµν(p± k) =
gµν
m2
W

− 1

m4
W

[
gµν(p± k)2 + (p± k)µ(p± k)ν

]
+ . . . (3.A.6)

The (p± k)µ(p± k)ν/m
2
W terms in the numerator either areO(me/mW ) suppressed

(this can be shown by acting them on electron-positron spinors u(k)/v(k)), or cancel
when plugging in Eq. (3.A.4), so only the term gµν(p± k)2/m4

W matters. Averaging
over incoming electron/positron polarizations, vv̄, uū→ /k/2, we get

Σk ∼
√

2GF

8km2
W

[(p+ k)2 − (p− k)2]γµ(1− γ5)/kγµ(1− γ5) =

=

√
2GF (p · k)

2km2
W

γµ(1− γ5)/kγµ(1− γ5) ∼ 2
√

2GF (p · k)

km2
W

/k(1− γ5), (3.A.7)

where in the last step we used the identity γµ(1− γ5)/kγµ(1− γ5) = −4/k(1− γ5).

2. Let us integrate Σk over the momenta of e±. We have

1

ne

∫
d3k

(2π)3
(p · k)

/k

k
fFD(k) =

pαγβ

ne

∫
d3k

(2π)3

kαkβ
k

fFD(k) = pαγβ(Agαβ +Buαuβ),

(3.A.8)
where ne = 3ζ(3)T 3/4π2 is the number density of electrons and positrons, the
coefficients A,B can be obtained considering the integral at rest frame of the plasma
(uα = δα0 ):

B = −4A =
4〈Ee〉

3
(3.A.9)

Therefore, we get

Σ =
16
√

2〈Ee〉neGF

3m2
W

(
(p · u)/u− 1

4
/p

)
(1− γ5) (3.A.10)

Restoring the overall sign and making a completely similar calculation that involves the
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contribution of neutrinos themselves to the self-energy, we get

Σ(p) = −16
√

2〈Ee〉neGF

3m2
W

[
1 +

m2
W

2m2
Z

](
(p · u)/u− 1

4
/p

)
(1− γ5) (3.A.11)

This expression agrees with [243] (Eq. (12)) at the rest frame of the plasma, uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0)

(see also Eq. (20) in [213]).19

At rest frame of the plasma, neglecting the neutrino mass, using the relation 〈Ee〉 =

7π4T/180ζ(3), for the correction to the neutrino energy we have

∆Eν(p) =
1

2p
Tr[Σu(p)ū(p)] = −14

√
2π2GFT

4p

45m2
W

(
1 +

m2
W

2m2
Z

)
(3.A.12)

This expression agrees with [213, 243].
The self-energy modifies the neutrino propagator: after the resummation we get

Dν(p) =
1

/p

∞∑

n=0

(
−Σ

1

/p

)n
=

1

/p+ A/c(1− γ5)
(3.A.13)

3.A.2 Derivation of U2
m

Now, consider the general matrix elementM of the interaction of an HNL N with SM
particles. It couples to the neutrino via the term Lmixing = mNθN̄ν, where mN is the mass
of the HNL and θ � 1 is the mixing angle. Therefore,M takes the form

M = θmNN̄(p)Dν(p)γ
µ(1− γ5) . . . , (3.A.14)

where . . . is the interaction dependent part and γµ(1− γ5) comes from the neutrino vertex.
Let us use the series representation of the neutrino propagator (3.A.13). With the help of
the identity [

/c(1− γ5)
/p

p2

]n
γµ(1− γ5) =

[
2/c

/p

p2

]n
γµ(1− γ5) (3.A.15)

we get

M = θmNN̄(p)
1

/p+ 2A/c
γµ(1−γ5) · · · = θmNN̄(p)

/p+ 2A/c

p2 + 4A(p · c) + 4A2c2
γµ(1−γ5) . . . ,

(3.A.16)
where in the last equality we multiplied the numerator and denominator of the propagator
by /p+ 2A/c. Finally, using the dispersion relation for HNLs (p2 = m2

N ), the Dirac equation
N̄/p = mNN̄ and neglecting the 4A2 term in comparison to 4A (valid everywhere for

19The expression (3.A.11) is larger from Eq. (12) in [243] by a factor of two, but this is most likely due to
a misprint, as Eqs. (21) from [213] and (13) from [243] require twice larger value.
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T � mW ), we obtain

M = θMN̄(p)

[
1 + 2A

(
(p · u)

mN
/u− 1

4

)]
γµ(1− γ5) . . . , (3.A.17)

where we introduced the effective mixing angle θM :

θM =
θ

1 + 4A
(

(p·u)2

m2
N
− 1

4

) ≈ θ

1 + 2.2 · 10−8
(

T
1 GeV

)4 (
γ2
N − 1

4

) , (3.A.18)

with γN = EN/mN . For practical purposes, the second term in the numerator,

X̂ = 1 + 2A

(
(p · u)

mN
/u− 1

4

)
, (3.A.19)

may be neglected, see a discussion below.

In the UR limit γN ≈ pN/mN ≈ 3.15T/mN � 1, and we get

θM(T ) ≈ θ

1 + a
(

T
1 GeV

)6
(

1 GeV
mN

)2 , a = 2.2 · 10−7 (3.A.20)

The value of a fully coincides with that from the literature (see, e.g., [196]).

Role of the numerator. Let us now consider the operator in the square brackets from
Eq. (3.A.17):

X̂ = 1 + 2A

(
(p · u)

mN
/u− 1

4

)
(3.A.21)

Using (p · u)/u ' EN in the plasma rest frame and approximating EN ≈ 3.15T , we find
that the second term of the operator cannot be neglected (& 1) for temperatures

T & 31
( mN

1 GeV

)1/5

(3.A.22)

In contrast, the second term in the denominator of (3.A.20) becomes non-negligible at

T & 12.9
( mN

1 GeV

)1/3

(3.A.23)

So there is a temperature domain in which the θM is affected by the plasma effects, whereas
the numerator can be neglected. However, the numerator prevents the matrix element from
huge suppression at large temperatures: the asymptotics of the suppression of the product
X̂ · θM is mN/EN .
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3.B Changes in p↔ n rates due to the presence of mesons

In this section, we provide details on our estimate of the effect of mesons on BBN.

Pions. The threshold-less processes with charged pions are

π− + p→ n+ π0/γ, π+ + n→ p+ π0. (3.B.1)

The cross-sections at threshold are [179]

〈σπ−p→nv〉 ≈ 4.3 · 10−23F π
c (T ) m3/s,

〈σπ−p→nv〉
〈σπ+

n→pv〉
≈ 0.9 F π

c (T ), (3.B.2)

where F h
c is the Sommerfeld enhancement of the cross-section due to presence of two

oppositely charged particles in the in-state:

F h
c =

x

1 + e−x
, where x =

2παEM

ve
, (3.B.3)

where ve ≈
√

T
mh

+
√

T
mp

is the relative velocity between a nucleon and a meson. Fc is of
order of one at T ' 1 MeV.

Kaons. The threshold-less n↔ p conversions driven by kaons are

K− + p→ Σ±/0/Λ + π∓/0/π0 → n+ 2π,

K− + n→ Σ−/0/Λ + π0/−/π− → n+ 2π,

K̄0
L + p→ Σ0/+/Λ + π+/0/π+ → n+ 2π,

K̄0
L + n→ Σ±/0/Λ + π∓/0/π0 → p+ 2π,

(3.B.4)

where Λ,Σ are the lightest strange hadronic resonances [178].
Their effect is similar to the one of pions, but with small differences: (i) cross-sections

of above reactions are higher than the cross-sections of (3.1.2)20, (ii) there is no isotopic
symmetry - K+ mesons do not contribute to p↔ n conversion, since there are no threshold-
less processes n+K+ → p+X . Indeed, the process n+K+ → p+K0 has the threshold
Q ≈ 2.8 MeV, while the threshold-less processes going through s-quark resonances, similar
to (3.B.4), would require resonances with negative strangeness and positive baryon number,
that do not exist, (iii) neutral kaons do not lose the energy before decaying (however, we
follow [178] and approximate the cross-sections by threshold values).

The threshold cross-sections are

〈σK−p→nv〉 ≈ 9.6 · 10−22FK
c (T ) m3/s,

〈σK−p→nv〉
〈σK−n→pv〉

≈ 2.46 FK
c (T ), (3.B.5)

20The reason is that these reactions have higher available phase space and go through hadronic resonances.
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〈σK0

p→nv〉 ≈ 1.95 · 10−22 m3/s,
〈σK

0
L

p→nv〉
〈σK

0
L

n→pv〉
≈ 0.41. (3.B.6)

Conversion probabilities. A probability for a meson h to convert p↔ n before decaying
is given by

P h
conv ≈

〈σhp↔nv〉nB
Γhdecay

, (3.B.7)

where Γhdecay is the decay width and nB is the baryon number density. The decay widths of
mesons are [52]

Γπ
±

decay ≈ 3.8 · 107 s−1, ΓK
−

decay ≈ 8.3 · 107 s−1, Γ
K0
L

decay ≈ 2 · 107 s−1 (3.B.8)

Using (3.B.2), (3.B.5), (3.B.8), for the p→ n conversion probabilities we obtain

P π−

conv(T ) ≈ 2.5 · 10−2

(
T

1 MeV

)3

, PK−

conv(T ) ≈ 2.8 · 10−1

(
T

1 MeV

)3

,

P
K0
L

conv(T ) ≈ 1.6 · 10−1

(
T

1 MeV

)3

(3.B.9)

The largeness of the probabilities is caused by the fact that the decay of mesons proceeds
through weak interactions, while the p↔ n conversion is mediated by strong interactions.
In particular, at T & 2 MeV kaons participate in the conversion faster than they decay.

3.B.1 Numeric study

To verify the analytic estimate (3.3.24), we numerically solve equation for the neutron
abundance Xn, where we include both weak conversion p↔ n processes and the meson
driven processes (3.B.1)-(3.B.4). The system of equations has the form




Xn
dt

=
(
dXn
dt

)
SM +

(
dXn
dt

)
π

+
(
dXn
dt

)
K−

+
(
dXn
dt

)
K0
L
,

dnπ−
dt

= nN
BrN→π−

τN
− Γπ

−
decaynπ− − 〈σπ

−
p→nv〉(1−Xn)nBnπ− ,

dnπ+
dt

= nN
BrN→π+

τN
− Γπ

+

decaynπ+ − 〈σπ+

n→pv〉XnnBnπ+ ,
dnK−
dt

= nN
BrN→K−

τN
− ΓK

−
decaynK− − 〈σK

−
p→nv〉(1−Xn)nBnK− − 〈σK−n→pv〉XnnBnK− ,

dn
K0
L

dt
= nN

Br
N→K0

L

τN
− Γ

K0
L

decaynK0
L
− 〈σK

0
L

p→nv〉(1−Xn)nBnK0
L
− 〈σK

0
L

n→pv〉XnnBnK0
L

(3.B.10)
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Here the quantities
(
dXn

dt

)

π

= (1−Xn)nπ−〈σπ
−

p→nv〉 −Xnnπ+〈σπ+

n→pv〉,

and
(
dXn

dt

)

K

= (1−Xn)nK〈σKp→nv〉 −XnnK〈σKn→pv〉

(3.B.11)

are the rates of change of Xn due to different mesons (K = K−/K0
L); nB is the baryon

number density nB = ηBnγ . In equations for the number density of mesons nh, the first
term comes from HNLs, the second due to decays of mesons and the last term is due
to p ↔ n conversion. The time-temperature relation and the scale factor dynamics are
provided by the solution of Eq. (3.3.19), and the HNL number density may be obtained
using Eq. (3.3.17).

During times teq ' (Γhdecay)
−1 ∼ 10−8 s, which are small in comparison to any other

time scale in the system, the solution for nh reaches the dynamical equilibrium:

nπ− =
nN · BrN→π−

τN(Γπ
−

decay + 〈σπ−p→nv〉(1−Xn)nB)
, nπ+ =

nN · BrN→π+

τN(Γπ
+

decay + 〈σπ+

n→pv〉(1−Xn)nB)
,

(3.B.12)

nK =
nN · BrN→K

τN(ΓKdecay + 〈σKp→nv〉(1−Xn)nB + 〈σKn→pv〉XnnB)
, (3.B.13)

where K = K−/K0
L.

Therefore, we solve a single equation

Xn

dt
=

(
dXn

dt

)

SM
+

(
dXn

dt

)

π

+

(
dXn

dt

)

K−
+

(
dXn

dt

)

K0
L

. (3.B.14)

where we use meson number densities given by Eqs. (3.B.12) and (3.B.13) in the meson-
driven conversion rates (3.B.11). The results are shown in Fig. 19. Our main result is the
right panel of Fig. 19 – it shows that the value Tmin

0 ' 1.50 MeV and that its variation as a
function of the HNL mass is within ±1%.

With the help of Eqs. (3.B.2), (3.B.5), we obtain the value of the neutron abundance
driven solely by a given meson h. As long as T & T0 (see Eq. (3.1.9) and left panel of
Fig. 19), the weak interaction processes may be completely neglected, and the resulting Xn

are given by

Xπ±

n =
〈σπ−p→nv〉 · nπ−

〈σπ−p→nv〉 · nπ− + 〈σπ+

n→pv〉 · nπ+

≈ 0.9F π
c (T )

1 + 0.9F π
c (T )

,

XK−

n ≈ 2.46FK
c

2.46FK
c + 1

, X
K0
L

n ≈ 0.32 (3.B.15)
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Figure 19: Left panel: the behavior of the p → n (solid lines) and n → p (dashed lines)
conversion rates in the case of pion and kaon driven conversions and SBBN. We consider
HNLs mixing with e flavor, mass mN = 1 GeV and lifetime τN = 0.02 s as an example.
Middle panel: the temperature dependence of the neutron abundance Xn assuming that its
evolution is completely dominated by the meson driven p↔ n conversions. We consider
HNLs mixing with e flavor and different masses: mN = 200 MeV (only pions are present),
mN = 700 MeV (pions and charged kaons are present),mN = 1.5 GeV (pions, charged and
neutral kaons are present). The dashed gray line denotes the value of the neutron abundance
at equilibrium in SBBN. Right panel: the HNL mass dependence of the temperature Tmin

0 .

The values of Xπ−/K−
n grow with the decrease of the temperature due to the growth of the

Coulomb factor Fc, which enhances the rate of the p→ n process.
The quantities (3.B.15) provide us the qualitative estimate of the value of Xn in

presence of different mesons, Fig. 19. Below the kaon production threshold, Xh
n = Xπ±

n .
At larger masses, in order to findXh

n we need to set the whole right hand-side of Eq. (3.B.10)
to zero. Below the K0

L production threshold (which occurs at mN = mφ), the value of Xh
n

grows, since charged kaons tend Xn to higher values than Xπ−
n . Above the neutral kaon

production threshold, the ratio BrN→K−/BrN→π− increases (Fig. 10) and Xh
n grows further.

However, kaons K0
L, that are present in small amounts, somewhat diminish this growth.

The value of Xh
n(mN) provide us the mass dependence of Tmin

0 (mN), which is the
smallest temperature allowed by observations (c.f. Fig. 2). We show it in Fig. 19 (right
panel).

Let us now comment on the approximations of this approach. If HNLs disappear
from the plasma before neutrinos froze out, the evolution of the neutron abundance and
subsequent nuclear reactions proceed exactly as in SBBN case (albeit with modified initial
value of Xn at T = Tmin

0 ).
Indeed, the onset of nuclear reactions is determined by the dynamical balance between

reactions of deuterium synthesis and dissociation. This balance depends on the value of ηB .
The latter gets diluted by the factor ζ due to decays of HNLs, see Section 3.3.1. However,
we fix ηB at the beginning of nuclear reactions to be the same as measured by CMB. This of
course means that ηB has been ζ−1 times higher before decays of HNLs, but no observables
can probe the value of ηB in this epoch.

Another ingredient that affects dynamics of nuclear reactions is the time-temperature
relation, traditionally encoded in the value of Neff. If HNLs have τN ' 0.02 s, neutrinos
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are in equilibrium during the decay of the most of HNLs, and therefore they do not change
neither Neff nor weak p ↔ n conversion, see detailed analysis in [170]. As a result, the
evolution of primordial plasma below Tmin

0 is governed by the SBBN equations, and our
prediction of the upper bound on the allowed HNL lifetimes is conservative. HNLs with
larger lifetimes do change Neff and rates. However, the net effect of this impact is an
increase of the 4He abundance [64, 170], and therefore the predictions of our approach in
the increase of the 4He abundance, which does not include changes in these quantities, are
conservative.

3.B.2 Numeric approach for long-lived HNLs

The total system of equations for HNLs, mesons, SM plasma and nuclei reads




nN =
(aN,dec

a

)3
nN,dec · e−t/τN ,

ȧ(t) = a(t) ·H(t),
dTEM

dt
+HTEM = ΓEM↔ν

ρEM

dρEM/dTEM
+ ρN εEM

τN
,

dTν
dt

+HTν = −ΓEM↔ν
ρν

dρν/dTν
+ ρN εν

τN
,

Ẋi =
∑

j,kNi

(
Γj→ki

∏
j

Y
Nj
j

Nj !
− Γki→j

∏
k

Y
Nk
k

Nk!

)
(3.B.16)

Here, Xi ≡ ni/nB, Ni denotes the stoichiometric coefficient, j → kl is the shortland
notation for

j1 + · · ·+ jp → i+ k1 + · · ·+ kq, (3.B.17)

and
∏

k

Y
Nk
k

Nk!
is the shortland notation for

∏

k

Y Nk
k

Nk!
≡
Y
Nk1
k1

. . . Y
Nkq
kq

Nk1 ! . . . Nkq !
(3.B.18)

Γj→ik are the reaction rates of SBBN reactions governed the evolution of d, t,3 He,4 He,7 Be,7 Li,
as well as weak p↔ n rates from from [48], and meson-driven dissociation rates, which
we use from [182].21 The number density of mesons evolve due to Eqs. (3.B.10), where
in addition to p ↔ n rates there are now also nuclear dissociation rates. Our results for
nuclear abundances in SBBN are in perfect agreement with predictions from [48].

We neglect the change of weak SM rates, since in presence of long-lived HNLs with
τN � 1 s they do not change at temperatures T ' O(1 MeV) at which weak interaction
processes are important.

21We of course do not include the inverse reactions in which mesons occur, since these reactions are
endotermic and practically impossible.
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3.C Temperature Evolution Equations

Here we provide the relevant equations for the time evolution of the neutrino and photon
temperatures in the presence of decaying FIPs. Assuming a Fermi-Dirac distribution for
neutrinos, the equations read [184, 198]:
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dTν
dt

+ 4HTν =
(1− ξEM,eff)

ρFIP
τFIP

+ Γν↔EM(Tν , TEM)

dρν/dTν
(3.C.1)

dTEM

dt
+

(4Hργ + 3H(ρe + pe))

dρe/dT + dργ/dT

=
ξEM,eff

ρFIP
τFIP
− Γν↔EM(Tν , TEM)

dρe/dT + dργ/dT
(3.C.2)

dρFIP

dt
+ 3HρFIP = −ρFIP

τFIP
, (3.C.3)

where ξEM,eff is given in Eq. (3.2.6), ρi is the energy density of particle i, τFIP is the FIP
lifetime and Γν↔EM(Tν , TEM) =

(
Γνe↔EM + 2Γνµ↔EM

)
/3 is the energy density exchange

rate averaged over neutrino flavours, given by Eqs. (2.12a) and (2.12b) in [198].

3.D Comment on “Massive sterile neutrinos in the early universe:
From thermal decoupling to cosmological constraints” by Mas-
trototaro et al.

After our work was submitted, the paper [197] appeared that studies the impact of HNLs
with masses mN < mπ on Neff. The authors of this work used numerical simulations in
order to obtain Neff and disagree with our conclusion that Neff can decrease even if most of
the HNL energy is injected into neutrinos. They have presented an analytic argument in
their Appendix C which aims to demonstrate that our conclusion on Neff is wrong. They
start with a toy model in Eq. (C.1) that describes the evolution of the distribution function
of neutrinos fν :

x∂xfν(Eν , x) =
1

H

[
S(x,Eν) + ς2G2

FT
4Eν(feq − fν)

]
, (3.D.1)

where x = ma (with a the scale factor and m = 1 MeV), H is the Hubble rate, ς is a con-
stant and S(x) > 0 is the source term from decays of HNLs. The second term in the brackets
describes the interactions between neutrinos and EM particles, where feq is the equilibrium
distribution function resulting from the interaction dynamics of neutrinos and EM particles
in the presence of HNLs.
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Their argument as to why Neff cannot decrease goes as follows: as far as the source
injecting rate S(x,Eν) and the collision rate G2

FT
4Eν are much higher than the Hubble

rate, the solution of Eq. (3.D.1) may be given in terms of the quasi-static solution:

fν ≈ feq +
S

G2
FT

4Eν
. (3.D.2)

In the limiting case S � G2
FT

4Eν , the solution is just fν = feq, while in the opposite
case fν � feq. The authors conclude that in any case fν ≥ feq and thus ∆Neff ≥ 0.
However, while this argument may be applicable at very early times when neutrinos are in
perfect equilibrium, it is no longer valid at temperatures T = O(1 MeV), when they start
to decouple. During the decoupling process, the dynamics of the equilibration between
neutrinos and EM particles, i.e., the energy transfer between the two sectors, becomes very
important and is not captured by Eq. (3.D.1).

We reiterate our argument as to why Neff can decrease when FIPs inject most of their
energy into neutrinos, but now from the point of view of the neutrino distribution function
(see also the right panel of Fig. 4 and the surrounding text for a similar discussion). Before
the decay of the FIP, the neutrino distribution function is the same as the equilibrium
distribution, fν = feq. Right after the decay of the FIP, the neutrino distribution at
high energies becomes fν > feq, while at low energies it is still fν = feq. During the
thermalisation, high-energy neutrinos interact with both low-energy neutrinos and EM
particles. In this process, the temperature of the equilibrium distribution function feq

increases. Now, neutrinos in the high-energy tail of fν interact efficiently, see Eq. (3.2.5),
and fν −→ feq for such neutrinos. But at low energies, neutrinos do not interact efficiently
anymore to catch up with the increase of feq, which eventually leads to fν < feq in this
energy range. Given that these low-energy neutrinos contribute the most to Neff, it means
that ∆Neff can become negative.
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Samenvatting

In de 20e eeuw hebben pogingen om een aantal verschijnselen in de deeltjesfysica te
verklaren, samen met twee wetenschappelijke revoluties (de speciale relativiteitstheorie
en de kwantummechanica), geresulteerd in de ontwikkeling van het Standaardmodel van
de deeltjesfysica (SM). De huidige status van het SM is dubbel. Aan de ene kant is
het SM extreem succesvol in het zeer nauwkeurig beschrijven van talloze deeltjesfysica-
experimenten bij versnellers. Aan de andere kant slaagt het SM er niet in om verschillende
bevestigde fenomenen te verklaren die bekend staan als Buiten het Standaardmodel (BSM)
verschijnselen: donkere materie in het heelal, neutrino-oscillaties en de oorsprong van de
materie-antimaterie asymmetrie in het heelal. Al deze fenomenen suggereren dat het SM
moet worden uitgebreid.

Helaas zeggen deze BSM-fenomenen niets over de precieze manier waarop het SM
moet worden uitgebreid: veel verschillende extensies kunnen de BSM-fenomenen evengoed
verklaren. Om aanwijzingen te vinden waar te gaan zoeken, moeten wij observationele
tekens bestuderen die kunnen worden veroorzaakt door verschillende uitbreidingen van
het SM. Dit proefschrift is toegewijd aan het bestuderen van twee zulke zoekopdrachten:
in deeltjes experimenten en in kosmologische waarnemingen. De twee benaderingen zijn
complementair: deeltjes versnellers onderzoeken deeltjes met een korte levensduur en
kosmologische waarnemingen kunnen ons iets vertellen over langlevende deeltjes.

Bij deeltjesversnellers kunnen de nieuwe deeltjes worden geproduceerd en vervol-
gens worden onderzocht, met name door hun verval of verstrooiing. Om het bereik in
de parameter-ruimte voor toekomstige experimenten te kunnen definiëren, is het belan-
grijk om resultaten te bestuderen die voortkwamen uit eerdere experimenten. Voor dit
doeleinde, hebben wij de resultaten van het oude experiment CHARM opnieuw geana-
lyseerd, in de context van een model met zware neutrale leptonen (HNL’s). Dit is een
uitbreiding waar nieuwe zware fermionen worden toegevoegd aan het SM die mogelijk
direct verantwoordelijk zijn voor alle BSM-verschijnselen. Wij hebben geconstateerd dat
eerdere gepubliceerde resultaten voor HNL’s met CHARM met twee ordes van grootte
werden onderschat (afhankelijk van de eigenschappen van HNL’s). Vervolgens hebben wij
gekeken naar zogenaamde ‘displaced vertices’ in de Large Hadron Collider (LHC), waar
wij hun potentieel hebben bestudeerd om verval van verschillende deeltjes met een zwakke
interactie (FIP’s) te onderzoeken. Vanwege de korte afstand tussen het FIP-productiepunt
en het vervalvolume, van de orde lmin = O(mm), kan zo een zoekactie de kloof in de
parameterruimte van FIP’s die zijn uitgesloten door eerdere experimenten dichten en het
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domein dat kan worden onderzocht met toekomstige experimenten, die grotere lmin & 1 m
hebben. In het bijzonder, hebben wij voor het eerst het potentieel van de muon-tracker bij
de CMS bestudeerd om naar FIP’s te zoeken, met als voorbeelden HNL’s, Higgs-achtige
scalars en Chern-Simons-portalen. Vervolgens hebben wij FIP-verstrooiing overwogen
en onderzocht hoe verstrooiing van FIP’s met hadronen kan worden onderscheiden van
SM-neutrinoverstrooiing, afhankelijk van de massa van een deeltje dat de verstrooiing
bemiddelt. Met deze signalen hebben wij het bereik geschat van SND@LHC (een recent
goedgekeurd experiment bij de LHC) voor het model van lichte donkere materie dat via het
leptofobe portaal een interactie ondergaat met SM-deeltjes.

Kosmologie bepaalt doorgaans de ondergrens voor de koppelingen van FIP’s. De
belangrijkste waarnemingen voor FIP’s met een korte levensduur zijn BBN en CMB, die
mogelijk gevoelig zijn voor FIP’s met een levensduur van slechts aantal × 10−2 s. Wij
hebben ontdekt dat lichte, langlevende mesonen zoals π± en K±/0 protonen efficiënt
omzetten in neutronen. Dit kan leiden tot een significante toename van de hoeveelheid
4He als dergelijke mesonen aanwezig zijn in het primordiaal plasma met temperaturen
onder 1.5 MeV. Met behulp van analytische technieken hebben wij met dit effect een
modelonafhankelijke limiet aan FIP-levensduren afgeleid. Een belangrijke parameter die
verandert door FIP’s met een korte levensduur en die de CMB kan beı̈nvloeden, is het
effectieve aantal aan vrijheidsgraden Neff. Bij het bestuderen van de impact van zware FIP’s
met mFIP � T op Neff, hebben wij ontdekt dat FIP’s met een levensduur van τFIP . 0.1 s
een afname van Neff kunnen veroorzaken, zelfs als ze grotendeels vervallen in neutrino’s.
Dit is te wijten aan het feit dat neutrino’s, die gecreëerd zijn door het verval van FIP’s, het
grootste deel van hun energie opslaan in de EM-plasma tijdens hun thermalisatie.

Ten slotte hebben wij deze modelonafhankelijke resultaten toegepast in het geval van
HNL’s. Wij hebben hun kosmologische productie bestudeerd en rekening gehouden met de
parameterruimte van HNL’s die ofwel nooit in thermisch evenwicht zijn gekomen, of erin
zijn gekomen en vervolgens zijn ontkoppeld. Vervolgens hebben wij limieten afgeleid van
BBN van ongeveer τN . 0.02 s. Dit is een factor vijf sterker dan wat eerder in de literatuur
is vermeld en wat verkregen is met de CMB. Ten slotte, hebben wij geconcludeerd dat
HNL’s met massa’s mN & 70 MeV Neff kunnen verminderen.
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Summary

In the 20th century, attempts to explain the variety of particle physics phenomena, together
with two scientific revolutions – special relativity and quantum mechanics, have resulted in
the development of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM). The current status of SM
is dual. Being extremely successful in describing very precisely countless particle physics
experiments at accelerators, the SM fails to explain several well-established phenomena that
are known as Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) phenomena: dark matter in the Universe,
neutrino oscillations, and the origin of matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe. This
suggests that the SM has to be extended.

Unfortunately, the BSM phenomena do not tell us about the precise way in which
SM has to be extended, and a lot of different extensions may equally explain the BSM
phenomena. In order to find hints where to go we have to study observational signatures
that may be caused by various extensions of the SM. This thesis is devoted to studying two
kinds of such searches: accelerator experiments, and cosmological observations. The two
approaches are complementary: accelerator experiments probe short-lived particles and
cosmological signatures constrain long-lived particles.

At accelerator experiments, the new particles may be produced and then searched in
particular by their decays or scatterings. In order to define the target parameter space for
upcoming experiments, it is important to know constraints coming from past experiments.
For these purposes, I have re-analyzed bounds coming from the past experiment CHARM
to a model of Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNLs), which is an extension that adds massive
fermions that may be directly responsible for the resolution of all BSM phenomena. I
have found that previously reported bounds on HNLs from CHARM are underestimated by
two orders of magnitude, in dependence on properties of HNLs. Next, I have considered
searches for displaced vertices at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and studied their
potential to probe decays of different feebly interacting particles (FIPs). Due to the
short distance between the FIP production point and the decay volume, of the order of
lmin = O(mm), such kind of search is able to close the gap between the parameter space
of FIPs that are ruled out by past experiments and the domain which may be probed by
dedicated experiments, which have larger lmin & 1 m. In particular, I have demonstrated
for the first time the potential of the muon tracker at CMS to search for FIPs, using as
examples HNLs, Higgs-like scalar and Chern-Simons portals. Next, I have considered
FIP scattering, and studied how scatterings of FIPs off hadrons may be distinguished from
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SM neutrino scatterings, dependent on the mass of a particle that mediates the scattering.
Considering these signatures, I have estimated the sensitivity of SND@LHC, a recently
approved experiment at the LHC, to the model of light dark matter interacting with SM
particles via the leptophobic portal.

Cosmological signatures typically provide the lower bound on the values of FIP’s
couplings. The most important observations for short-lived FIPs are BBN and CMB, which
may be sensitive to FIPs with lifetimes as small as few × 10−2 s. I have found that light
long-lived mesons such as π± and K±/0 efficiently convert protons into neutrons, which
may lead to a significant increase of the 4He abundance if such mesons are present in
the primordial plasma at temperatures below 1.5 MeV. Using analytic considerations, I
have derived a model-independent bound on FIP lifetimes from BBN from this effect. An
important parameter that is changed by short-lived FIPs and may affect CMB is the effective
number of degrees of freedom Neff. Studying the impact of heavy FIPs with mFIP � T

on Neff, I have found that FIPs with lifetimes τFIP . 0.1 s decrease Neff even if decaying
mostly into neutrinos, which is due to the fact that neutrinos from decays of FIPs store most
of their energy in EM plasma during their thermalization.

Finally, I have applied these model-independent results to the case of HNLs. I have
studied their cosmological production, considering the parameter space of HNLs that either
never entered thermal equilibrium, or entered it and then decoupled. Then, I have derived
bounds from BBN at the level τN . 0.02 s, which are a factor of five stronger than those
reported previously in the literature, and from CMB, finding in particular that HNLs with
masses mN & 70 MeV may decrease Neff.
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